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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Purpose

This Consultation Statement sets out how Dartford Borough Council has engaged with groups
and individuals so far in two rounds of public consultation (Regulation 18) as part of the Local
Plan production process. This statement includes:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

which bodies and persons the local planning authority invited to make representations
under regulation 18,
how those bodies and persons were invited to make representations under
regulation 18,
a summary of the main issues raised by the representations made pursuant to
regulation 18,
how any representations made pursuant to regulation 18 have been taken into account;

The aim of this document is to demonstrate that Dartford Borough Council carried out periods
of public consultation in accordance with both national guidance and the adopted Statement of
Community Involvement.
Dartford’s Statement of Community Involvement can be found --here.

1.2 Background

The Council began preparing a new Local Plan for the Borough in 2017. This new Dartford Local
Plan replaces the existing Core Strategy 2011 and Development Policies Plan 2017. The Core
Strategy set out ambitions for major transformation of the Borough by 2026, based on
regeneration and development of large sites within the urban area in the north of the Borough
(an approach which is successfully being implemented and will continue further, notably at
Dartford town centre). Many aspects of policies originally within the 2017 Plan also remain
relevant.
This new Local Plan sets out the Borough development strategy to 2037, including the Ebbsfleet
Garden City in Dartford. The Plan aims to be concise but far reaching, focussing on the provision
of high quality development that meets needs and is in sustainable locations. It is intended to
be flexible to change whilst also providing clarity for investment and infrastructure planning.
The time horizon to 2037 enables infrastructure providers to plan future provision, so that
development and new facilities can be co-ordinated. A base year of 2017 for this Plan reflects
the commencement of preparation after adoption of the last plan, and the local housing need
method.
This Dartford Local Plan forms part of the statutory development plan. This also includes the
adopted Kent Minerals and Waste Local Plan. It would also include Neighbourhood Plans but none
have yet been adopted in the Borough. The Local Plan is supported by a number of Supplementary
Planning Documents which give more information on the application of some of the policies.
The Council’s Proposed Submission Local Plan and supporting documents, including the
sustainability appraisal are being published now for Regulation 19 consultation.
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1.3 Structure of Statement

This statement of consultation comprises four sections:
Section 1 is an introduction.
Section 2 sets out the timeline which has been followed in preparing the Local Plan
which is in accordance with the up to date Local Development Scheme.
Section 3 summarises the main issues raised during the course of the consultation
carried out under Regulations 18 and how the comments received have been
considered by the Council. This section is supported by two appendices found in Section
4.
Section 4. Appendices one and two detail how the two periods of Regulation 18
consultation were carried out. Both appendix outline:
•
•
•

who was invited to make representations and how (Regulation 22 (1)(c)(i) and
(ii))
a summary of the main issues raised by those persons (Regulation 22 (1)(c)(iii))
in Plan order and
how those issues have been addressed in the preparation of the Local Plan
(Regulation 22 (1)(c)(iv)).
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2.0 Plan Production Timeline
The creation of a new Local Plan requires a number of thorough and robust stages of
consultation. This is to enable early and ongoing engagement with the local community,
businesses and organisations to develop a comprehensive document, tailored to the needs of
the district in terms of strategy and the policies required. The below timetable outlines main
consultation stages of the emerging Local Plan up until the Submission date.
Key Local Plan Stages Undertaken
1. Identify issues and collect evidence: 2017
The Council surveyed conditions in the Borough and reviewed existing policies and
identified potential gaps in policies, evidence bases, and any changes in national policy since
the adoption of local plan documents.
2. Strategic Issues Consultation: 2018
In accordance with Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012, Dartford Borough Council carried out a period of early public
consultation on the big ‘Strategic Issues'. The consultation was held from 8 June 2018 to 20
July 2018 and sought to receive feedback on what was needed for the future growth and
sustainable development of Dartford and the future of the Dartford Local Plan.
3. Creation of the Preferred Options document: 2018-2020
Based on the consultation responses, and further scoping, a Preferred Options Consultation
Document was created. During this time various evidence studies were commissioned or
produced in house. These included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economy and Employment Paper;
Strategic Housing and Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA);
Dartford and Ebbsfleet Residential Needs Assessment (DERNA);
Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment;
Transport Study (Interim Report);
Cycle Network Development Study;
Crossrail to Ebbsfleet C2E A Corridor for Growth; and
Retail Study (Progress Update);

4. Preferred Options Consultation Period: 2020
In accordance with Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012, Dartford Borough Council carried out a period of public
consultation, titled the ‘Preferred Options’ consultation, to seek views on how to guide
future investment in Dartford and key planning and infrastructure decisions in the
preparation of the Dartford Local Plan. The public consultation set out emerging proposals
alongside alternative approaches: in the Preferred Options Consultation document and a
Sustainability Appraisal and took place between 10 January and 21 February 2020.
5. Draft Local Plan production: 2020
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Based on the strategic direction outlined at Preferred Options (accounting for consultation
responses), and further research, a draft plan was produced. Work on evidence was
continued and completed during this time with some new work being commissioned
including:
•
•

Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA); and
Whole Plan viability

6. Regulation 19 (Publication): 2021
In accordance with Regulation 19 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 the Plan is now at Regulation 19 stage.
Following the completion of the Regulation 19 publication period, the following steps will
be taken:
7.
8.
9.
10.

Review (representations on soundness/ compliance): 2021
Submission to the Secretary of State: 2021
Examination: 2021 - 2022
Plan Adoption: 2022
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3.0 Summary of Process and Main Issues

As outlined in Section 2, the preparation of the Dartford Local Plan included two separate and
distinct periods of consultation under Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local
Planning) (England) Regulations 2012.
Prior to these consultations, the Council also opened up a Call for Sites consultation from 4 May
2018 to 5 June 2018. Simultaneously, the Council undertook consultation on the draft SHLAA
methodology, demonstrating how it was in line with national guidance. The consultation was
open to all organisations and individuals. Views on this methodology were also specifically
sought from public sector partners, under the Duty to Cooperate requirement that applies to
Local Plan production. No objections were received from any party on the overall structure or
approach proposed.
The first Regulation 18 consultation period was then undertaken in the summer of 2018 sought
to receive feedback on what was needed for the future growth and sustainable development of
Dartford and the future of the Dartford Local Plan – details of this consultation period including
who was invited, how they were invited, other communication methods and a report on what
was heard can all be found within appendix 1.
Using the representations received the Council progressed further on shaping the Local Plan,
this included commissioning further evidence and preparing options. During this time, one of
the pieces of further evidence commissioned was the Dartford and Ebbsfleet Residential Needs
Assessment (DERNA). To help with this assessment, a stakeholder workshop was held 20 June
2019. 24 different organisations, including Registered Providers, developers and planning
professionals, were invited. 5 organisations attended the event as well as representatives from
housing and planning from the Council and the EDC. Written feedback was welcomed following
the workshop. Further detail of the consultation event can be found within the DERNA. Further
information regarding the Strategic Issues consultation can be found at Appendix 1.
A second period of consultation under Regulation 18 was then carried out in early 2020
outlining the alternative and preferred options. This consultation sought views on how to guide
future investment in Dartford and key planning and infrastructure decisions in the preparation
of the Dartford Local Plan. The public consultation set out emerging proposals alongside
alternative approaches: in the Preferred Options Consultation document and a Sustainability
Appraisal and took place between 10 January and 21 February 2020. Specific and general
consultees were notified and sent reminders via either letter or email. The Council additionally
published adverts in magazine, newspaper and online via social media. Plain English and visually
attractive flyers were created to reach new audiences and promote the consultation. To
communicate further on the consultation, the Council attended and presented at a number of
pre-existing and regular community and/or Council forums.
The consultation resulted in written representations being made by 88 consultees. Figure 1
below highlights the type of respondents that made representations, showing a good diversity
across public, private, organisation and individual.
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ALL RESPONDENTS - TYPE
Infrastructure
provider , 9%
Parishes and
voluntary sector,
12%
Landowner inc
public sec/ housing
provider, 42%

Government agency
or LA, 16%

Private individual eg
residents, 20%
Figure 1 Respondent Type

In addition to the written representations received, feedback was gathered in person at
consultation events and via social media. Further information on the responses received during
the preferred Option consultation will be provided in Appendix 2, including a robust table listing
the main issues along with the Councils response and action taken.
Following the analysis of representations, the Council responded to many areas of concern
raised by the consultees. The following actions were taken:
•
•
•
•
•

Structured review of comments and representations made;
Determination of policy coverage;
Scoping of specific proposals; and
Continued work on evidence procurement as outlined above; and
Preparation of a new Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP).

•

With the additional evidence, the Council prepared the draft submission document that is now
at Regulation 19 stage.
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Appendix 1 Strategic Issues Consultation
Introduction

In accordance with Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012, Dartford Borough Council carried out a period of early public consultation on
the big ‘Strategic Issues'. The consultation was held from 8 June 2018 to 20 July 2018 and
sought to receive feedback on what was needed for the future growth and sustainable
development of Dartford and the future of the Dartford Local Plan.

Who was consulted, publicity and methods of consultation
Email and letters

A number of significant consultees were also emailed ahead of the consultation period in order
to ensure maximum engagement was received. The list of organisations in receipt of early
emails can be seen at schedule 1.
On 8 June 2018 when the consultation commenced, notification via letter or email was sent to
228 consultees, consisting of both specific and general bodies. A copy of the notification sent
can be seen at appendix 2a with the response form at appendix 2b.
Shortly after the consultation commenced it was noted that an additional 14 consultees had
opted in to Dartford’s Planning Policy Database, as a result an email was sent to these additional
consultees on 20 June 2018. This brought the total number of consultees being notified to 242.
A reminder email was sent to consultees with email on 11 July 2018 and can be seen at
appendix 2c.
Presentations
Council staff presented at existing forum meetings to provide information on the consultation
period and seek engagement. Flyers (see appendix 3) were handed out at each meeting. The
meetings attended, as well as a brief description on the purpose and makeup of the forum, can
be seen below in table 1.
Table 1 - Forums presented to

Name of
forum/network
Bluewater
Community
Forum, held at
Bluewater

Purpose/make-up
The Bluewater Community Forum was set up by
Bluewater before construction began, to share views
and concerns with their neighbours. Since opening,
the forums have continued with generally bi-monthly
meetings held at Bluewater with representatives
from Residents Associations and local groups
including the Police.

Consultation Statement
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Name of
forum/network

Purpose/make-up

Date attended
for
presentation

Ebbsfleet
Community
Partners, held at
Eastgate Centre

This group is made up of officers from both
Gravesham and Dartford Councils, from the Ebbsfleet
Development Corporation and a number of local
residents.

11 June 2018

Tenants and
Leaseholders
Forum Committee
Meeting, held at
Dartford Borough
Council Civic
Centre

The Dartford Tenants' and Leaseholders' Forum is
made up of tenants and leaseholders living in
Dartford who share a common goal - 'To ensure that
the services delivered by Dartford Borough Council
are accessible to all'

12 June 2018

Youth Council
meeting, held at
Dartford Borough
Council Chambers

Dartford Youth Council (DYC) is a non-political body
of young people elected from the schools and
voluntary youth groups in the Borough of Dartford
(ages: 12-18 years).

15 June 2018

Parish Councils,
held at Dartford
Borough Council
Civic Centre

The Parish Council network meeting is made up of
chairs of each of the Parish Councils, Dartford
Borough Council is invited to these meetings. The
meetings are held every 3 months.

3 July 2018

Social Media
The Council used Twitter and Facebook to reach new audiences and those that otherwise may
not be aware of Council’s planning updates. Tweets were published on 13 June, 13 July and 20
July 2018 and can be seen awithin schedule 2.
Website and printed document
On 8 June 2018 the Council’s planning policy webpages were update to include information on
the consultation as well as documents and response forms for downloading. Documents and
response forms were also placed in the Central Library for community access on 8 June 2018.

Main Issues Raised and Response

Responses were received from 53 organisations. A summary of responses to the consultation,
categorised per theme, were published on the website and can be viewed here or within
Schedule 3.
In support of the consultation, a ‘state of play’ sustainability report was made available online
following the link above, as part of work towards the formal Sustainability Appraisal process.
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The consultation response was used by Dartford Borough Council officers to inform the scope
and proposals for the review of the Local Plan.

Conclusion

As demonstrated, this period of consultation was carried out in accordance with Regulation 18
of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012.
The table below demonstrates how the key promises from within the Statement of Community
Involvement were addressed and met.
Table 2 Conformity with Dartford’s Statement of Community Involvement

Commitment

Implemented

Set a Local Development
Scheme



Allow representations for
a 6 week period



Document can be viewed here


Availability of the
document to be online
and in libraries



Those with expressed
interest will be notified



Document was online and in libraries

Aim to attend and engage
with existing consultative
sessions



Seek to use selective
additional activities and
awareness rising



Consultation Statement

Dartford’s Local Development Scheme was
published in 2018 and can been found online
here
The consultation was held from 8 June 2018 to
20 July 2018.

Produce user-friendly
summaries, glossaries and
non-technical studies
where possible

Seek to maximise input
from parties through
aiming to time
participation exercises
together, or working with
other organisations

Evidence

Schedule 1 includes contents of the notification
that was sent out
The consultation was discussed at five existing
forums or networks

The consultation was raised at existing forum
meetings as above, and social media was used
The consultation was discussed at five existing
forums or networks
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Commitment
Keep our contacts list of
interested people up to
date

Implemented


Consider specific actions
to further raise the profile
of public involvement
opportunities (social
media)



Expect to use additional
methods of public
participation (exhibitions)



Ensure we inform a range
of key local residents/
businesses, statutory
consultees, voluntary
bodies, and groups
representing religious,
ethnic, nationality and
disabled interests of Local
Plan consultations
Seek participation across
all groups in Dartford
society (taking efforts to
include those that may be
‘hard to reach’)

The public are able to self-enrol onto the Local
Plan mailing list here
Use of social media is included at Schedule 2

The consultation was brought to existing
forums/ networks
The consultation was brought to existing
forums/ networks that represent local interests





Conduct a Customer
Access Review to consider
implications for a range of
groups in the borough



Ensure strategic crossboundary issues are
identified and addressed
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Evidence

Social media was used to reach new audiences.
Existing forums were also consulted see section
3.2

Completed

See Duty to Cooperate statement and
Statements of Common Ground
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Schedule 1: Details of the consultation database
1.1 Organisations emailed ahead of Strategic Issues Consultation
Organisation
Date of email sent
Ebbsfleet Development Corporation
17 May 2018
Gravesham Borough Council
22 May 2018
Sevenoaks Borough Council
22 May 2018
Highways England
23 May 2018
Highways England
24 May 2018
Kent County Council
23 May 2018
Thurrock Council
23 May 2018
London Borough of Bexley
25 May 2018
Clinical Commissioning Group
25 May 2018
Environment Agency
25 May 2018
Historic England
25 May 2018
Natural England
25 May 2018
South East Water
25 May 2018
Southern Water
25 May 2018
Thames Water
25 May 2018
Bean Parish Council
18 May 2018
Darenth Parish Council
18 May 2018
Longfield Parish Council
18 May 2018
Southfleet Parish Council
18 May 2018
Stone Parish Council
18 May 2018
Sutton-at-Hone and Hawley Parish Council
18 May 2018
Swanscombe and Greenhithe Town Council
18 May 2018
Wilmington Parish Council
18 May 2018
Bean Residents Association
21 May 2018
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1.2 Notification of Strategic Issues Consultation, plain text of email
DARTFORD STRATEGIC ISSUES (NEW LOCAL PLAN) CONSULTATION
Regulation 18: The Town & Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
Dartford Borough Council has started a six week public consultation to inform future planning
strategy (new Local Plan), ending 20th July 2018. We are contacting you as you recently
confirmed you wished to be kept informed of Dartford Planning Policy updates (or your
organisation is identified as a specific or general consultee in the Regulations).
The main consultation document is designed to be viewed electronically, and a variety of
updates and supporting information are also now available online. These other documents
include the statutory Core Strategy Review: Policy Monitoring, and proposed 2018 Five Year
Housing Land Supply, on which comments are also being invited.
Please consider the Strategic Issues consultation paper and its range of questions, the other
documents of interest, and let us know your views in writing by 5pm Friday 20th July 2018 to
ldf@dartford.gov.uk Please use the attached response form.
FUTURE CONTACT
In order to comply with the Data Protection Act 2018 and the Privacy and Electronic
Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003 (as amended), we are obliged to notify you of
your right to opt-out/ unsubscribe from further communication from us.
You can Unsubscribe to easily confirm your details to be removed. Please can an alternative
person opt-in using this link, or a generic email address be provided, as a contact point for
organisations (e.g. groups or voluntary bodies representing communities or people within
society, or those representing business interests, or public bodies). This is as we have to comply
with Regulations 19(b) other the 2012 regulations requiring us to contact these bodies again
when the Local Plan reaches Publication stage.
Our Privacy Notice at https://www.dartford.gov.uk/privacy-statement tells you what to expect
when we collect personal information and who to contact if you have any concerns or questions
about how we look after your personal information. On receiving an opt-out/unsubscribe
request, we will suppress details rather than deleting them. This way, we will have a record not
to contact you.
Regards,
Mark Aplin

Consultation Statement
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1.3 Response Form attached to Strategic Options Consultation notification

New Local Plan - Strategic Issues Consultation 2018

REPRESENTATION FORM

DARTFORD

BOROUGH COUNCIL
Dartford New Local Plan
Strategic Issues Consultation
a stay

~

d
coMecte

sign up to e-a!'erts

For office use only
Ref No:

Dartford Borough Council welcomes your comments on the Strateg ic Issues Consultati on .
Please ensure that you complete section A and record your comments against the relevant
questions in sections B-E as appropriate.
By providing your details to comment on this consultation - held under The Town and
Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012-you are consenting to us
legitimately retaining your contact details for the purposes of Dartford planning policy
consultations. Under Regulation 19, we have duties to inform certain consultees again when
the Local Plan reaches Publication stage.
You may exercise your right under the Data Protection Act 2018, and the Privacy and
Electronic Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003, to unsubscribe from further
communication from us by completing this electron ic form or writing to us at the address
below. Our Privacy Notice at www.dartford .gov.uk tells you what to expect when we collect
personal information and who to contact if you have any concerns or questions about how
we look after your personal information.
Local Plan representations cannot be kept confidential or be made anonymously, but contact
details will not be published. All responses must be received by 5pm on Friday 20 July
2018.
Completed forms should be emailed to: LDF@dartford.gov.uk
Alternatively, they can be sent to:
Planning Policy Team
Dartford Borough Council
Civic Centre
Home Gardens
Dartford
Kent DA1 1DR
If you have any queries about this consultation , please contact the Planning Policy Team by
emailing LDF@dartford .gov .uk or by phoning 01322 343213.

Name

Section A: Your Details

Job Title (if applicable)
Company/organisation name
(if applicable)
Client's name (if aoolicable)
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New Local Plan - Strategic Issues Consultation 2018

Postal address
Email address

2
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New Local Plan - Strategic Issues Consultation 2018

Section B: Dartford's Strategic
Development Objectives and Issues
NATIONAL POLICY AND SCOPE OF THE PLAN
1.

What do you think of the current strategic objectives and future vision for Dartford?

2a.

Should the next Dartford Local Plan be predominantly concerned with major strategic
policies, or is it also necessary to prepare a further update of detailed development
management policies?

2b.

What do you think is the most important long-term topic for future strategic policies
for the Borough?

2c.

Is there a pressing need to deliver new local guidance on other policy areas? If so ,
what should this cover?

STRATEGIC PLANNING. INFRASTRUCTURE AND THE DUTY TO COOPERATE
3a.

What do you consider is the main cross boundary planning/infrastructure issue
extending beyond the Borough for the Council to work on with other councils and
public sector agencies?

3b.

Do you support the aims in the Protocol for Action and Communication?

3
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New Local Plan - Strategic Issues Consultation 2018

3c.

VVhat do you think are the main implications for the Dartford Local Plan , in the
Borough and with cross boundary working, of the government's consultation on the
approach to development contributions?

Section C: Features of the Development
Strategy for the Borough
EXISTING STRATEGIC ISSUES
4a.

Looking at issues identified in current policy, is there anything additional that needs
to be tackled in the new Local Plan?

4b.

VVhich issues are of less importance in terms of future strategic policies for the
Borough?

5.

Considering available evidence on homes, workplaces, retail and leisure, including
the Core Strategy Policy Monitoring Review , what are the main respects in which the
policy approach should be maintained or updated?

HOMES
6a.

VVhat types of housing , including those now within the new draft National Planning
Policy Framework , are particularly relevant to Dartford Borough, and why?

4
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Dartford New Local Plan - Strategic Issues Consultation 2018
Are there circumstances/locations in Dartford that may provide a robust justification
to continue to seek affordable housing contributions on private developments of ten
units or less, despite government policy?

6c.

Should Dartford's Local Plan expect all dwellings to be accessible/adaptable for all
users and ages through national design stand ards? If so , what proportions should be
set in referring to the Building Regulations that will apply?

7a.

Do you think unplanned (windfall ) housing in the Borough is problematic in the case
of: i) small sized plots of land , and ii ) larger plots of land?

7b.

Does the windfall sites policy DP6 continue to have relevance for Dartford, or is it
necessary for local policies for new housing on small sites (under half hectare/1.24
acres) to be relaxed to better reflect the direction of government policy?

WORKPLACES

Ba.

What development is needed for the economic activities most important to Dartford's
long-term economy and future quality of life?

8b.

Can new economic growth in the Borough be primarily focussed on sectors that will
deliver development and prosperity in locations that are, or will be in future , very well
served by public transport?

5
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New Local Plan - Strategic Issues Consultation 2018
Sc.

Should new economic growth be primarily focussed on sectors which match the local
skills and experience of the resident workforce , so as to reduce the need for long
travel to work journeys?

RETAIL AND LEISURE (INCLUDING DARTFORD TOWN CENTRE)
9a.

With the progress in delivering a revival of Dartford town centre as set out in the
Local Plan and the Town Centre Framework Supplementary Planning Document,
what do you think are the main further strategic planning opportunities in the Town
Centre?

9b.

How can change be planned by the Dartford Local Plan in order for Bluewater to
maintain an appropriate and sustainable role in the future as a Borough and regional
centre for retail and/or leisure?

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE
10.

Considering available evidence on transport and community infrastructure, including
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan and Core Strategy Policy Monitoring Review, what
are the main respects in which the policy approach should be maintained or
updated?

11a.

In addition to the planned Strategic Transport Infrastructure Programme Schemes,
should priority be given to improvement projects that tackle traffic congestion at the
Dartford crossing , and would this focus assist with congestion and capacity issues on
the Borough's roads?

6
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New Local Plan - Strategic Issues Consultation 2018

11b.

In addition to all these improvements, what do you think are the other highway
measures which could improve the performance and free running of local roads in
Dartford?

12.

How can the Dartford Local Plan best promote and encourage use of sustainable
transport, such as bus/Fastrack services and cycle facilities?

13a.

What do you think are the three most important long-term issues facing future rail
services in the Borough, and why:
(i)
journey times,
(ii)
peak capacity (overcrowding),
(iii)
punctuality/reliability ,
(iv)
quality of rail stations in the Borough,
(v)
cost of travel, or
(vi)
maintaining access to existing London termini stations?

13b.

Should there be investigation as to whether some train stations on the North Kent
line can be rebuilt in a new slightly different location on the line (remaining within their
local area) to provide improved facilities and access for all users, and closer
proximity to major employers and the greatest concentrations of residents?

13c.

Given the potential identified by Network Rail for a new train service linking London
Victoria the north east of the Borough , via a link using the existing underused railway
south of Ebbsfleet International , what would be the implications of exploring the route
further and/or seeking private funding?

14a.

To what extent will transport and community infrastructure planned in the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan meet the range of needs arising from new development

7
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New Local Plan - Strategic Issues Consultation 2018
in the Borough? Are there other types of infrastructure that will be required by
development?

14b.

Are there new funding mechanisms and approaches that the Council and
infrastructure partners should explore to deliver the infrastructure needed in the
Borough?

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
15.

Considering available evidence on the natural environment, climate change, energy
and air quality, and design and conservation, including the Core Strategy Policy
Monitoring Review, what are the main respects in which the policy approach should
be maintained or updated?

16.

Do you think that Dartford's mitigation approach to the protection of international
habitats and species on the North Kent coast will continue to be suitable for large
developments in the east of the Borough helping mitigation and strategic green space
provision in the area; and are there other approaches to achieving mitigation that
should be considered?

CLIMATE CHANGE, ENERGY AND AIR QUALITY
17a.

How important to you are measures to redu ce impact on climate change, and w hat
do you think is the most relevant issue?

17b.

How can local planning best support action to reduce harmful emissions at source,
decrease reliance on diesel and petrol vehicles through providing alternative travel
options, promote electric/hybrid vehicles, and deliver improved air quality in Dartford?

8
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New Local Plan - Strategic Issues Consultation 2018

17c.

What are the main future implications for the Local Plan of how new technology and
alternative options can reduce the need to travel in environmentally impactful ways,
minimise pollution or help save energy usage in buildings?

DESIGN AND CONSERVATION
18a.

How can the Local Plan better ensure local environmental, economic and community
heritage is respected and reflected in future development?

18b.

How should the need for a strategy for good design inform the preparation of the
Local Plan and potential new redevelopment?

Section D: Main Areas and Types of Future
Development
PATTERN OF DEVELOPMENT
19.

Should the focus of development generally remain on the locations identified in the
Core Strategy? Are there any other feasible major alternatives?

STONE, GREENHITHE, SWANSCOMBE AND THAMES RIVERSIDE
20.

How should strategy for the Ebbsfleet to Stone Priority Area be updated consistent
with overall Borough objectives?

9
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1.4 Reminder Email Strategic Issues Consultation, plain text of email
Dear Sir or Madam
DARTFORD STRATEGIC ISSUES (NEW LOCAL PLAN) CONSULTATION
Regulation 18: The Town & Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
I advised you in June that Dartford Borough Council is carrying out a six week public consultation to
inform future planning strategy (new Local Plan) and this is a reminder that the consultation will end on
20 July 2018.
The current consultation comprises a Strategic Issues Consultation document supported by a Dartford
Core Strategy Policy Review and a Five Year Housing Land Supply document. A number of other
documents providing information and updates have also been produced. All the documents can be found
online here.
This is your chance to comment on current main issues and local long-term infrastructure and planning
needs. It will inform preparation of specific options, new policies and site proposals for future public
consultation.
Any responses will need to be made by 5pm on 20 July 2018 using the form attached. This should be sent
to ldf@dartford.gov.uk.
FUTURE CONTACT
In order to comply with the Data Protection Act 2018 and the Privacy and Electronic Communications (EC
Directive) Regulations 2003 (as amended), we are obliged to notify you of your right to opt-out/
unsubscribe from further communication from us.
You can Unsubscribe to easily confirm your details to be removed. Please can an alternative person optin using this link, or a generic email address be provided, as a contact point for organisations (e.g.
groups or voluntary bodies representing communities or people within society, or those representing
business interests, or public bodies). This is as we have to comply with Regulations 19(b) other the 2012
regulations requiring us to contact these bodies again when the Local Plan reaches Publication stage.
Our Privacy Notice at https://www.dartford.gov.uk/privacy-statement tells you what to expect when we
collect personal information and who to contact if you have any concerns or questions about how we
look after your personal information. On receiving an opt-out/unsubscribe request, we will suppress
details rather than deleting them. This way, we will have a record not to contact you.
Kind regards
Mark Aplin MRTPI BA(Hons) MA MSc
Planning Policy Manager
Regeneration Services
Dartford Borough Council
Civic Centre,
Home Gardens,
Dartford, Kent
DA1 1DR
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Schedule 2: Details of the publicity and consultation methods
2.1 Poster

on
Dartford 's New Local Plan
The current Dartford Core Strategy iis pamt of the Loca l Plan wh ich is the basis for
decid ing p l'an n ing appHcat:ions .. It provides the overa ll development approadh for
the Borough to 2026, including major devel opment locations, the amount and type
of housing, Green Belt protection and the approach to comme rc ial uses . It was
approved in 2011 and now the re is a need to UJ/>date it looki ng towards fihe 2030s.

What are we doing now?
We v.~11 be carrying out a public consultation on 'Strategic Issues' to guide the scope of the
new local Plan. The purpose of the consultation is to:
• Consider Dartford's current planning prioriti es and seek comments on future
priorities
• Seek views on how Dartford can continue to develop in a way v.ohich supports
vibrant communities,. contributes to a strong economy, and protects the natural and
buifl environment
• Focus on the 'big picture' longer-term development matters
The consultation document poses a series of questions, including a number where local
input will be viral.
The consultation will take place from the week commenci ng 4 June 2018 for 6 weeks until
mid July 20 18. We will produce a Planning Policy Bulletin which will explain what we are
doing. Both the consultation docume11t and the bulletin will be available onlin e at
www.dartford.qov.uk/policyconsultation. They will also be availabfe for i11spection, free of
charge, at the Dartford Civic Centre and Dartford Library.
Th is is your chance to tell us what you t hi nk and hel'p shape the planning pol icy for
your Borough.

What happens next?
The responses v.re receive to this consul!ation will help us to draw up more specific
proposals. These will be subject to a detailed further public consultation. We aim to adopt
the Plan in 20201202 ·1.

How do I make comments?
Comments should be made in writing by 5pm on the closi ng date in mid Juliy 2018 by:
• Emai[ing response forms to LDF@dartford.qov.uk; or
• Posting response forms to Planning Policy Team , Dartford Borough Council , Civic
Centre, Home Gardens, Dartford, Kent DA1 1DR
If you have any queries, please conta.ct the
Planning Policy team by emai[ing
LDF@dartford.gov.uk or phon ing 0 1322 343213
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2.2 Tweets published, Strategic Options Consultation
6pm on 13/06/18 (and other sporadic times as appropriate)
Dartford’s New Local Plan – We would like your views to help guide our future approach to
development in Dartford. Visit www.dartford.gov.uk/policyconsultation to respond to a number
of questions on Strategic Issues by 20 July 2018.

Noon on 13/07/18
Dartford’s New Local Plan – There’s only one week to go for you to give us your views to help
guide our future approach to development in Dartford. Visit
www.dartford.gov.uk/policyconsultation to respond to a number of questions on Strategic
Issues by 20 July 2018.

7am on 20/07/18
Dartford’s New Local Plan – It’s the last day for you to give us your views to help guide our
future approach to development in Dartford. Visit www.dartford.gov.uk/policyconsultation to
respond to a number of questions on Strategic Issues by 5pm today.
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Schedule 3: Summary of responses received

A
Strategic Issues Consultation- Main Issues Arising
Contents
Introduction.

..................................... 3

Section B: Dartford's Strategic Development Objectives and Issues ............................. 3
Strategy and Scope of the Plan (Questions 1-2c and 4a) ................................................. 3
Strategy ........................................................................................................ ............... 3
Scope of the Local Plan ................................................................................................ 4
Important Long-term Topics for Future Strategic Policies ....................... ......... .............. 4
New Policy Guidance ...................................................................................... ............... 4
Cross Boundary Issues and Duty to Co-operate (Questions 3a-b ) ............. ............. . ......... 6
Main Cross Boundary Planning/Infrastructure Issues ............................. ......... ..... ......... 6
Protocol for Action and Communication ................................................. ......... ..... ......... 6

Section C: Features of the Development Strategy for the Borough ................. ..... ......... 7
Homes (Questions 5 part, 6a-c, 7a-b and 25a-c) ............................................................... 7
Policy Approach/Housing Numbers (see also Strategy section above) ........... ......... ...... 7
Housing Types ............................................................................................................... 7
Affordable Housing ...... .............. ....... ...... ................... ......... ................... ......... ............... 7
Accessible/Adaptable Dwellings ............................................................. ........ ................ 8
Windfall Development ............... .. ............ .. ... ........ .................... .......... .................. .. ....... . 8
Efficiency of Land Use/Brownfield Land .. .. .... .. ...... .. ... .... .. ... ..... ....... .. .... ............. .. ... .... 8
Employment..... .. ....

. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

. .................. .. ....... ................... .. ....... . 9

Retail and Leisure (Questions 9a and 9b )...

......... 9

Policy Approach ......... .

··················
·········· ··················
························9

Dartford Town Centre ........ ...... .... ....... ........... .......... ......... ........ .. ...... .... ,....... ...... .... ...... 10
Bluewater

... .. .... .. 10

Transport, Infrastructure and Developer Contributions (Questions 3c and 10-14b ).......... 10
Transport General Comments .................................................................................... 10
Highways/Parking ...................................................... ........... ................. ............. ......... 11
Buses/Fastrack. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
CyclingNValking .. .... .. .. ..

.................. . ....... ................... . ...... 11

. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .... .. ... ..... ........ ...... .. 11

Railway Services/Stations .............. ......... ................... ....... ..................... ......... ..... ....... 11
River Transport .......................... .... ......... ................... ......... .... ............... ......... ............. 12
other Infrastructure ........................ ......... ................... ......... ................... ......... .... ......... 12
Infrastructure Delivery Plan ............ ......... ................... ......... ................... ......... ............. 12
Infrastructure Funding .. .... ..

. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

. ... ..... ........ .. ... .. 13

Natural Environment (Questions 15 and 16) .................. ............................ ...................... 13
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Space (Questions 26a-c) ....................... .. .......................... .. .................................. 14
Climate Change, Energy and Air Quality (Questions 17a-c) ..... ... ..

. ................ .. ...... 15

Flood Risk ..... .. ... . .......................... .. ............ ............................ .. ....... ................... .. ...... 15
Water Resources .. ...... ........... ... ............. .. .................... ...... .... .... ...... ............. .............. 15
Emissions/Air Quality ...... ............... ......... ................... ......... ................... ......... .... ......... 15
Energy/Technology .......... .. ....... ..... .. ............ .............. ......... ....... ............ ......... ....... ...... 15
Design and Conservation (Questions 18a-b ). .. ..

. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....

. .... 16

Section D: Main Areas and Types of Future Development ..... ..... ............ ......... ....... ...... 17
Pattern of Development (Question 19)............................................................................. 17
Stone, Greenhithe, Swanscombe and Thames Riverside (Questions 20-23 ) ...... ............. 17
Ebbsfleet to Stone Priority Area

............ .. ...... .. ... ............. .. ....... .. ... .. ........... .. ...... 17

Stone and Greenhithe Former Landfill Sites ... ...... .. .... ........ ..... .. ...... .. ............ ..... .. ..... 17
Swan scorn be Regeneration ...... ..... .. ............ .. ....... .............................................. ....... 17
Thames Waterfront Priority Area ................................ .................................................. 18
Ebbsfleet Garden City (Questions 24a-c) ..... ..... ...... .. ........ .......... .... .......... ... ........... .. ...... 18
... Error! Bookmark not defined.

General
Swanscombe Peninsula... . ...... .. ............ ...... .

. .. ... 18

Ebbsfleet Central ........................... .... ..... ................... ......... ................... ......... ............. 19
Other Sites ..................................... ......... ................... ......... .......... ......... ...................... 19
Green Belt (Questions 27a-b) ............ ......... ..... .. ............ ............................ ...................... 19
Local Priorities (Questions 28a-c) .................................................................................... 20
Area Needs ................................................................................... ........ ....................... 20
Small or Brownfield Sites .... ........... .. ....... ..... .. ............ ......... ......... .......... .............. ... .. .. . 20
Specialist and Alternative Sources of Housing ............................................................. 20
Other/General. .................................................................... Error! Bookmark not defined.
Annex: Sites submitted through the SHLAA and Local Plan consultation ............................ 22
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In total, responses were received from 53 different organisations. The diagram below shows
the type of organisations who responded.

 Authorities

 Infrastructure Providers
 Statutory Bodies and Interest Groups

 Parish Councils/Residents' Associations
 Others

The Strategic Issues consultation occurred shortly after the SHLAA 'call for sites' period.
There is a clear link between developer/interested party land interests and the nature of
responses made to the Local Plan consultation. There are a number of tables in the Annex
outlining some of the land interests that make up part of the 'other' respondents.

Consultation Document Section B:
Dartford's Strategic Development Objectives and Issues

Strategy and Scope of the Plan (Questions 1-2c and 4a)
Strategy
A number of respondents consider that the current strategy is appropriate and that the
emphasis should continue to be on the current approach of focussing development on
existing brownfield/ underutilised land within settlement confines by making more efficient
use of land and optimising the density of development to support regeneration whilst
protecting the Green Belt. However, some comment that the strategy needs to take account
of changes to the mix of uses coming forward on some strategic sites and consider the
future role of Bluewater (see relevant sections below).
Some developers comment that the current strategy is appropriate but that it should promote
a higher level of housing provision on suitable sites, including non-strategic previously
developed sites, and a higher density of development in Dartford Town Centre.
Other developers state that the strategy should be reviewed to allow for more housing in
rural villages/Green Belt (including a Green Belt review and the allocation of sites) and that

3
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should be a more even spatial distribution across the Borough rather than relying on
key delivery sites in the urban area.
There have been a number of general comments including the need for the Local Plan to:
• reflect updated policy and legislation; and
• clarify the plan period which should be at least 15/20 years from the date of
adoption .
Scope of the Local Plan
A number of statutory and local bodies support the Local Plan being focussed on strategic
policies but there are some references to the need to update development management
policies to:
• comply with the strategic approach , current legislation and national planning policy;
• strengthen planning controls; and
• reflect the Dartford Town Centre Masterplan.
A number of developers consider that there should be a single new Local Plan which
includes strategic policies and development management policies. Some refer to the need
to include site allocations.
The EDC suggests that, for proposals on sites that span both Boroughs, and as far as
possible, the policies and proposals in DBC should be consistent with those being reviewed
in Gravesham to avoid obvious conflicts. The Marine Management Organisation considers
that the Local Plan needs to take into account marine planning.
Important Long-term Topics for Future Strategic Policies
Respondents list a wide variety of important topics for future strategic policies. Statutory and
local bodies in particular cite transport/highways , including the provision of sustainable
transport options and lorry parking , and infrastructure provision , including superfast
broadband , water supply and energy supply. There are also references to green belt
protection , biodiversity, green infrastructure, environmental net gain , flood mitigation , air
quality, design and the historic environment.
A number of developers list the delivery of new dwellings as being important, particularly
to address needs in the rural area. Reference is also made to facilitating a mix of housing
types, including older persons' accommodation, and the need for development which
creates communities to enable families to stay close .
A statutory body considers that economic development is important. One landowner refers to
the importance of repurposing/regenerating Dartford Town Centre in considering future
strategic policies for the Borough.
New Policy Guidance
A large number of policy areas have been listed as needing new or updated local policy/
guidance. These relate to strategic sites, other site issues, house types, infrastructure,
environmental issues, the built environment, the green belt, and recreation and tourism.
These are listed in the table overpage.
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Areas needing New or Updated Local Policy/Guidance
Strategic Sites

•
•

Ebbsfleet Garden City
Swanscombe Peninsula

Other Site
Issues

•

Windfall sites including former quarries/landfill sites and Borough
Open Spaces
Viability assessments
Reinvigorating employment locations

•
•

House Types

•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport
Infrastructure

Other
Infrastructure

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Environmental
issues

Built
environment
Green Belt

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Affordable housing for local people
Older persons· accommodation (new and retention of existing
housing suitable for older people)
Lifetime homes
Build to rent
Co-living
Student accommodation
HMOs
Highways/transport
Traffic management
Use of River Thames for transport
Public riqhts of way
Energy generation
Water utilities
Wastewater
Waste management
Education provision including allocating land for schools
Emergency planning and resilience
SUDS
Technology
Green infrastructure

•

Climate change
Energy efficiency, renewable energy and local energy generation
Water efficiency and supply
Environmental net gain
Biodiversity
Electric vehicle connections
Air quality
Dark skies protection
Protectinq the best quality aqricultural land
Heritage and conservation (including local list of assets)
Design tools to support place-making
Building on sloping sites

•
•
•

Traveller sites
Housing
Boundaries

•

Recreation and Tourism
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Boundary Issues and Duty to Co-operate (Questions 3a-b)
Main Cross Boundary Planning/Infrastructure Issues
The following key cross boundary issues have been identified , particularly by statutory
bodies:
• Housing
• Employment
• Retail/role of Bluewater
• Key development sites including Ebbsfleet Garden City, Swanscombe Peninsula and
the Thames Waterfront area
• Green Belt
• Infrastructure including education, health , TE2100, water supply, wastewater
management
• Transport infrastructure including Crossrail extension , Fastrack (and possible link to
the north Bexley proposed transit scheme ), public transport, walking , cycling, traffic
management, A2 junction improvements/M25/Dartford Crossing , Lower Thames
Crossing , use of and access to the River Thames, modelling
• Green infrastructure
There are also some references to environmental sustainability and resilience, decentralised
energy and electric vehicle charging infrastructure, heritage, and air quality in a cross
boundary context.
Gravesham BC, Thurrock Council , the GLA and the EDC refer to the potential of producing

joint plans. Some make reference to the Thames Estuary 2050 Growth Commission report
in this respect. A number of statutory bodies also refer to the duty to co-operate, including
the preparation of other strategic and local plans in neighbouring areas and the implications
and opportunities to engage with these.
Protocol for Action and Communication
Respondents generally offered clear support for the protocol and its aims. One comments
that this should be reviewed in light of the revised NPPF and PPG guidance on duty to cooperate and the need for statements of common ground. The EDC has already committed
to work with DBC through a recent Memorandum of Understanding.

6
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C: Features of the Development Strategy for the Borough
Homes (Questions 5 part, Ga-c, 7a-b and 25a-c)
Policy Approach/Housing Numbers (see also Strategy section above)
A significant number of respondents comment that the policy approach should be informed
by updated evidence/assessments including consideration of other housing/
employment scenarios- SHMA, SHLAA, SA/SEA. The GLA refer to their demographic
modelling which provides alternative population and household projections which could be
taken into account when applying the government's standard approach to calculating
housing need .
Sevenoaks DC and Gravesham BC refer to the potential difficulties of meeting their
housing needs in their areas and the potential of neighbouring areas to meet some of these
needs. A number of developers consider that DBC should accommodate some of the
housing shortfalls arising from surrounding areas, deliver its Core Strategy housing target
and/or provide an oversupply of housing. However, some local bodies express concerns
about increasing housing provision in the borough.
Housing Types
As already referred to above , some respondents consider that the size , type and tenure of
housing needed in the borough should be informed by an updated Strategic Housing Market
Assessment. One developer considers that this should take account of local demand
factors, site opportunities and constraints.
The EDC states that consideration needs to be given to alternative models of housing ,
including the private rented sector, self-build and custom build, as well as specialist housing
to support specific needs and assist in downsizing. Other respondents also recognise the
importance of providing homes suitable for older and disabled people , including KCC who
refer to the need for extra care housing and residential care homes.
Swanscombe and Greenhithe TC considers that consideration needs to be given to starter
homes and live-work units. In addition to private sale and affordable housing, developers
suggest that the Local Plan needs to have regard to build to rent, co-living, and rent to buy
housing.
There is also reference to the need for a range of house types and locations. One
respondent considers that there should be more flexibility in the houses/flats ratio based on
site characteristics and market demand. The EDC states that there needs to be clarification
of the housing mix ratios in the Thames Waterfront area.
Affordable Housing
A number of developers consider that Dartford should apply the national policy approach,
i.e. not seek affordable housing contributions on developments of ten units or less and
update the definition of affordable housing in accordance with the NPPF.
Conversely, some local bodies and developers support the current policy approach of
seeking affordable housing contributions on smaller sites in the rural area. KCC consi der
that it may be appropriate to seek an affordable housing contribution from smaller sites if an
appropriate level cannot be achieved through larger sites, taking viability into account.
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local bodies refer to the need to provide affordable homes which genuinely meet the
needs of local people.
Accessible /Adaptable Dwellings
There is a mixed response to the question of whether all dwellings should be accessible/
adaptable for all users and ages through national design standards with local bodies in
favour and developers generally against such a requirement. One developer suggests a
10% allowance. The EDC considered that there should be an explicit policy setting out this
requirement for all new dwellings unless it is not possible due to physical constraints. KCC
consider that the requirement for accessible/adaptable homes should apply to all affordable
units and to at least 75% of market units (excluding 1-bed units) and that at least 2% of units
on sites of more than 50 dwellings should be made wheelchair accessible.
Windfall Development
Large/Small Sites
Local bodies consider that windfall development is problematic, particularly on small sites,
due to the loss of amenity space and parking issues. One developer refers to the limited
availability of small windfall sites in the urban area which are not easily deliverable.
Conversely, a local resident considers that windfall development is only an issue in the case
of larger sites.
A number of developers submit that windfall development is not problematic, contributes to
meeting housing needs and should be supported subject to good standard of design,
causing no harm and meeting sustainable development objectives.
KCC refer to the fact that infrastructure can be more easily planned for sites identified
through the Local Plan process. Whilst both small and large windfall sites lead to a need for
additional infrastructure, this is more difficult in the case of larger sites due to the cost of
providing land and delivering the facilities.
Policy DP6: Sustainable Residential Locations
There is support for the current policy from local bodies, a local resident and KCC. Some
developers state that it needs to comply with national policy while others consider that it
should allow for the development of open spaces which do not fulfil that purpose and the
redevelopment of previously developed sites.
Efficiency of Land Use/Brownfield Land
Local and statutory bodies consider that Dartford can best make efficient use of land by
focussing development on brownfield sites but it is recognised that this is a finite
resource. There are references to taking a more flexible approach to housing densities,
with KCC suggesting that higher densities should be allow ed in appropriate locations (e.g.
around railway stations).
Developers put forward a range of ways in which Dartford can make efficient use of land ,
including: bringing forward development on previously developed sites in the urban area and
the Green Belt: setting differential CIL rates/not requiring excessive planning obligations for
development of brownfield sites; factoring in the cost and timescales for developing
brownfield land ; allowing a wider range of housing types; and locating development where
this supports services within settlements.
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local bodies and a developer consider that the Local Plan should contain a target of
80% of housing to be on brownfield land. Conversely, developers with an interest in
greenfield sites consider that there should not be such a target as the availability of
brownfield land will reduce and it is subject to constraints , both of which may affect the
delivery of growth in the long term. Natural England consider that the target should be
driven by the available area of low environmental value, possibly using a brownfield audit.
KCC supports the focus on brownfield land subject to the provision of infrastructure.
In relation to whether the focus should be on delivering sites in part 1 of Dartford's
Brownfield Land Register, some developers point out that: it fails to include all brownfield
land (e.g. former quarry and landfill sites, brownfield sites in the Green Belt) ; it will not
support rural communities; and there should be more emphasis on the delivery of greenfield
sites. The issue of the diminishing supply of brownfield sites is also raised.

Employment
A number of statutory bodies comment that the employment policy approach should be
informed by updated evidence/assessments and consideration of whether the existing
strategy is still appropriate - employment needs, employment land assessment. Stone PC
consider that there should be some flexibility to allow workplaces to change use. A
landowner wants the plan to maintain the approach of protecting successfully operating
employment uses at Victoria Industrial Park.
Statutory bodies consider that DBC should consider land for industry and logistics and
quality commercial space to provide for future economic development in Dartford. Local
bodies refer to the need for live-work units, provision for home working and provision for
businesses perceived as under threat from the possibility of a London Resort. The owner of
the former Littlebrook Power Station suggests that the focus should be on advanced logistics
and the storage and distribution employment sector. One landowner considers that the Plan
should seek to regenerate land in or with potential for employment use in order to maximise
job creation whilst another states that job targets are not transferable to retail need and
should not be used to support out of town retail development.
There is support for new economic growth focussed on locations that are well served by
public transport and walking/ cycling. Some respondents also consider that new
economic growth should reflect the local skills and experience of the resident or future
workforce. The EDC would like to see the creation of a vibrant commercial destination at
Ebbsfleet which maximises access to the public transport, walking and cycling network.
KCC seeks policies which encourage development to commit to Local Employment
Initiatives.

Retail and Leisure (Questions 9a and 9b)
Policy Approach
A number of respondents consider that the retail and leisure policy approach should be
informed by updated evidence/assessments - retail capacity/need/impact studies , leisure
study. A couple of local bodies state that the plan should reflect changes in retail habits, e.g.
online shopping .
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Town Centre
In terms of Dartford Town Centre, KCC considers that the major opportunities have already
been identified and that the redevelopment of the Station Mound could have the greatest
impact. Some respondents consider that there could be opportunities to increase residential
development, e.g. through taller buildings, though a local resident is concerned about the
impact of this on infrastructure and open spaces. One landowner considers that there is
potential to maintain/expand civic and community uses. The GLA notes that any significant
retail/leisure development would need to consider impacts on London's centres.
Bluewater
A number of neighbouring authorities consider that any policy for Bluewater needs to
consider its future role/status and impacts on other centres, taking into account updated
evidence.
The owners of the site state that the current policy strikes the right balance between
protecting existing centres and allowing changes to retail provision at Bluewater but that it
should include updated guideline figures. Both the owners and EDC consider that the policy
should allow for flexibility of uses to respond to changing needs/demands in the retail sector.
The owners refer to the potential for dining, leisure, hotel and residential development.
KCC comment that the Local Plan should support the further expansion of Bluewater so that
it can compete with rival shopping locations subject to it complimenting the offer at Dartford
and Gravesend , not making any further parking provision , improving sustainable forms of
transport and the completion of the A2 Bean junction improvement.
A major landowner within Dartford Town Centre considers that future
development/expansion of Bluewater should be resisted to allow town centres to benefit
from increased expenditure capacity in the leisure/retail sectors. Local bodies state that the
parking and opening time conditions need to be clarified and its setting should provide the
context for any future change.

Transport, lnfrastructu re and Developer Contributions (Questions 3c and 1014b)
Transport General Comments
A number of respondents consider that there is a need for an updated, robust transport
evidence base, including what impact the Lower Thames Crossing will have at Dartford.
Interestingly, Network Rail refer to the issue of narrow platforms on curves at Dartford
station and the fact that there may be the opportunity to move the station westwards for
improved rail operation. [This is a new proposal and is being discussed with them. The
relationship with the potential Crossrail extension is uncertain]. They also mention the
potential to lengthen trains through Dartford to 12-car.
The GLA/TfL state that DBC could consider extending some of the Mayor's strategic
transport policy objectives.
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Highways England state that the strategy, policies and allocations should support the
operation of a safe and reliable transport network and alternatives to the car. KCC
recognise that severe traffic congestion on the local road network is often a result of
incidents at the Dartford crossing. They support improvements at the Dartford Crossing and
the new Lower Thames Crossing. There is a need for further investment beyond the
planned STIPS schemes and DBC should continue to engage with KCC/Highways England
to identify measures to improve the performance of the local road network. Other
respondents also raise issues of traffic congestion and support projects/improvements to
ease this. Local bodies have suggested the need for: road and parking enforcement; smart
traffic lights; separation of local and through traffic; and action on lorry parking. EDC
suggest that there should be bespoke parking standards for sites in their area.
Buses/Fastrack
There is general support for improving the Fastrack/ bus network and services and ensuring
that destinations are well served by them. Swanscombe and Greenhithe TC considers that
they should be made more reliable and affordable and that more efficient use should be
made of bus lanes. EDC make the suggestion that developer contributions should be used
to fund Fastrack infrastructure and that this should be included on the Cl L 123 list. Bexley
Council consider that there is the opportunity to link an expanded Fastrack scheme with the
proposed transit scheme in north Bexley. A local resident has expressed concerns about
the relocation of buses from Market Street to Home Gardens.
Cycling/Walking
Respondents consider that better provision should be made for cyclists/pedestrians, i.e. a
network of high quality routes and facilities. EDC suggest that reference should be made to
the Ebbsfleet Implementation Framework whilst KCC think that DBC should develop a cycle
strategy with the development of traffic free cycle routes set out as a priority.
KCC wish to see policies which: encourage walking and cycling; ensure development
provides high quality access infrastructure; address public rights of way issues; improve
equestrian access; ensure developments do not adversely impact on non-motorised users of
rural lanes; and protect and enhance promoted routes, e.g. England Coast Path National
Trail.
A developer suggests that developer contributions could be used to fund cycle paths and
cycle parking at railway stations.
Railway Services/Stations
Respondents identify overcrowding (peak capacity) as the most important issue facing
future rail services in the Borough. Maintaining access to existing London termini stations
and the quality of local stations are identified as the next most important issues.
Reliability and cost of travel and are identified as the other key issues.
In terms of relocating/rebuilding stations on the North Kent line, the issue of funding is
raised, i.e. capital funding would need to be met by the private sector. Opportunities should
be investigated but any relocation would need to consider the impacts on local facilities.
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is support from EDC and Swanscombe and Greenhithe TC for the
relocation/improvement of Sw anscombe Station and Network Rail consider that there may
be the opportunity to improve it if London Resort goes ahead.
Partners support the Crossrail extension to Ebbsfleet, with some making reference to the
development opportunities that this would facilitate. One respondent states that the route
should continue to be safeguarded.
There are some issues raised over the possibility of linking the London Victoria railway line
to the existing underused railway line south of Ebbsfleet International. Statutory bodies
question what impact it would have on development at Ebbsfleet Central and the capacity of
Ebbsfleet station , how it would be funded, how services would operate, and how the A 2
would be crossed. Local bodies and residents are concerned about impacts on residents,
businesses , existing train services through Longfield/Farningham Road stations and the road
network/parking provision.
Riv er Transport
A number of statutory bodies comment that policies should support river transport, including
between North Kent and Essex/London. The PLA specifically refers to the use of the river to
transport construction materials , freight and passengers , and the role of operational
wharves. Dartford and Crayford Creek Restoration Trust states that Dartford Creek should
remain navigable.
Other Infrastructure
Infrastructure providers and statutory and local bodies consider that policies and schemes
should take account of the need for:
• wastewater treatment, efficient/sustainable use of wastewater assets and the need to
protect sensitive development from odour pollution
• water supply including the protection of groundwater and surface water sources from
pollution and the efficient/sustainable use of water resources
• SuDS
• education provision through robust planning and safeguarding land/identifying sites
• health facilities including the potential for the future expansion of Darent Valley
Hospital
• sports and leisure facilities - indoor and outdoor
• more facilities for children in villages
• wider service provision which does not just include facilities
• the provision of more community and social uses
• care home provision for older people
• high speed broadband to be provided in new housing
There is a need to provide these at the necessary time to meet the needs arising from new
development and ensure that they are accessible by a variety of transport modes.
KCC consider that policies on housing delivery (CS11 ), community services (CS21) and
delivery and implementation (CS26) are important for the delivery of infrastructure and that
the Local Plan should allocate land for community facilities.
Infrastructure Delivery Plan
Respondents refer to the need for the I DP to include sufficient provision for infrastructure
and provisions for review. Comments have been received from infrastructure providers,
statutory and local bodies stating that the IDP should include reference to:
12
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Community service needs arising from all development including changes to the
delivery of services
Sufficient GP facilities to meet needs arising from new development, to be funded
through CIL
Green infrastructure, including public rights of way, green space and enhancing
habitats
The need for riparian lifesaving equipment and suicide prevention measures to be
provided by development on the riverside
Crossrail
Use of the River Thames
Possible support for the Kenex Thames Transit was raised by Bean RA (although no
response was received from the organisation directly on this.

Infrastructure Funding
A number of comments have been made on the proposed changes to the system of
development contributions. KCC consider that both CIL and S106 obligations could apply,
particularly for larger sites, and they support the ability for authorities to recover the cost of
monitoring obligations. EDC consider that the current dual Cl L/S106 agreement process
adds uncertainty and complication. They support CIL review, and particularly the proposals
for viability assessment to be carried out at the plan making stage and for CIL to be based
on existing land value with links to the residential/commercial index . However, EDC are
concerned about the implications of nationally set contributions and the proposed strategic
infrastructure tariff which could have a negative impact on securing the infrastructure needed
to support development in Dartford and the provision and funding of major infrastructure
(notably the proposed Crossrail extension). The CCG consider that the proposals will lead
to the need to review Dartford's CIL rates and developers state that viability needs to be
taken into account.
KCC are keen to work with DBC if new funding approaches are explored and reference the
need to work collaboratively to plan for strategic transport infrastructure beyond the current
STIPS programme. A number of statutory bodies refer to the need for developer
contributions/Cl L to provide sufficient school places, green infrastructure and improvements
to railway facilities.

Natural Environment (Questions 15 and 16)
Local and statutory bodies consider that planning policies should achieve environmental
net gain and plan positively for networks of biodiversity and green infrastructure including:
protecting SSSls and ancient woodland ; enhancing biodiversity on new developments;
considering the role of trees as part of a wider integrated landscape approach ; and creating
opportunities for greater public understanding and engagement with the local natural
environment (e.g. River Darent, Dartford Marshes).
In terms of the approach to mitigating the impacts of large developments on the international
habitats and species on the North Kent coast, a number of statutory bodies support the
existing approach which should continue. It is considered that DBC will need to consider the
implications of the recent judgement on this issue.

13
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Space (Questions 26a-c)
The question on where the focus of greenspace and outdoor recreation improvements
should be elicited a variety of responses. Statutory bodies make reference to the need to
focus improvements in deprived areas and where there is a deficiency in provision , as well
as increasing requirements for open space provision.
Stone
space
•
•
•
•

PC and Bean RA have made a number of suggestions for increased/improved open
provision as follows:
former landfill sites that offer low development potential;
Bean Triangle , funded by the EDC;
Beacon Wood Country Park, funded by Tarmac; and
The Thrift ancient woodland , funded by Highways England.

The Dartford and Crayford Creek Restoration Trust would like the Local Plan to support
improvements at Dartford Creek and surrounding areas as a destination and catalyst for
outdoor activity, health and wellbeing , as well as making the Darent Valley Path a more
visible and inviting green route. A couple of developers state that open space should be
provided as part of developments whilst another considers that open space improvements
should take place throughout the Borough.
Some statutory bodies refer to the need to: create a green space/ecological network; protect
existing sites; and carry out an assessment of needs for open space sport and recreation
facilities. Sport England make particular reference to the protection of playing fields and
sports facilities and the need for a Playing Pitch Strategy.
A number of suggestions are made on how open space enhancement should be funded
including developer contributions and CIL. One developer suggests that capital receipts
generated through the development process should be used.
The EDC are currently investigating options for the long-term stewardship of open spaces in
its area. SWanscombe and Greenhithe TC consider that parish councils should fund
enhancements through agreements with developers and they also raise the issue of
residents of new developments currently being double charged due to development service
charges.
Local bodies recognise the need for new open space as part of new development to provide
a healthy and safe environment for all ages. Statutory bodies consider that such spaces
should be accessible to all users and by sustainable modes of transport, as well as
multifunctional. A number of respondents refer to the importance of making adequate
provision for long term maintenance. KCC makes reference to the need to integrate with the
drainage system whilst the EDC consider that provision should be made for soft landscaping
and , in the case of larger spaces, public toilets and refreshment facilities. NE consider that
provision should be made for publicly accessible semi-natural habitats.

14
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Change, Energy and Air Quality (Questions 17a-c)
Flood Risk
KCC consider that policies should reflect the government's recent Climate Change Risk
Assessment and the forthcoming National Adaptation Plan.
The EA states that Dartford's SFRA should be updated to include their modelling updates.
They also consider that there is a need to give greater resilience and protection to existing
drainage infrastructure and flood defences, including setting development back from them ,
and to take account of measures in the TE2100 Plan.
Some statutory bodies recognise that that flood risk can be reduced by working with natural
processes, using green infrastructure (including trees) and SUDS. KCC consider that
policies should reflect changes that have occurred in respect of the way SUDS are delivered
in line with their policy statement. Thames Water also consider that reference should be
made to the Dartford Surface Water Management Plan.
Water Resources
Water companies want policies which promote the efficient and sustainable use of water
resources and prevent development which would lead to a deterioration in the quality and
yield of ground and surface water. They are also keen to ensure that new development
does not result in sensitive receptors being introduced to areas where they may be affected
by existing land uses (policy DP5 ). EDC comment that policies should support water
sensitive design and sustainable water management.
Emissions/Air Quality
Respondents comment that policies should support modal shift by ensuring convenient
access to public transport and safe/accessible pedestrian and cycle routes/facilities as well
as supporting the use of the River Thames for transport. Natural England suggest that a
green infrastructure strategy should be produced. A number of statutory and local bodies
consider that there should also be a requirement for new development to make provision for
electric vehicles and charging points,
Some respondents recognise that air pollution is an issue in the Borough and this should be
considered when planning for future development in the Borough. KCC specifically refers to
the government's Clean Growth Strategy and 'Road to Zero' consultation
The land use strategy can reduce emissions by locating residential close to employment
areas and/or public transport.
EnergyfT echnology
Statutory and local bodies respond that planning policies should support broadband/high
speed internet provision and encourage the use of green , brown and blue roofs, solar panels
and rain water collection. EDC consider that the references to the Code for Sustainable
Homes should be updated to allow the application of future nearest equivalent standards.

15
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and Conservation (Questions 18a-b)
In terms of heritage, Historic England suggest that the Local Plan needs to consider how the
historic environment can assist in the delivery of wider objectives as well as how new
development can contribute to local distinctiveness and the conservation/enhancement of
heritage assets. There is also the suggestion that masterplans or design briefs should be
produced and that all documents should refer to the Borough's heritage/character. Local
bodies recognise the need for development to reflect local heritage, including the application
of existing policies DP12 and DP13. Historic England/KCC and the EDC go further by
respectively suggesting that a heritage strategy or SPD should be developed and the
Ebbsfleet Character Study should be expanded to cover the Borough. NE refer to the need
to address connections between people and places and to integrate new development into
the natural, built and historic environment. KCC refer to a project involving volunteers from
the Kent Gardens Trust reviewing the heritage significance of gardens.
Statutory bodies have put forward a significant list of suggestions which need to be
considered to ensure good design , largely reflecting their areas of focus. These include:
green infrastructure; heritage; sustainable drainage systems; and the riverside environment.
KCC consider that further design guidance should be produced which uses examples and
covers a number of topic areas. The EDC considers that the Plan should consider:
• tall buildings;
• public realm ;
• public open space;
• private amenity space; and
• Building for Life 12

16
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D: Main Areas and Types of Future Development
Pattern of Development (Question 19)
There is significant support for the locations identified in the Core Strategy from statutory
and local bodies as well as the developers of sites identified within the current plan. Natural
England considers that sites with the least environmental impact should be progressed to
deliver sustainable development.
Developers with an interest in other sites consider that the plan should: recognise the role of
non-strategic previously developed sites; allow for the development of suitable windfall sites
that are well related to the priority areas; and/or provide a more even distribution of housing
across the Borough including sites at villages south of the A2.

Stone, Greenhithe, Swanscombe and Thames Riverside (Questions 20-23)
Ebbsfleet to Stone Priority Area
See also the comments set out in the relevant sub-sections below.
Local bodies have made a number of comments. They consider that policies need to
recognise that this may no longer be a single area, there should be prioritisation of health
services rather than residential development and the early provision of public transport
should be required.
Stone and Greenhithe Former Landfill Sites
In relation to former landfill sites, statutory bodies state that consideration should be gi ven to
comprehensive restoration, ecological and landscape value, and opportunities for green
infrastructure. Similarly, a number of local bodies refer to their potential for recreational use
but safety issues are also raised. A developer submits that they are suitable for residential
led redevelopment which can provide housing and bring community benefits.
There is general support from local bodies for these sites to provide public benefits/access
though Natural England consider that this should be part of a wider green infrastructure
strategy.
There are concerns from local bodies that redevelopment of landfill sites could increase
pressures on infrastructure, lead to the loss of green space/gaps, adversely impact on the
character of the area and exacerbate poor air quality.
Svvanscombe Regeneration
The EDC considers that the regeneration in Swanscombe could be supported by reinforcing
connections between Swanscombe and Ebbsfleet Central, whilst Natural England
recognises the importance of securing the long term management of the Swanscombe Skull
Site NNR. The Town Council recognises that there are parking issues and raises the issue
of funding availability.

17
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Waterfront Priority Area
Stone Parish Council considers that any development should be mixed use , include
facilities and maximise access to public transport. In addition , the appearance of the
industrial area should be improved and there should be new links north/south of the railway
line.
Some developers state that the policy and diagrams should be updated to reflect
development undertaken since 2011. One supports existing policies which promote
redevelopment on the proviso that they remain flexible given the presence of complex
brownfield sites.
A number of respondents consider that the policy should support river transport and the use
of the Riv er Thames though Natural England point out that there is a need to ensure that
there are no impacts on coastal designated sites. The relationship between the waterfront
and Dartford Creek with regard to river use , leisure provision , public realm and amenity
needs to be taken into account.
The PLA wants the references to wharves, the need for a study on cargo handling viability
where sites are proposed for redevelopment and the encouragement of proposals which
incorporate sustainable river transport uses using the wharves in policy CS6 to be retained.
The policy should be updated to refer to the Kent Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2016.
In relation to the former Littlebrook Power Station, the future role of the site needs to be
clarified. The landowner suggests that the whole of the site should be shown as a key
dev elopment site suitable for new employment floorspace.
There are references to London Resort/Swanscombe Peninsula which are addressed in the
section below.

Ebbsfleet Garden City (Questions 24a-c)
The EDC consider that the Ebbsfleet policy approach should support the principles and
aspirations set out in the Ebbsfleet Implementation Framework and require development
to reflect the site's character as set out in the Character Study. GBC consider that the
Garden City principles should extend beyond the EDC's area to ensure that existing
adjoining communities benefit from the public investment being made.
Thurrock Council comment that Ebbsfleet should contribute as much as possible to meeting
development needs. Comments are also made in relation to the importance of a high quality
public realm , environmental issues, technology and the potential for a heritage/cultural
centre.
Swanscombe Peninsula
Local bodies have concerns about the impacts of the potential London Resort theme park on
the local area , businesses and development of Ebbsfleet Central w hilst the GLA require any
significant retail/leisure development to consider impacts on London's centres.
A number of statutory bodies recognise the uncertainties regarding the potential London
Resort theme park and KCC suggest a specific policy for SWanscombe Peninsula which
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the emerging proposal for London Resort and prospective alternative development if
this does not come forward. The EDC consider that a policy could support a mixed use
development subject to overcoming constraints (including ecological value), integrating with
the surrounding area and maximising the use of river based transport.
The potential developer asserts that London Resort is a fundamental part of growth at
Swanscombe Peninsula and the plan should emphasise its importance to the regeneration
of the area , its benefits to the local economy~obs, improvements to roads/infrastructure, and
an enhanced green network.
Ebbsfleet Central
There is uncertainty over what will be delivered. The EDC recognise that the extant
permission has not fully come forward due to viability issues but state that the landowner is
exploring options within the parameters of the consent. Policy CS5 provides a strong
starting point though reference should be made to the Implementation Framework including
the aspiration for a mixed and vibrant community supporting Ebbsfleet as an economic
destination and enhancing connectivity including a pedestrian connection between Ebbsfleet
and Northfleet stations
KCC consider that policy should allow for higher density development and an
intensification of uses on the site including a Centre of Excellence for Healthcare, further
education provision and/or a major leisure/cultural attraction. The EDC also refer to the
potential to provide a medical campus at Ebbsfleet. The CCG make reference to the
delivery of high order community/ cultural facilities, residential and major economic
development on the site.
The landowner states that the Ebbsfleet permission is still live , could be brought forward and
should not be considered for alternative infrastructure use. Whilst they support sustainable ,
high quality development of the site, they would like a flexible policy position which allows for
a residential led development with 4,000 homes anticipated as part of the Garden City.
Other Sites
KCC recognise that other sites are limited by environmental/ecological constraints and
issues of contaminated land though a number of statutory bodies consider that there may be
opportunities for these to be developed for green infrastructure, e.g. former landfill site north
west of Ebbsfleet Station, Craylands Gorge, Swanscombe Heritage Park.
KCC consider that there is possible potential for the redevelopment of Manor Way Business
Park in conjunction with redevelopment of Northfleet Industrial Estate in Gravesham if an
alternative route to relieve the A226 over HS1 were to be delivered
The plan should include a vision for Bean Triangle, which is subject to an environmental
improvement scheme commissioned by the EDC. This should recognise the need to protect
the ancient woodland. Bean Residents' Association consider that if lghtham Cottages are
demolished, these should be rebuilt close to their current location and considered as a rural
exception site.

Green Belt (Questions 27a-b)
There is support for the protection of the Green Belt and the current strategy from a number
of statutory and local bodies. This is in accordance with national planning policy.
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RA want to see the Green Belt protected , with specific reference to Bean Triangle and
Beacon Wood Country Park. They also consider that only replacement dwellings should be
allowed and that no new traveller sites should be allowed adjacent to villages.
A number of developers state that a Green Belt review should be carried out.

Local Priorities (Questions 28a-c)
Area Needs
Some respondents have referred to the need to protect/improve community facilities and
infrastructure e.g. cycling links. Stone PC and Bean RA make specific reference to safe
walking/cycling routes for children and others in their areas whilst the Dartford and Crayford
Creek Restoration Trust refer to improved mooring provision , navigability and environmental
improvements at Dartford Creek.
Some developers refer to the support that housing/employment development in the rural
area can give to rural communities and meeting local housing needs. One claims that the
employment generating uses in Sutton at Hone, Hawley and South Darenth are greater than
shown in the area profiles.
Bean RA comment on the need for the Bean and Darenth Area Profile to separate the
statistics for Bean and investigate the reason for lower life expectancy.
Small or Brownfield Sites
Some developers have put forward small or brownfield sites for potential development. The
tables in the Annex contain lists of sites in which developers have expressed an interest.
The Dartford and Crayford Creek Restoration Trust has suggested that the Bus Garage or
Steam Crane Wharf could be used for employment and community use related to its
riverside location.
KCC consider that the level of new housing that could be sustained should be informed by
information on schools.
Specialist and Alternative Sources of Housing
KCC consider that developments for vulnerable adults should be located in areas with good
transport links and close to community facilities. Swanscombe and Greenhithe TC would
like to see specialist and alternative sources of housing located in all locations to create
vibrant , mixed communities. Developers put forward options which support the potential
development of their sites including: provision on brownfield or other suitable land in
sustainable locations with low environmental value; adjacent to transport hubs and within
8001400m of local services; and where the needs arise rather than relying on strategic
allocation sites.
Stone PC raise the issue of affordability for aspiring owners in their parish and the fact that
housing stock does not often provide effective downsizing opportunities. A degree of parish
housing priority would help address this issue.
A few sites have been put forward as suitable for specialist residential needs and alternative
sources of housing. These are included in the tables in the Annex. Bean RA suggests that
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Brickfield Bean could treated as a rural exception site suitable for the rebuilding of
lghtham Cottages.
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Land submitted through Local Plan consultations and
subsequently
Land promoted by developers/ interested parties through the Local Plan consultation
(not requested for Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 'SHLAA '
consideration):
Name of site
Blackshole Farm. Watlinq Street
Swanscombe Peninsula, London Resort
Croxton & Garry site , Tiltman Avenue
Top Dartford Road

Nature of submission

Mixed use proposal.
Tourism/ leisure led proposal.
Existinq residential permission- subject S106.
Residential proposal.

b "fte d t0 th e SHLAA
Loca I PIan represen ta t"ions po ten t",a IIry re Ia t"mg to Ian d sum,

Name of site
SHLAA ref.
Hiqhfield Farm , Betsham Road
186
Birchwood Park Golf Centre, Wilmington
196
Bluewater*
West of Darenth Road *
Land surroundinq Ebbsfleet Station
1
Edwin Road , Wilminqton
201
1-11 lghtham Cottages/Branton's Brickfield, Bean
176
North of Elizabeth Street, Stone
189
Clock House , West of Green Street Green Road
191
Malt House Farm , Green Street Green Road
61
West of Green Street Green Road and North of Gill's Road
192
Lords, Lane End and Manor Farm, North of Green Street Green Road
194
West of Hawley Road and North of Amolds Lane, Hawley
163
Bybow Farm , south of Hiqhfield Road, Wilminqton
72
Former Heathside Nursery , Leyton Cross Road , Wilmington
47
Former Littlebrook Power Station, Dartford
180
Biffa Site , London Road , Greenhithe
34
East of Main Road, South of Keith Avenue, Sutton at Hone
66
West of Main Road, North of Chaplin Court, Sutton at Hone
67
Priory Shopping Centre, Dartford
212
North Kent Colleqe, Oakfield Lane, Wilminqton
46
Park Comer Road, Betsham
115
Warriqal Farm , Sandbanks Hill , Green Street Green
188
181
School Lane, Bean
Ship Lane, Sutton at Hone
174
Rear of South Darenth Primarv School , North of St Marqaret's Road
193
St Marnaret's Farm , St Marnaret's Road , Darenth
59
North of Shellbank House, Shellbank Lane, Bean
187
North of Steele Avenue , Greenhithe*
The Whitinas, Lonafield
179
Westwood Farm, West of Westwood Road, East of Hiqhcross Road
195
* Late sites may be resubmitted at the next Local Plan consultation and may necessitate

further SHLAA work after that stage.
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land submitted late to the SHLAA (post Local Plan consultation):

Name of site
Barton Road, Sutton at Hone*
North of Main Road, LonQfield*
* Late sites may be resubmitted at the next Local Plan consultation and may necessitate
further SHLAA work after that stage.
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Appendix 2 Preferred Options Consultation
Introduction

In accordance with Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012, Dartford Borough Council carried out a period of public consultation, titled
the ‘Preferred Options’ consultation, to seek views on how to guide future investment in
Dartford and key planning and infrastructure decisions in the preparation of the Dartford Local
Plan. The public consultation set out emerging proposals alongside alternative approaches: in
the Preferred Options Consultation document and a Sustainability Appraisal and took place
between 10 January and 21 February 2020.
The Preferred Options consultation document included 24 questions for respondents.
The Preferred Options consultation document was the main consultation document that
provided information to enable representations. The document included an introduction to the
consultation and a background summary of the demographics of the borough. Chapter 3 of the
document then provided the vision and objectives of the plan. Chapter 4 went on to provide
current proposals as well as identify some of the big topic issues where the Borough faced real
choices. The various ways in which these themes could be tackled were highlighted along with
the Council’s preferred option. Each theme included a comparison between the alternative
options and the Council’s preferred option and a question to gain feedback from the public.
Following this, chapter 5 put forward preferred principles to guide policies for the Local Plan
Review. This was based around key topics to better enable the public to digest and respond
according to their interests. This chapter included possible policy options and questions for the
public to respond to. The final chapter of the document, chapter 6, included a list of policies
that Dartford considered at that time to be suitable to carry forward with minimal change. The
public were also prompted to provide feedback on this approach.

Who was consulted, publicity and methods of consultation

The Preferred Options consultation was open for all to partake in, and effort was made to
promote the consultation widely as will be demonstrated in section 3.2 below.
However, the Council specifically notified bodies or persons referenced in Regulation 18(2) of
the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012:
(a)such of the specific consultation bodies as the local planning authority consider may
have an interest in the subject of the proposed local plan;
(b)such of the general consultation bodies as the local planning authority consider
appropriate; and
(c)such residents or other persons carrying on business in the local planning authority’s
area from which the local planning authority consider it appropriate to invite
representations.

Notification to Specific and General Consultees
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On 24 December 2019 early notification was sent to Parish Councils (8), Leaders Advisory Group
Councillors (8), Environment Agency, Kent County Council, Natural England, Historic England
and Highways England.
Once the consultation period commenced, Dartford Borough Council notified all specific and
general consultation bodies via either letter or email on 10 January 2020. In total, 367
notifications were sent to these consultees, 6 via postal letter and the remainder via email.
The specific consultation bodies includes all statutory bodies and includes 96 contacts,
representing 67 organisations - this list of organisations can be seen within Schedule 1.
The list of general consultation bodies is made up of those who have expressed interest in being
kept up to date on the development of the Local Plan and is made up of 42 councillors, 198
organisations and 31 individual persons, totalling 271. The general consultees, excluding
Councillors, can be seen within Schedule 1, for GDPR reasons, the names of individuals has been
redacted and replaced with ‘private individual’.
See Schedule 1 for plain text version of the general notification sent out on 10 January 2020 and
for the attachment to that notification, which was a response form.
A pre-closing reminder notification was sent to those specific and general consultees with email
capabilities on 14 February 2020, a copy of this email can be seen within Schedule 1.
In addition to the specific or general consultees, the Council considered that Gypsy and Traveller
Site owners would have an interest in the consultation and sent them notification.
Figure 1 below highlights the overall balance of those receiving a targeted invitation to
participate in the Preferred Options consultation based on Dartford’s consultation databases.

 statutory

 individual

 general organisation

 Councillors

Figure 1 Bodies receiving invitation to respond to Preferred Options consultation
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Publicity
In addition to the formal invitations sent as described above, the Council also promoted the
consultation period publicly. The consultation was promoted by various methods of
communication with the aim of reaching as many community members as possible. This
included:
•
•
•
•
•

Magazine and newspaper
Flyers and poster
Presentations at existing network meetings
Social media posts
Website and printed document

Magazine and newspaper adverts
A full page colour ad was placed in the online Dartford Living Magazine (page 31) – see Schedule
2. The advert included details of consultation events and contact details for the Council. It was
placed in the January 2020 edition which was published on 24 December 2019.
Adverts were also placed in the KM Messenger Extra Gravesend and Dartford printed
newspaper on 21 and 28 January 2020 - see Schedule 2.

Flyers and Poster
Nine eye-catching and plain English flyers were produced in order to publicise the consultation
period as well as provide information. There was one general flyer to promote the consultation
and eight that each focussed on a particular theme; where development is going; Dartford Town
Centre; Ebbsfleet Central; Swanscombe Peninsula; Housing, Green Space; Infrastructure; and
Transport. The information provided was intended to inform and seek engagement from those
who may be less likely to read larger documents, such as the entirety of the Preferred Options
consultation document or the sustainability appraisal. The flyers can be seen within Schedule 2.
Flyers were available at the Central Library and Dartford Civic Centre from 22 January 2020, with
more taken to the Library on 4 February 2020. They were also available at drop-in sessions and
given out at presentations given by the Council – as explained below. They were offered to the
Parish Councils – Swanscombe and Greenhithe Town Council requested this and were sent an
electronic version.
A poster was displayed at consultation events, see Schedule 2.

Presentations
Council staff presented at existing forum meetings to provide information on the consultation
period and seek engagement. Flyers were handed out at each meeting. The meetings attended,
as well as a brief description on the purpose and makeup of the forum, can be seen below in
table 2.
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Table 3 - Forums presented to

Name of forum/network
Youth Council Forum
meeting, held at Dartford
Borough Council Civic
Centre
Town Centre Partnership
Board, held at Dartford
Borough Council Civic
Centre
Bluewater Community
Forum, held at Bluewater

Elders’ Forum, held at the
Orchard Theatre

Purpose/make-up

Date attended for
presentation
17 January 2020

Dartford Youth Council (DYC) is a nonpolitical body of young people elected
from the schools and voluntary youth
groups in the Borough of Dartford (ages:
12-18 years).
The Town Centre Partnership Board is a
24 January 2020
regular space where retailers, businesses,
local media, the police and stakeholders
who work in the town come together.
The Bluewater Community Forum was
30 January 2020
set up by Bluewater before construction
began, to share views and concerns with
their neighbours. Since opening, the
forums have continued with bi-monthly
meetings held at Bluewater with
representatives from Residents
Associations and local groups including
the Racial Equality Council, Council for
Voluntary Service and the
Police. Disability groups and religious
organisations often attend also.
The Elders Forum is a group made up of
14 February 2020
residents, usually over 55, who belong to
a Dartford based group or organisation.
The Forum is run by the Council and the
group are asked relay information back
to their groups. The forum meet about 34 times per year.

Social Media Posts
The council utilised both Facebook and Twitter in order to reach new audiences, especially
those who may not otherwise be updated on planning policy news. Opening up dialogue via
social media channels also provides opportunities for easy engagement with those who are
unable to attend the exhibitions or contact council offices within opening hours via phone.
Facebook: Facebook advertising was used and started on 13 January 2020 for one week and 25
January 2020 for one week.
Facebook analytics shows that the advert was shown 30,975 times with 12,512 being recorded
as engaging with the advert. Figure 2 below shows a breakdown of the ages of those who
engaged with the advert. As can be seen, there is a good variety of ages who have engaged with
the advert.
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45-54.
•

55-64.
35-44.

•

65+

,.

25-·34.

•

18r-24

18.3%

Figure 2 Age of those engaging with advert on Facebook

Twitter: Tweets were published on the Council’s twitter account (@welovedartford) on the
following dates:
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 January
24 January
29 January
3 February
4 February
14 February

In addition, both Dartford Living (@dartfordliving) and Ebbsfleet Development Corporation
(@ebbfsleetdc) promoted the consultation via their own twitter pages.
•
•

Tweets by Ebbsfleet Development Corporation on: 10 January, 16 January, 29 January
and 3 February about the consultation and the Ebbsfleet drop in event
Tweets by Dartford Living on: 10 January and 14 January and retweets on 10 January, 14
January, 24 January, 29 January, 3 February, 4 February and 14 February

See Schedule 2 for examples of the tweets made.

Website and printed document
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The consultation was publicised on the Latest News and New Local Plan pages within the
Planning Policy section and also was publicised on the DBC homepage from 21st January. An
online version of the response form was on the New Local Plan page as a Snap survey.
A user-friendly bulletin was prepared and available on the Council’s Planning Policy webpage
that gave clarification over the process as well as information on how to get involved.
A glossary of terms was also published to ensure that all planning jargon used within the
consultation could be easily defined. The bulletin and glossary can be seen within Schedule 2.
Ebbsfleet Development Corporation website also updated their website to promote the
consultation, they also linked directly to the bulletin.
Snapshots of the webpages are within Schedule 2.
Copies of the Preferred Options document and the Sustainability Appraisal were available at the
Central Library.

Consultation Methods
Representations were welcomed in written form – via post or email and a response form was
provided for the community to complete and return.
The Council held three drop-in sessions to provide opportunity for dialogue and for any
questions to be answered ahead of submitting a representation. The drop-in events were
promoted extensively and the design and scheduling of the drop-in sessions was carefully
considered to maximise participation rates.
The broad locations chosen for the drop-in events represented the main two growth areas
proposed through the Preferred Options. Specific locations were chosen that were central,
accessible and considered to be within the general reach of communities’ daily routine – train
stations and shopping centre. The purpose of this was to enable attendance at ease and also
capture new audiences. The chosen times of the events allowed both those finishing work but
also parents of families on their way home from school to attend in a way that wouldn’t
necessitate an extra trip nor be too out of their usual routine. This was successful and
participation was received from older people and families in the town centre and younger
commuters at Ebbsfleet.
The dates, times and locations of the events can be seen in table 3 below.
Table 4 - Details of Drop-in sessions

Date

Location

Time

Wednesday 29 January

Dartford Civic Centre, Home Gardens (by the
railway station)

3 - 7pm

Monday 3 February

Ebbsfleet International Railway Station

3 - 7pm

Consultation Statement
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Tuesday 4 February

The Orchards Shopping Centre, Dartford Town
Centre

2 - 5:30pm

The drop-in sessions were set up in exhibition style, comprising of:
•
•
•

4 x A0 exhibitions boards
Flyers
Hard copy response forms

The mixture of components available meant that staff were able to have conversations with
those who wanted in depth-conversations but could also give out materials to those who didn’t
have time to stop and chat.
Each drop-in session received a steady level of attendance from interested parties. This led to
conversations with over 100 individuals/ households, most of which were in-depth discussions.
Notes of conversations were recorded, from this it can be seen that there was a small number
of re-occurring topics. These were:
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure needs to be addressed;
Interest in Town centre regeneration;
Interest in Ebbsfleet Central and Swanscombe Peninsular future; and
Interest in Open Space and benefits

Photos and a more in-depth summary of conversations held across the 3 events can be found
within Schedule 2.

Main Issues Raised and Response

The Preferred Options consultation paper requested views on six key strategic themes. For each
theme three options were presented to the public, with the Council’s preferred option always
being B. For majority of the strategic themes, the response received was largely that of support
for option B. The six themes were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pattern of development/ Greenbelt and Brownfield
Dartford Town Centre
Open spaces/ Biodiversity approach
Ebbsfleet Central
Swanscombe Peninsula
Transport network

Figure 3 below shows the preferred options as put forward by the consultees.

Consultation Statement
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Figure 3 Responses to Strategic Themes

Preferred Options by Respondents by Strategic Theme 1-6
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In addition to the six options, the consultation also asked for feedback on policy approaches –
highlighting those that were believed to be significantly updated and those that were expected
to be retained from the Development Policies Plan.
Table x below highlights the level of support received for a number of topics. It is important to
note that each topic received differing numbers of representations, as no questions in the
consultation form were compulsory. This means that the topics cannot be compared and the
analysis below simply shows the support or objection received for each topic individually.
Table 5 Responses per Topic

Topic

Patterns of
development/green belt
Housing target approach
Open spaces/ biodiversity
approach
Renewable energy, flood and
water conservation
Affordable Housing
Town Centre
Employment

Consultation Statement

Percentage of
respondents that
clearly supported
the Councils
approach

Percentage of
respondents that
conditionally
supported the
Councils
approach

Percentage of
respondents that
opposed the
Councils
approach

39%

37%

24%

74%

-

26%

46%

46%

7%

70%

25%

5%

55%

25%

20%

53%

47%

-

35%

35%

30%
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Additionally, the reason for support or opposition is not captured here and is best portrayed in
the following tables.
The following tables include responses raised by the Regulation 18 consultation. It includes only
representations that were consistent across multiple respondents or where key information was
raised in relation to policies. Representations relating to wording, grammar or punctuation
changes have not been captured here.
Alongside the feedback received, the Councils response, if any, and action taken since the
consultation closed, if any, has also been provided. This gives a thorough understanding of the
concerns and support received as well as how the Council has since responded.
The representations have been categorised here according to key topics in line with the
Preferred Options consultation questions.
Additionally, information captured by consultees attending physical events can be found at
schedule 2.9 although issues raised are generally covered within this table.
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Pattern and Delivery of Development/ Housing Sites Q2, Q8, Q9, Q10 & Q11
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Brownfield land may not
meet the Borough’s
housing target

The council has a track record of
delivery on brownfield land. Trajectory
shows sufficient sites to meet both the
Borough’s five and ten year supply. 88%
of units in the trajectory, over the
trajectory period, are on brownfield
sites.

The SHLAA sites have been reviewed in
order to confirm that our housing target
can be met.

Brownfield land is not
defined and/or should
include despoiled land e.g.
Swanscombe peninsula

Noted.

A definition has been inserted into the
Local Plan glossary.

Brownfield focus will
restrict provision of
necessary range of
housing .e.g. too many
flats due to viability issues
of brownfield being able
to deliver family homes.
The DERNA flags up a
need for 4+bed homes.

Consultation Statement

The SHLAA takes into account whether
land meets the definition of brownfield
or not.

The focus on Brownfield redevelopment
follows National Policy and guidelines.
Large developments, for example at
Ebbsfleet are providing large volumes of
family homes.

The potential for development within
Swanscombe Peninsula has been
considered and addressed through the
SHLAA and the area chapter within the
Local Plan.
Dartford has carefully reviewed policy
M8 on housing mix, taking evidence
findings into account, to ensure
sufficient a mix of housing types come
forward.

Respondents’
unique ID
01384
01373
01517

Respondents’ name

01490
0034
0518

National Grid
Environment Agency
Swanscombe LLP

01427

South Darenth Farms &
Cold Stores
Burhill Developments
Ltd

01373

Diocese of Rochester
Burhill Developments
Countryside Properties
& Colyer Greenhithe
Trust

The Viability study has assessed a large
range of housing typologies and land
types to demonstrate that a range of
2|P age

Need to consider
sustainably located
greenfield sites.

Need to plan positively to
redevelop Brownfield sites
in the Green Belt

There is not provision for
sustainable development
of the southern part of the
Borough including how
housing needs such as for
the ageing population, or
affordable housing, will be
addressed.

Consultation Statement

homes provided on brownfield land are
viable.
The focus on Brownfield redevelopment
follows National Policy and guidelines.
The sustainability of greenfield
development proposals has
nevertheless been considered.
Development on greenfield sites is not
in line with Council strategy and the
Council can meet its housing needs
largely on brownfield sites within the
existing urban area. Greenfield land has
not been precluded in criteria informing
the identification for sustainable
residential sites, as demonstrated in the
current methodology/ SHLAA update.
The Council can meet its development
needs primarily on brownfield sites in
the urban area which is the most
sustainable location. There is no need to
release any strategic housing sites etc.
in the Green Belt to meet needs.
The plan sets out enhanced
expectations for meeting needs for
affordable housing and
accessible/adaptable dwelling design
across the Borough, including the south.
Individual applications will continue to
be assessed in accordance with the Plan
and national policy.

NA

01508
01516

Imperial Corporate
Capital Plc
Wrenbridge Land Ltd

NA

0191
01174
01531
01423

Hawley Garden Centre
Bellway Homes
Kitewood
J Clubb Ltd

Dartford has carefully reviewed policy
M8 on housing mix to ensure a
sufficient mix of housing types come
forward. Policy M7 seeks to ensure that
affordable housing is provided to meet
needs.

0004

8 Bean Residents
Association
Cooper Estates
Gravesham BC
Sutton at Hone &
Hawley Parish Council
William Chaplain Ltd
Kitewood

01441
0042
0115
01433
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More development in the
south of the Borough is
needed to support its
shops and services

Some Green Belt
boundaries are
inappropriately drawn
against the purposes of
the Green Belt

A more mixed portfolio of
sites is needed for a
steady, reliable, housing
supply

Consultation Statement

There is no evidence that development
in the south of the Borough would
ensure future service or shop provision
and using this as a means to justify
development would be contrary to
national policy which seeks to direct
development to more sustainable,
urban locations and protect the Green
Belt, and likely require very large scale
urban development to be effective.
There is no evidence to suggest that the
Green Belt boundaries are
inappropriately drawn and there are no
exceptional circumstances to justify
altering the Green Belt boundaries for
residential development (NPPF
paragraph 136)

Policies M18 (Community Uses) and
M23 (District and Local Centres) should
ensure that shops and services are
protected on a Borough-wide basis.

There is a mix of size and types of sites
proposed, with the focus being on sites
in central Dartford and Ebbsfleet
Garden City. The trajectory, which
meets national policy, includes a broad
range of sites including small sites. 13%
of projected delivery is set to occur on
small sites over the plan period period.
Extensive interventions will occur under

Policy S4 should ensure a steady supply
of deliverable sites for housing.
Dartford has carefully reviewed policy
M8 on housing mix to ensure a
sufficient mix of housing types come
forward.

NA

01531
0004
01441

01517
01518
01531
01534

01513
01514
01517

Bean Residents
Association
Cooper Estates

Countryside Properties
& Colyer Greenhithe
Trust
Berkeley Homes
Kitewood
CODE Development
Planners Ltd
Private Individual
KCC
Countryside Properties
& Colyer Greenhithe
Trust
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national protocols should supply not
prove sufficiently reliable.
Plan should not just rely
on brownfield or urban
land for employment
delivery/ flexibility of
economic strategy.
Allow all development
land where it facilitates
new public transport
services

Sustainability Appraisal
does not consider
potential growth options
in the south of the
Borough

Consultation Statement

There is a healthy supply of employment
land in the pipeline and no further sites
are needed for land allocation.
A huge focus of the Plan is to ensure
infrastructure can be unlocked and that
a shift towards more sustainable travel
can be realised within the Plan period.
Strategic Objective I2 aims to facilitate
upgrades to the transport network
including through public transport.
Various upgrades to public transport
networks are identified in Policy S2.
Despite this, all aspects of development
must be taken into consideration and
development cannot be approved
simply because it may provide public
transport services.
In accordance with national planning
policy, the plan focusses development
on brownfield land in the urban area to
provide a sustainable pattern of
development to continue regeneration.
Development in the south of the
Borough would require large scale
release of Green Belt land and there are

NA

01516
01433

Policy S2 sets out that development will
be plan led to ensure delivery of new
infrastructure to meet demand and that
growth stays in step with infrastructure
capacity. Communities should have
access to day to day facilities together
with development being located where
it is well served by public transport.
Large and trip generating developments
will be expected to support public
transport use and facilitate new
infrastructure
NA

01534
01518
0518

01441
01427

Wrenbridge Land Ltd
William Chaplain Ltd
CODE
Development
Planners Ltd
Berkeley Homes
Swanscombe LLP

Cooper Estates
South Darenth Farms &
Cold Stores
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Under provision of
housing from other
Boroughs should be
directly considered.
Proposed housing target is
insufficient in meeting
need from elsewhere

no exceptional circumstances to justify
this.
Noted. This has had direct consideration
under the Duty to Cooperate.
Surrounding area needs have been
considered but there is not a duty to
agree.
Dartford’s trajectory shows that there
are only limited additional deliverable
and developable sites beyond those that
meet our own identified needs.
Dartford’s housing target has been
determined based on the standard
methodology and the amount of
deliverable and developable identified
land, and consideration of national
policy/guidance on meeting overall
needs .

The housing target should
a minimum above (with a
buffer beyond) 797pa to
ensure consistent delivery

Consultation Statement

Noted.

Dartford has participated extensively
and directly in Duty to Cooperate
discussions and in the process set up by
the Mayor London in relation to the
London Plan.
Dartford has carefully reviewed and
updated the SHLAA and found no
strategic scale capacity to take on the
needs of any neighbouring authorities.
Gravesham has previously made a
formal request for Dartford to absorb
some of its need but has not yet
provided a figure or evidence to justify
this. A statement with Sevenoaks was
signed without Dartford being expected
to take its need, and its position is
currently unclear as legal proceedings
are continuing. No request for Dartford
to take housing needs has been
received from Bexley or Greater
London. However, Dartford continues
to progress with Statements of
Common Grounds with neighbouring
authorities.
The Local Housing Need has been
calculated following the government’s
Standard Methodology. Together with
identified developable sites, this has
been used to set the housing target.

01490
019127
0042
01506
01508
01521
01066
01384
01517

01506
01373
01517

National Grid
Hawley Garden Centre
Gravesham BC
Home Builders
Federation
Imperial Corporate
Capital Plc
Muse Developments Ltd
PMG
Diocese of Rochester
Countryside Properties
& Colyer Greenhithe
Trust

Home Builders
Federation
Burhill Developments
Ltd
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of at least that figure and
competition, choice etc.

A 10% buffer is built into the 5yr supply
for this reason. Sufficient development
sites have been identified to show that
Dartford can meet slightly more than
the current Local Housing Need and this
will be set as our housing target.

Expressing housing target
as a range would be
inappropriate

The housing target is not expressed as a
range.

The housing target must
not limit delivery in
sustainable areas (e.g. the
town centre)

Noted.

Proposed housing target
should be less than 797pa
due infrastructure etc.

The Council would need exceptional
circumstances to use and justify a figure
lower than that derived from the
standard method. Housing supply
including extant planning permissions
shows we can achieve the current
standard method figure. CIL will be
collected and infrastructure is planned
as set out in the Infrastructure
Development Plan.

Consultation Statement

Policy S4 sets out that new homes are
required to be delivered at a rate of 790
per annum (on average), equating to
15,800 dwellings over the plan period.
There are policies that allow flexibility
for potential additional regeneration
including housing at locations such as
central Dartford.
The total level of high quality and well
served housing growth is not arbitrarily
limited at the most highly sustainable
locations.
The Council has determined the housing
target in accordance with national
policy and guidance.

01531

01506

Countryside Properties
& Colyer Greenhithe
Trust
Kitewood

01423

Home Builders
Federation
J Clubb Ltd

01509
0518

Tristan Capital Partners
Swanscombe LLP

0004

Bean Residents
Association
Swanscombe &
Greenhithe Town
Council

0116
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A clear and positive policy
for the London Resort is
needed to ensure the
regeneration of
Swanscombe Peninsula
and beyond

Dartford Borough Council acknowledges
both limits to the potential for
regeneration within the Peninsula, and
its status within the Garden City
boundary.

Sites are needed for a Plan
period to at least 2037

The plan period is 2016/17 to 2036/37
and a long-term (and deliverable short
term) housing supply is in place to meet
needs over the plan period.
Not in line with council strategy. The
windfall policy applies to unidentified
sites equally regardless of their location
and is intended to ensure all
development can be delivered
sustainably.

Windfall policy should be
more flexible south of the
A2.
Windfall proposed
approach is not fully clear
or well worded

Dartford has been closely monitoring
the progress of the London Resort. At
the current point in time, there is still
uncertainty whether London Resort will
come forward.
The Ebbsfleet chapter was drafted
based on available evidence at the time.
The local policy approach to the area
has been updated accordingly.

0518
01330

Swanscombe LLP
London Resort
Company Holdings

01373

Burhill Developments
Ltd

Policy M9 (Sustainable Housing
Locations) brings together two previous
policies in the Core Strategy and
Development Policies Plan and provides
clarity of approach.

0115

Sutton at Hone &
Hawley Parish Council
William Chaplain Ltd
Simply Planning

01433
01503

Town Centre and Retail Q3, Q14 & Q15
Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

The right approach is necessary
to high density development in
the town centre

Noted..

Continuing on from the Preferred Options
consultation, the density is not prescribed
in policy and a design-led approach has
been put forward

Consultation Statement

Respondents’
unique ID
0005
01509
01515
01423

Respondents’ name
Bean Parish Council
Tristan Capital
Partners
British Land
J Clubb Ltd
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Infrastructure needs to be in
place for town centre
redevelopment, including with
the proposed growth in
residential

Agreed. Policies D1 and D2 place a
strong emphasis on the provision of
infrastructure along with development
within Central Dartford. Policy S2 also
seeks to ensure the co-ordinated
delivery of new infrastructure.

There should continue to be a
careful focus on the
environment and success of
Dartford High Street within the
plans for the town centre as a
whole.

Agreed.

Consultation Statement

Council Action
Review of the Town Centre, including
developable sites within the Central
Dartford area has been carried out to
understand an indicative capacity of the
area. The Dartford Central chapter has
been developed in light of this work and
other studies such as the viability
assessment.
The Council works closely with service
providers to identify infrastructure
necessary to support development which
is captured in the Council’s Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP). The Council also
brings forward the delivery of
infrastructure itself such as the public
realm improvements which has recently
seen the completion of the new Brewery
Square.
The Core Frontage has been slightly
amended and now focusses on the High
Street. A key focus of the Central Dartford
chapter is improving connectivity of the
Town Centre specifically from both the
north and the south of the High Street. In
addition, the importance of the heritage
environment and character of the area
has been put forward within the chapter.

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID

0104
01174
01371
01528
01234

Sevenoaks DC
Bellway Homes
KCC
Private Individual
KCC Education

0013

Darenth Parish
Council
Wilmington Parish
Council

0135
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

The River Darent needs to be
ecologically restored as parts of
it are running dry in periods of
drought. This could be through
using clean surface water runoff from adjoining development
but care is needed so that
development does not
adversely impact on the health
of the river. The River Darent
could also be used for
recreation.
Plan needs to justify and clarify
proposals for a city centre and
retailing at Ebbsfleet Central

Agreed. Existing green spaces will
continue to be protected through
policies.

Another focus of the Central Dartford
chapter, and in particular policy D7, is the
restoration and improvement of the River
Darent. The opportunities for improved
leisure space and recreation use both on
and around the river have been identified.

Further information is needed
on the future of Bluewater

Outputs from the Retail Study
need to be

Consultation Statement

Respondents’
unique ID
01529
01501
0407
0087

Further work on the ecological restoration
will take place at design and
implementation stages.
The Plan provides further detail than the
Preferred Options consultation paper.
The plan does not seek a typical/
traditional city centre scale of retailing at
Ebbsfleet Central.
Noted. The Plan provides further detail
than the Preferred Options consultation
paper

Policy E4 (Ebbsfleet Central Allocation)
sets out the approach to development,
including retail as a District Centre, in this
location.

Noted.

The study is published along with the Plan.
Local authorities were invited to a

The plan updates policy for Bluewater –
Policy M22. It is appropriate for the plan
to continue to set out the overall planned
role for Bluewater. Even without the
presence of a large planning application
which is under implementation but may or
may not be largely built out at Bluewater;
there is clearly uncertainty across the
retail sector at present.

0013
01315
0042
0004

Respondents’ name
Private Individual
Private Individual
KCC Emergency
Planning
Private Individual
Port of London
Authority

Darenth Parish
Council
EDC
Gravesham BC

0124
0066

Bean Residents
Association
Thurrock Council
LB Bexley

0521
0217

CPRE
GLA
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Main Issues raised
confirmed/consulted on – is a
cinema in the TC justifiable?
Other leisure facilities may be
better given cinema at BW is
close
Heritage needs consideration
of TC regeneration / character

Council Response

Agreed..

Needs more emphasis on
environmental improvements
to town centre

Agreed. The Plan provides further detail
than the Preferred Options consultation
paper

Regeneration of Town Centre
and Bluewater raises crossboundary strategic issues

It has not been demonstrated that the
regeneration of Dartford town centre
raises significant strategic matters of
cross-boundary significance. Bluewater
is a regional facility.

Sites in Dartford Town Centre
for additional development
need to be reviewed in order to
have a complete audit of

Extensive consideration has been given
to town centre opportunities for Plan
policy, and via the adopted 2018
Framework. National policy is complied

Consultation Statement

Council Action
briefing, and a chance to input, to the
study. A cinema would be a very
appropriate use in the town centre, as the
study confirms. The study has fully
informed the Plan.
Heritage has a strong focus throughout
the Central Dartford chapter and the rest
of the Local Plan. The heritage
environment and assets were a key
consideration when drafting the Central
Dartford chapter and policy reflects this.
The Central Dartford section has strong
emphasis on this. The council is continuing
to take forward more projects for
improvements to delivery.
Dartford has engaged extensively with
neighbouring authorities on retail and
other matters, including a town centre
focused session with partners in 2020.
Town centre plans have benefited from
significant publicity and further discussion
can readily occur as required for
interested parties. Policy for Bluewater
has been informed by points raised by
local authorities.
All sites with potential for development
have been reviewed in the SHLAA. In
terms of housing, those deemed
developable/ deliverable are included in

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID
01528
Private Individual

01052
0005
01371
01423
0013
-

Historic England
Bean Parish Council
KCC
J Clubb Ltd
Darenth Parish
Council
Private Individual

0042
0066

Gravesham BC
LB Bexley

0042

Gravesham BC
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

available land in line with the
NPPF

with as sufficient land exists to meet
potential identified retail needs within
the town centre.
Continuing on from the Preferred
Options consultation, the density is not
prescribed in policy and a design-led
approach has been put forward, without
a narrow focus on prescribing high
density to all sites in the area.
The proposed approach seeks to
enhance public transport and active
travel options. The Transport study
considers locations which will be
negatively impacted by new
development identified in the Local Plan,
after taking into account an uplift in
active and sustainable travel. The Plan
and IDP identifies schemes that will
support increased active and sustainable
travel and that particularly mitigate
identified impacts, including within the
town centre and neighbouring areas.
Agreed

the trajectory in line with the NPPF and
PPG guidance.

High density, as option 2A, is
also supported in suitable
places

Traffic needs to be addressed,
comprehensive active travel
network needed.
There needs to be additional
requirement to address
exacerbation of traffic
congestion caused by new
housing in town centre on
immediately neighbouring
residential areas as most of this
traffic uses Burnham Road/St
Vincent’s Road.
Policy criteria must allow for
flexibility – adaptability,

Retail opportunities of rural
areas have been overlooked

Consultation Statement

The retail study is Borough-wide,
however throughout the country the

NA

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID

01371
01509
01515
01521

KCC
Tristan Capital
Partners
British Land
Muse Developments
Ltd
Private Individual
Private Individual
Private Individual
Private Individual
Private Individual

Travel needs and opportunities were a key
consideration when drafting the Dartford
Central chapter, in particular the Broad
Location policy which seeks to improve
connectivity of the Town Centre across
the Ring Road. Policies M16 and 15
require developments to make provision
to minimise and manage arising transport
impacts, including promotion of active
travel.

01526
01528
01533
01529
-

Policy has been designed to achieve
borough strategies whilst also allow for
flexibility. The wording has been reviewed
in light of the need for flexibility and
changing needs.
N/A

01315

EDC Ebbsfleet
Central

01433

William Chaplain Ltd
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID

Council Action

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID
0013
Darenth Parish
Council
0116
Swanscombe &
Greenhithe Town
Council
0503
TfL

scope for low density population areas
to viably support new retail is low.
Infrastructure and Transport Q7, Q12 & Q13
Main Issues raised
Council Response
Third river crossing is an
important consideration for
transport policy/strategy.
Lower Thames Crossing needs
to be carefully managed as to
not disrupt the current network

Consideration has been given to the
effect of Local Plan development on the
current network with or without delivery
of the proposed river crossing through
the Transport Study. Findings have
informed policy and identification of
infrastructure projects
It is understood that the introduction of
Crossrail within the Borough of Dartford
would potentially represent a major
change in infrastructure provision and
could have other impacts; however there
is substantial uncertainty over the form,
prospects and timing of any intervention.

Impact of Crossrail needs to be
considered. Is Crossrail
deliverable within the plan
period? Current infrastructure
should not be jeopardised and
the benefits have not yet been
quantified. Crossrail has
potential to impact on:
flood risk, environment, homes,
business, current passenger
journeys/ passenger
congestion, car use into the
borough to get on train.
Accessibility of train stations
Agreed
needs addressing

Consultation Statement

The Council will continue to monitor the
progress of the Lower Thames Crossing
proposal and work with partners to
reduce impacts on Dartford’s road
network.
The monitoring framework within the
Local Plan identifies factors that may
trigger the need for a review of this Local
Plan. The approval for Crossrail extending
into Dartford is one such trigger identified
and would necessitate a Local Plan review.

0013
0034
01529
0521
0503
01524
-

Darenth Parish
Council
Environment Agency
Private Individual
CPRE
TfL
Private Individual
Private Individual

Upgrades to train stations are supported
in transport policy.

01443

Private Individual
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Partnership with health
providers needed for delivery
of health infrastructure /
Health provision needed
(Darent Valley Hospital)
Definition of ‘Health Hub’
needed
Education provision – clear
need to be identified and
articulated. No capacity for
school expansions therefore
need must be delivered by
provision of new schools,
funding to be considered

The Council works with the NHS Clinical
Commissioning Group, KCC Social Care
and Darent Valley Hospital Trust as
service providers for health and wellbeing facilities and will continue to do so.
Health Hub defined in the glossary.

Through this partnership approach
infrastructure necessary to support
development for improved health
provision is identified within the Council’s
Infrastructure Delivery Plan which is
regularly reviewed.

The Council works with KCC Education,
the local education authority, on the
provision of schools to meet the demand
generated by planned development.
Policy S2 supports large development
sites retaining land for essential
infrastructure and elsewhere land being
safeguarded when necessary.
Whilst a review of CIL is not needed for
Local Plan soundness, the Council will
consider the findings of the Local Plan
Viability Study, in considering a need to
review the current rates in the Borough.

New and expanded school provision is
identified within KCC’s Commissioning
Plan for Education in Kent which is
reviewed annually. The Council’s
Infrastructure Delivery Plan reflects this
document and the Council work with KCC
to overcome any issues regarding the
delivery of this key infrastructure.
The 2021 LDS recognises the potential
need to review the CIL charging schedule
and outlines a potential programme. The
Infrastructure Delivery Plan will continue
to be updated, in conjunction with
infrastructure delivery partners, and the
programme of CIL funding forward to
support delivery will continue. The IDP
seeks to identify funding requirements
and gaps.
Promotion of active travel infrastructure
included in active travel policy, in line with
the Cycle Network Development Study by
SUSTRANS. Additionally, Strategic

Concerns around CIL, clarity on
review and funding gaps

Cycleways needed, parking
over-spill is an issue

Consultation Statement

The Transport study considers an uplift
in active travel modes. It is
acknowledged that such an uplift will
require measures such as new

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID
01315
EDC
0004
Bean Residents
Association
01524
Private Individual
0542
Fawkham Parish
0407
Council
Private Individual
01234
KCC Education
01505
Department for
Education

01234
0004
01315
01371

0004
0521
01525

KCC Education
Bean Residents
Association
EDC Ebbsfleet
Central
KCC

Bean Residents
Association
CPRE
Private Individual
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

cycleways. Local Plan policy promotes
and requires development to provide
active travel infrastructure. Identified
schemes are included in the IDP.

Objective I2 encourages a high quality and
comprehensive walking and cycling
network. Policies M16 and 17 require
development to respond to localised
impacts including parking pressure,
provision of cycle routes particularly to
facilities and associated infrastructure
such as cycle parking. It is planned that
the Council’s current Supplementary
Planning Documents, including that on
Parking, will likely be reviewed after the
adoption of the Local Plan. EDC are
bringing forward guidance for the Garden
City.
Strategic Policy S2 encourages major sites
to be masterplanned to ensure that
infrastructure can be delivered when it is
needed.

Infrastructure to be delivered
on site first to mould new
residents’ behaviour.
Temporary uses should be
supported

Agreed. This should occur as much as
feasibly possible.

Plan should safeguard tram
route

Strategic Objective I2 aims to facilitate
public transport links. At the present
time however there is a lack of evidence
regarding the viability and deliverability
of a tram within the Plan period.
Agreed.

Green Grid/ Open Space needs
to be addressed

Consultation Statement

Meanwhile uses supported at EDC where
most opportunity exists
NA

Policy S2 ensures that the Green Grid
network will continue to be upgraded and
expanded.

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID

0521
0116
01423

CPRE
Swanscombe &
Greenhithe Town
Council
J Clubb Ltd

0521
01537
01443

CPRE
Private Individual
Private Individual

0004

Bean Residents
Association
Private Individual

01520
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Main Issues raised

Transport infrastructure south
of the borough needed

Digital infrastructure to be
addressed

Council Response

The Transport study has considered the
impact on the road network of Local Plan
proposed development. Whilst forecast
development is concentrated in the
north of the Borough, the study has
considered if issues may arise in the
south of the Borough. It is not envisaged
that major new transport infrastructure
will be required as a result of the Local
Plan.
Agreed.

Waste to be addressed

Kent County Council has recently
adopted a new Minerals and Waste Plan.
Within this, there were no new identified
sites in Dartford.

Strategic Flood Defence Zone
should be extended. Will land
for new barrier be protected by
green belt policy and if so what

Agree that the Strategic Flood Defence
Zone should be extended to include all
the areas alongside existing/ potential
Thames flood defences.

Consultation Statement

Council Action
Policy M14 continues to ensure that green
and blue infrastructure is delivered
through new development and that
existing open spaces are protected.
The Council will continue to work with
Kent Highways to monitor and review the
need for new transport infrastructure in
the south of the Borough, as part of
regular programme reviews.

Strategic Policy S2 proposes that new high
quality and advanced communications
infrastructure developments will occur in
line with national policy and Borough
needs.
Residential design provisions are set out
to account for waste. The Council has
worked with Kent County Council with
regard to land opportunities for waste
facilities and will continue to do so.
The Council has been working with the
Environment Agency regarding the
Strategic Flood Defence Zone and the
potential need for new flood defences.

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID

01427

South Darenth
Farms & Cold Stores

01371

KCC

01371

KCC

0034
0124
0217

Environment Agency
Thurrock Council
GLA
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Main Issues raised
would this mean for a new
barrier being built on green
belt land? What area is Long
Reach?
Highway improvement

Poor air quality should be
considered in decision making
(102d – NPPF)
Concern is held around Air
Quality and the boroughs 4 air
quality monitoring areas - no
assessment appears to have
been prepared that considers
possible effect of the scale of
the new development on the
air quality and whether these

Consultation Statement

Council Response

Council Action

There has not yet been a decision on
whether a new flood barrier would be
located at Long Reach or the extent of
land required for this. This land will
remain in the Green Belt.
The Council works with Kent County
Council, as the local highway authority,
and Highways England, responsible for
the strategic road network in identifying
and bringing forward highway
improvements.

The infrastructure diagram has been
amended to include the Flood Defence
Zone.

Noted, the Plan provides further detail
than the Preferred Options consultation
paper. Air quality has been closely
considered.

Improvements to the A2 Bean and
Ebbsfleet junctions are underway and
work is progressing on bringing forward
improvements to the M25(A282) Junction
1A.
The Council has carried out a
comprehensive Transport Study of the
planned development set out in the Local
Plan and any further highway
improvements identified will be included
within the Council’s Infrastructure
Delivery Plan.
Policy M2 (Environmental and Amenity
Protection) will apply to all development.
This includes reference to impacts on air
quality, in particular impacts within or
immediately adjacent to Air Quality
Management Areas (AQMAs).
Policies put forward actions on planning
related matters of air quality.
The AQMAs are currently subject to
review and the Action Plans are being
updated.

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID

01416

Bericote Properties

0135

Wilmington Parish
Council
KCC Emergency
Planning
CPRE

01501
0521
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Main Issues raised
areas need to be adjusted / or
new ones adopted.
Should maximise use of the
Thames (102d – NPPF) and
consider riverside
infrastructure

Council Response

Council Action

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID

Agreed

Enhancement to riverside areas and use of
river supported through strategic policy

0116
0042
01522

Need to consider the impact on
existing residents and/or road
network – road network is
already strained (102a – NPPF)
Should also address impact on
local residential roads that
provide access (for example,
Burnham Road)

Noted. As strong emphasis is placed on
development being well located to
public transport and the provision of
Active Travel to reduce the need to
travel by private car. A Transport Study
has also been commissioned to assess
the impact of planned development.

Development Management Policies M16
and M17 set out the requirements that
development will need to meet including
any potential impact on local areas.
Outputs from the Transport Study will
inform the Council’s Infrastructure
Delivery Plan regarding the need for
localised highway improvements.

0087
0004
0116
0046
01525
0066
0115
-

Should consider promoting
sustainable travel network to
reduce car use / Healthy
Streets principles / GI for
promoting sustainable travel
(102c / 104d – NPPF) including

Consultation Statement

Agreed. The Council has an ambition to
achieve transport modal shift away from
the use of private vehicles towards more
sustainable modes of travel. Within the
Local Plan there is a strong emphasis on
development having access to public

Strategic Policies S1, S2 and S3 set out
broad principles for development
regarding public transport accessibility
and the provision of walking/cycling
infrastructure. These are followed

0503
01315
01397
0031
0042
0104

Swanscombe &
Greenhithe Town
Council
Gravesham BC
Dartford & Crayford
Creek Restoration
Trust
Port of London
Authority
Bean Residents
Association
Swanscombe &
Greehithe Town
Council
Private Individual
Private Individual
LB Bexley
Sutton at Hone &
Hawley Parish
Council
Private Individual
TfL
EDC
Private Individual
Natural England
Gravesham BC
Sevenoaks DC
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

rights of way and infrastructure
provision

transport, providing safe and accessible
walking and cycling routes and
contributing to a wider Green Grid
network.

through in policies relating to Central
Dartford and Ebbsfleet Central.
More specific requirements for
development are set out in Development
Management Policies with M16 and M17
focusing on travel management and more
sustainable forms of transport.

Areas in the south that are, or
can be made, sustainable
should be considered (103 –
NPPF)

Sites (including the south of Borough)
are assessed within the SHLAA following
the set methodology and are reviewed in
line with national policy.

N/A

Consultation Statement

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID
01509
Tristan Capital
Partners
01371
KCC
KCC
01514
01416
Bericote Properties
KCC Emergency
01501
Planning
Private Individual
01525
Private Individual
01533
Private Individual
01536
Private Individual
01537
Private Individual
0407
J Clubb Ltd
01423
Medway Council
0725
Southfleet Parish
0445
Council
GLA
0217
Private Individual
01443
01441
Cooper Estates
01427
South Darenth
Farms & Cold Stores
01373
Burhill
Developments Ltd
01514
KCC
01517
Countryside
Properties & Colyer
Greenhithe Trust
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Duty to Cooperate – must not
impact cross boundary road
networks

Noted. The Council has worked closely
with neighbouring authorities and other
partners since 2017 and intends to
continue with the aim of completing
Statements of Common Ground,
updating/ building on agreed drafts or
discussions,during/ directly following the
Regulation 19 consultation.

The Council will share outputs from the
Transport Study publically, including with
neighbouring authorities, Kent County
Council (as local highway authority) and
Highways England (strategic road
network) to reach agreement on any
impacts and improvements required to
the cross-boundary road network.

Ebbsfleet Garden City Q5 & Q15A
Main Issues raised
Consider what development can
be achieved in light of market
signals
Focus more on higher density
residential development

Allocation should be flexible to
allow a high-quality mixed-use

Consultation Statement

Council Response

Council Action

Noted. The Ebbsfleet Central
Masterplan is currently being drafted
by the EDC with close regard to
delivery and market requirements.
The Plan’s proposals for Ebbsfleet
Central are not based on driving up
density from previous levels.

The drafted Local Plan sets expectations in
terms of employment, retail and
community floorspace and is based on the
commissioned evidence.
Housing numbers for EDC have been
determined based on current permissions
and pending applications as well as robust
masterplanning using design, character,
heritage and infrastructure to set
parameters. The Ebbsfleet Central
Masterplan, which is currently being
drafted, will provide further detail once
finalised.
Ebbsfleet Central has been allocated for
mixed use development with broad
criteria based policy to encourage

Agreed.

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID
0725
Medway Council

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID
01519
Heaton Planning
Private Individual
01518

Berkeley Homes

01315

EDC (Ebbsfleet
Central)
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

development of residential and
employment uses

Avoid damaging existing
communities/ town centres and
be integrated with the wider
community
Provide cultural/ leisure/ sports
facilities

Agreed

Evidence of transport impacts
needed and take account of
London Resort access

London Resort is not proposed by the
Plan.

Need to understand the role of
function of the centre relative to
the wider network of centres,
including Bluewater; should be
underpinned by evidence

Agreed.

Consultation Statement

Agreed

Council Action
development to come forward as
intended. The Council has worked closely
with the EDC in the development of the
Ebbsfleet Chapter and the policy remains
flexible to the changing needs of the area.
The applicable chapter has taken
Swanscombe town into consideration for
this reason,and close regard has been
given to links and impacts.
Policies require good provision of land for
recreation. Policy E3 on the Ebbsfleet
Central Allocation highlights the
expectation for education, health and
community facilities to be delivered on
site.
Close consideration of transport impacts is
occurring The monitoring framework
within the Local Plan identifies factors that
may trigger the need for a review of this
Local Plan. The first stage of significant
construction, should the London Resort
gain approval, will trigger a review of the
Local Plan to ensure all impacts can be
addressed.
This occurs through the retail & leisure
study.

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID

0135
01443
0445
01494
01537
0004

Wilmington Parish
Council
Private Individual
Southfleet Parish
Council
Land Securities
Private Individual

0042

Bean Residents
Association
Gravesham BC

0042

Gravesham BC
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Protect habitats, species and
designated sites of importance
for biodiversity – acknowledge
the biodiversity and importance
of brownfield sites also.
Black Duck Marsh is nationally
significant.
the vertical planned
development should be shifted
further east away from Black
Duck Marsh

Consideration has been given to the
protection of habitats, species and
designated sites and current policy
reviewed and updated. This has
included review of national policy
requirements. The proposed update to
the policies plan has identified both
designated and locally important land
in the Borough.

A significant area of Swanscombe
Peninsula has been identified as Borough
Open Space due to the variety of habitats
and importance to biodiversity within this
area, this includes Black Duck Marsh.
Policy M14 and M15 will apply to
development proposals in this area to
protect biodiversity value and ensure
mitigation where necessary.

Retain and enhance the
landscape and use it for flood
attenuation
Enhance green space, also create
new ones

Agreed

This is addressed in a range of policies.

01501

KCC Emergency
Planning

Agreed

01371

KCC

Impacts on all heritage assets,
including scheduled monuments
and archaeology, should be
assessed and included in the
masterplan
Protect riparian heritage

Noted.

Policy M14 (previously Core Strategy
Policy CS14) continue to ensure open
space is delivered through development
and that existing Borough Open Space is
protected.
The masterplan for Ebbsfleet Central is
being developed by the EDC.

01052
01371

Historic England
KCC

01503

Simply Planning

Terms need to be clearly defined

Agreed

Riparian and heritage policies feature in
DM policies
A glossary has been developed and
included in the Plan.

-

Private Individual

Consultation Statement

Agreed

Respondents’
unique ID
0031
01371
01501
-

Respondents’ name
Natural England
KCC
KCC Emergency
Planning
Private Individual
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Proposed development would
result in the direct loss of open
mosaic habitat (a priority
habitat) which supports
significant amounts of
invertebrates and other species.
Contrary to para 174 of the NPPF
which requires them to be
safeguarded. Need to consider
alternative development
scenarios.

It is not the Council’s intention to see
the entirety of the peninsula
developed. The council acknowledges
the importance and benefits of the
open mosaic habitat and other
ecological benefits in the area.

The Land North of Swanscombe policy (E6)
clarifies the area deemed suitable for
regeneration and makes reference to the
need to protect and enhance important
ecological habitats.

Clarity needed on uses, form and
amount of development
proposed and its impacts,
approach is unclear given the
SHLAA results
Entertainment resort must be
the preferred option for the
delivery of regeneration on the
peninsula

The Plan provides further detail than
the Preferred Options consultation
paper

Policy should not preclude higher
density development

Consultation Statement

The Resort has not been advanced via
the Local Plan process. The promoter
has instead been seeking a DCO.
Limited firm information has been
available on the scheme throughout
plan preparation.
It has not been demonstrated that the
Peninsula is suitable for higher density
development.

Additionally the majority of priority
habitats on the Peninsula have been
identified for Borough Open Space
designation due to their biodiversity
function and will be protected and
managed by policy M14.
The Ebbsfleet (and Swanscombe) area has
its own section within the Local Plan to
provide clarity and detail on development
and provision..

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID
0031
Natural England

0042
0124

Gravesham BC
Thurrock Council

Land north of Swanscombe policy
developed to provide criteria based policy
for any future development, and
appropriate plan provisions set out should
the resort come forward

0518
01330

Swanscombe LLP
London Resort
Company Holdings

Area policy highlights design consraints.
Generic policy sets expectation for design
based density and does not set maximum
levels.

0518

Swanscombe LLP
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Enabling development will be
needed to deliver an ecological
park

Noted. An ecological part is a suitable
and reasonable delivery focus for the
Garden City in this location.

Should identify opportunities for
smaller scale development sites
to come forward independently
Protect existing businesses

Noted

Land is protected in the plan for open
space to secure its status and enable
implementation proposals to be
formulated.
Policy is consistent with this.

Agreed.

The existing employment area within
Swanscombe is to be retained.

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID
0518
Swanscombe LLP

0518

Swanscombe LLP

0004
01538
01538

Bean Residents
Association
Private Individual
Private Individual

Alternative development would
involve retaining the
employment uses in the south
east, residential development in
the south west, retaining the
marshes, a marina/ Visitor centre
and residential in the north
Cross boundary strategic
approach required, development
should be subject to a
comprehensive masterplan for
the whole peninsula

Noted.

Policy criteria have been included that
may allow a number of aspects of this.

Noted

The Ebbsfleet Implementation Framework
covers/plans for the whole Garden City,
which has been subject to regular formal
discussions for several years. The
approach draws from the Framework’s
proposals .

0042
0124

Gravesham BC
Thurrock Council

Consider how proposals would
integrate with and impact on the
surrounding area; need for
investment in Swanscombe

Noted

Policy E3 (Swanscombe) sets out the
approach, including benefits which should
derive from development in Ebbsfleet
Garden City.

01315
0005

EDC
Bean Parish Council
Land Securities
Private Individual

Consultation Statement

01494
01526
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Amount of retail and leisure
development should be ancillary
so that it does not harm the
vitality and viability of Bluewater

Noted

Need to consider transport (and
air quality) impacts, road
network improvements required

The Council is working in partnership
with the Ebbsfleet Development
Corporation, Kent County Council and
Highways England regarding transport
provision within the Ebbsfleet Garden
City. A Transport Study has also been
commissioned to assess the impact of
the planned level of development.

The Borough retail & leisure study takes
into consideration both the permitted
floorspace additions at Bluewater and the
planned floorspace within Ebbsfleet
Garden City. The study has informed Plan
drafting.
Improvements to the transport network
within Ebbsfleet Garden City are coming
forward through the EDC’s Investment
Programme and the Strategic Transport
Infrastructure Programme (STIP) managed
by KCC. These are then incorporated into
the Council’s Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
Highways England has started work on
improvements to the A2 Bean and
Ebbsfleet Junctions.
Any requirements for further highway
improvements identified through the
Transport Study will be discussed with
partners and neighbouring authorities.

Safeguarded minerals area due
to sub-alluvial river terrace
deposits which are high quality
potential sand and gravel
resources
Need for more waste facilities

Noted. Kent Minerals and Waste Plan
policies will apply.

NA.

01371

KCC

The recently adopted Kent Minerals
and Waste Local Plan does not show
any new sites for waste facilities within

NA.

01371

KCC

Consultation Statement

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID
01494
Land Securities

0005
0042
01371
01494

Bean Parish Council
Gravesham BC
KCC
Land Securities
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Main Issues raised

Assess and retain areas of
ecological importance, consider
need for biodiversity net gain

Council Response
Dartford Borough, but discussions are
ongoing with KCC.
Agreed

Restore the landscape to provide
flood attenuation and climate
change resilience

Noted

Need to define what ‘high-class
21st Century Garden City’ and
‘quality’ neighbourhoods mean
Need to define what ‘efficiently
designed’ means

The Plan is to provide further detail
than the Preferred Options
consultation paper
The Plan is to provide further detail
than the Preferred Options
consultation paper
Noted

Need to reference what Garden
City ‘principles’ are

Consultation Statement

Council Action

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID

Policies S2 (Infrastructure Strategy) and
M15 (Biodiversity and Landscape) ensure
that areas of ecological importance are
protected and that new development will
result in biodiversity net gain.

0135

Policies S2 (Infrastructure Strategy) and
M14 (Green and Blue Infrastructure and
Open Space Provision) aim to upgrade and
expand the Green Grid/ Green and Blue
Infrastructure network. Policy M4 (Flood
Risk and Riverside Design) requires major
new developments to include
multifunctional Sustainable Drainage
Systems where appropriate. These policy
requirements will lead to greater
opportunities for flood attenuation.
This has been expanded upon in the
relevant Plan section
This wording has not been used in the
Plan itself, instead the concept has been
expanded upon in the Ebbsfleet chapter
Garden City Principles have been included
in the Ebbsfleet chapter

01371
0034
01501
01501

Wilmington Parish
Council
KCC
Environment Agency
KCC Emergency
Planning
Private Individual
KCC Emergency
Planning

-

Private Individual

-

Private Individual

-

Private Individual
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Impacts on archaeology should
be assessed and included in the
development proposals

Archaeological impacts of development
will be assessed on a site by site basis
at the development management
stage.

NA.

Respondents’ Respondents’ name
unique ID
01052
Historic England
01371
KCC

Natural Environment, Energy and Flooding Q4, Q17 & Q18
Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Plan should address improvements to
existing green spaces or Council created
open space/green grid provision.
Green space should also be designated
for protection.
Greater amount of open space may be
needed given flatted development. Green
Infrastructure should be strategically
planned.
Historic Landscape Characterisation will
assist develop a coherent green grid
(NPPF 170)
Accessibility to woodlands/ open spaces
needs to be improved

Noted

Policy M14 (previously Core Strategy Policy CS14)
continues to ensure open space is delivered
through development and that existing Borough
Open Space is protected.

Allotments important especially if flats
developed

Noted

Consultation Statement

Respondents’
unique ID
0004
0005
01507
01371
01501
0521
0031
01371

Noted.

Several policies address this.

01501
01529

Ebbsfleet Central has plans for allotment. Existing
allotments in the Borough are protected, many by
PLGS or others by BOS.

01535

Respondents’
name
Bean Residents
Association
Bean Parish
Council
Private
Individual
KCC
KCC Emergency
Planning
CPRE
Natural England
KCC
KCC Emergency
Planning
Private
Individual
Private
Individual
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Edible landscaping should be promoted

Noted

Environmental survey should be carried
out. No disruption to green spaces should
be made unless for ecological reasons

Noted

Policy around green spaces should also
ensure biodiversity/wildlife does not
deteriorate (NPPF 174)
The Strategic Habitats Regulations
Assessment may affect the plan – climate
change may impact estuary habitats and
therefore impacts of development

Noted

Key component of garden city. Referenced in new
residential amenity space policy to ensure new
homes have gardens which provide opportunity for
residents to grow their own food.
Policy M14 (Green and Blue Infrastructure and
Open Space Provision) will ensure that new
development makes provision for new open space
and that existing open spaces are protected.
Green Infrastructure and Open Space Provision
policy addresses this.

Green infrastructure policies should
reduce flood risk of the Darent River.
Opportunity to improve public realm
along rivers exists and should be enabled.

Agreed

Is there a need for sport centres? If so
how will they be funded? (NPPF 96)
Playing Pitch strategy 2016
Does the playing pitch strategy include
the needs of employers in the Borough?

Consultation Statement

Noted

Noted

Respondents’
unique ID
01507

Respondents’
name
Private
Individual

0116

Swanscombe &
Greenhithe
Town Council

0034

Environment
Agency

The Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) has
not found any adverse impacts on internationally
important biodiversity sites as a result of the
policies and allocations in the Plan. Additional
supporting text to policy M15 has been included to
reflect the recommendation in the HRA.
River Darent highlighted as key opportunity/ asset
in Central Dartford Chapter, Enhancement of river
is part of Central Dartford vision and policy D1,
river regeneration key aspect of broad location
allocation policy D6. Also referenced in DC policy re
open space. River included in green grid definition.

0521

CPRE

0104
0034

The Ebbsfleet Central Allocation policy ensures
that sufficient health, education and community
use provision will be delivered.
The Fairfield Leisure Centre was recently upgraded.

0521

Sevenoaks DC
Environment
Agency
KCC Emergency
Planning
Port of London
Authority
CPRE

01501
0087
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Stronger policy on protecting gardens
from development needed

Noted

Sports pitches have been provided at Ebbsfleet
Green.
Policy amended.

G9 is too inflexible and needs to consider
site constraints/opportunities (30% site
delivered as green space).

This approach is in
existing policy. Historic
delivery of open space in
line with this policy
(previously CS14) is good.
This is an important
policy for the borough to
be able to achieve
environmental ambitions
and it is not intended that
the provision be reduced.
Noted

Development should provide its own
open space. Quality expected from
developer is critical. Definition of ‘good
quality’ needed,
Minimum size for balcony/garden
provision and communal amenity size
requested

Consultation Statement

Respondents’
unique ID

Respondents’
name

01529

Private
Individual
Private
Individual
PMG
Swanscombe
LLP
Berkeley Homes
Department for
Transport

Where communal open space is delivered on site,
this will now be permitted to be included in the
20/30% calculation to provide some flexibility and
promote land use efficiency.

01066
0518
01518
01505

Policy M14 (previously CS14) will continue to
ensure new developments provide open space.

01423
01507
01315
-

A new policy (M10) regarding residential amenity
space has been introduced with clear guidance on
what good quality amenity space is and what is
expected of developments. Minimum size for
communal space has not been provided due to the
inconsistency of site sizes/ constraints. Communal
space will be supported however private amenity
space is preferred.

J Clubb Ltd
Private
Individual
EDC
Private
Individual
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Inclusion of water efficiency conditions
on any planning permissions would be
beneficial

Noted. Condition of
110litres/day already in
use and will continue

Water efficiency could also be promoted
to existing buildings, and not limited to
new buildings, either residential or nonresidential across the Council.
Kent Design Guide to be referenced

BREEAM excellent required for large non-resi and
110litres/day required for residential conversions
and new builds. Grey-water recycling also
encouraged for large scale residential development
under a new sustainable construction policy (M3).

Agreed.

The Kent Design Guide has been referenced in
Good Design for Dartford Policy (M1).
Electric Vehicle charging points are required for
new residential properties with dedicated/
allocated parking spaces, and for a proportion of
parking spaces provided as part of new
employment, leisure and retail development under
policy M1. Additionally all shared parking spaces
must provide charging points or enable future
provision.
The Local Plan Transport Assessment will compare
2037 forecast traffic levels, taking into account
planned development, with 2019 levels. The
assessment will also compare 2037 levels with
forecasts that assume a higher proportion of
people will travel by sustainable modes. These
findings will indicate the degree of change to
vehicle levels during this period that can be
expected. Taking into account planned
development growth, a number of Local Plan

Electric vehicle charging points needed,
policy should stick to national guidelines
for consistency, if not wording needs to
be clear. EVC strategy may be useful.
Consideration of negative impact of
electric vehicles also to be considered

Noted

How credible is it to reduce car use by
2036 from 2020 levels

Getting new homes in the
right location is essential.
The overall level of
housebuilding for the
Borough is however set
out by government.

Consultation Statement

Respondents’
unique ID
01138

Respondents’
name
Thames Water

01371

KCC

0521
01506

CPRE
Home Builders
Federation
KCC
KCC Emergency
Planning

01371
01501

-

Private
Individual
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Solar should be required

Noted

Future Homes Standard/ net zero policies
should be introduced, especially at
Ebbsfleet

Noted

More detail should be provided on SuDS
– should achieve Greenfield run-off rates,
Surface water and waterways should be
included within the policy, water
recycling should be required (NPPF 165
for major dev)

Noted

SFRA needed, more than 100 year period
should be considered

Consultation Statement

Noted

Council Action
policies provide the potential for higher levels of
sustainable travel to be achieved.
A new sustainable construction policy (M3)
encourages use of renewable and/or low carbon
technologies.
Government policy is due to change but has not
been confirmed, though an approach is set out to
this end.
19% beyond Part L of the building regs required
ahead of Future Homes Standard under a new
sustainable construction policy (M3). 19% is the
maximum that a Local Authority can prescribe in a
Local Plan in line with latest PPG.
Importantly policy secures land for SuDS. Policy M4
(Flood Risk and Riverside Design) requires major
new developments to include multifunctional
Sustainable Drainage Systems where appropriate.
Further information is set out in the Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment.
Policies S3 (Climate Change Strategy) and M3
(Sustainable Technology, Construction and
Performance) require developments to incorporate
water efficiency measures.
A Strategic Flood Risk Assessment has been carried
out. This considers different climate change
scenarios and epochs, including 2120. This
approach was agreed with the Environment
Agency.

Respondents’
unique ID

Respondents’
name

0521

CPRE

0521
01371
-

CPRE
KCC
Private
Individual

01138
01371
-

Thames Water
KCC
Private
Individual

0521
01371
0034

CPRE
KCC
Environment
Agency
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Policies should also do more to increase
resilience – particularly flood and
drought. The latest UK climate
projections (CP18), indicate that Dartford
will be increasingly vulnerable to climate
change impacts, so it is important policies
consider future risks, not just the
weather extremes currently experienced.
Waste management should be included
in policy (for climate change goals)
Duty to cooperate – green grid is a cross
boundary issue that needs attention

Noted

Duty to Cooperate - Barrier at long reach
needs decision, safeguarding site
important and has cross-boundary impact
(Thurrock)

Noted

Public rights of way should be addressed
within the policy (98 – NPPF). Policy for
new developments must see that dev
positively accommodates existing PRoW
and contributes towards the delivery of
network improvements.
Add tree protection alongside tree
provision and specify preferred types.

Noted

Policy S3 (Climate Change) requires development
to be well located, innovatively designed and
constructed to mitigate and adapt to the effects of
climate change. It sets out the roles of Green
Infrastructure, Flood Risk Management and
Sustainable Design and Technology in this, all of
which are subject to more detailed development
management policies (M3, M4 and M14)
Sustainable design and construction policy
introduced (M3)
Green Infrastructure diagram shows strategic
Green Grid links such as the England Coast Path
and NCR1.
The supporting text to Policy M4 (Flood Risk and
Riverside Design) refers to a potential flood
defence barrier at Long Reach and its indicative
location is shown in the Infrastructure Diagram.
Policy M4 refers to the need to take into account
future flood defences.
Public Rights of Way have been identified and
included within the Green Grid policy (M14). Public
Rights of Way are included in the definition of
Green Infrastructure. Public Rights of Way will be
addressed on a site by site basis at the
development management stage
The development management policy on
Biodiversity and Landscape (M15) relates to tree
protection and provision. Country Parks referenced
in supporting text.

Consultation Statement

Noted
Noted

Noted

Respondents’
unique ID
01371

Respondents’
name
KCC

01371

KCC

0042

Gravesham BC

0004

Bean Residents
Association
Thurrock
Council

0124

01371

KCC

-

Private
Individual
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

The approach to protecting residential
gardens from development needs to be
strengthened not continued.
Need to add improvement of country
parks/SSSI/Ancient
Woodland/heath/marshes.
Noted

Green infrastructure and flooding should
be referenced for Ebbsfleet Central – link
to flood policies. Different types of
defences provide protection from tidal
flood risk in this location

Noted

What evidence is there on traffic
generation of Littlebrook?
Concern on the ability of the road
network to cope with Littlebrook dev.
Travel plan is essential, crossways and
Watling street already under pressure
when Dartford Crossing slows.

Consultation Statement

Respondents’
unique ID

Respondents’
name

0013

Darenth Parish
Council

0034

Environment
Agency

Policy relating to the protection of existing garden
space has been reviewed and strengthened (M11).

Ecological benefits of green space should
not be lost from developments maintenance

Employment Q16
Main Issues raised

Council Action

Policy M14 (previously Core Strategy Policy CS14)
continue to ensure open space is delivered through
development and that existing Borough Open
Space is protected.
Flooding referenced in North Swanscombe policy.
The development management Flood Risk Policy
(M4) applies borough wide.

Council Response

Council Action

This relates to the planning
application(s). Planning
consent for the
redevelopment of
Littlebrook Power Station
was granted on 12 June
2020 (DA/01515/FUL).
Consent was granted with

The Council is working with Highways
England and Kent County Council regarding
the longer term improvements to A282
Junction 1A. This work will be informed by
outputs from the Local Plan Transport
Study which will assess the impact of
planned development with and without
the Lower Thames Crossing.

Respondents’
unique ID
0013
0004
0116
0521

Respondents’ name
Darenth Parish
Council
Bean Residents
Association
Swanscombe &
Greenhithe Town
Council
CPRE
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Development should depend on
improvements at J1A.
Needs to consider LTC, dev should be
delayed until LTC

Conditions on the provision
of a Delivery & Servicing
Management Plan and a
Traffic Management Plan.
A s106 Agreement was also
completed including with
obligations requiring the
provision of Travel Plan
and improvement to A282
Junction 1A.
This relates to the planning
application(s).
Noted

Concerns over odour for Littlebrook given
proximity to SWS – Thames water
Policy approach should contain aims,
indication of scale, mix and quantum, and
the criteria including design and place
requirements plus a commitment to an
Area Action Plan/ masterplan.
Objection to Swanscombe Peninsula
concept – ecology

Council Action

Respondents’
unique ID
01371

Respondents’ name

Thames water input to application.

01138

Thames Water

The Plan provides further detail than the
Preferred Options consultation paper.

0124
0034

Thurrock Council
Natural England

KCC

Dartford has been closely monitoring the
progress of the London Resort. At the
current point in time, there is uncertainty
whether London Resort will come forward.
The Ebbsfleet area chapter has been
drafted based on best available evidence at
the time and in line with the Councils
intention for protecting important green
and open spaces.
The Swanscombe policy within the EDC
chapter clarifies the area deemed suitable
for regeneration.

Consultation Statement
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Employment figures are unclear at the
moment. Lack of certainty around
Ebbsfleet Central and Swanscombe
Peninsula.
Further evidence should cover this and
cover transport impacts of crossboundary travel to work.
Use of Thames must be maximised

The Plan provides further
detail than the Preferred
Options consultation paper

Additionally the majority of priority
habitats on the Peninsula have been
identified for Borough Open Space
designation due to their biodiversity
function and will be protected and
managed by policy M14.
The Council has carried out further work in
identifying the employment areas and
indicative floorspace area.

Policy fails to recognise economic
contribution of the rural areas
Intensification should exclude Bean
Triangle

Not in line with council
strategy.
Noted

Provision is needed for employment uses
not neatly defined – open yard, storage
etc. Bean Triangle should be designated
for this

Noted

Consultation Statement

Respondents’
unique ID

Respondents’ name

0521
0042

CPRE
Gravesham BC

Support for use of the Thames, for
recreational and transportation uses, has
been given in Strategic Policies S1 and S2
and in Travel Management Policy S16.
NA

0087

Port of London
Authority

01433

William Chaplain Ltd

Bean Triangle is within the Green Belt.
Policy E5 recognises this and applies
national policy which offers protection to
Green Belt sites.
Bean Triangle is within the Green Belt.
Policy recognises this and complies
national policy which offers protection to
Green Belt sites.

0004

Bean Residents
Association

0191

WT Investments

Employment land has been considered in
transport study.
Agreed.
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Green Belt review could find suitable
locations for mixed-use development in
the south NPPF 83

Development needs can be
met in sustainable
locations in the urban part
of the Borough and there
are no exceptional
circumstances to justify a
Green Belt review.

Affordable Housing Q19
Main Issues raised
Impact of the requirements on the
viability of development needs to be
understood
Should retain a sufficient amount of
flexibility (i.e. amount of provision, tenure
mix) to ensure viability, 35% unlikely to be
realistic for urban redevelopment
schemes
Is the uplift in affordable housing and
change of tenure achievable in the light of
the large proportion of the housing land
supply being made up of previously
permitted sites?

Consultation Statement

Council Action

Respondents’
unique ID
01531

Respondents’ name

Respondents’
unique ID
01514

Respondents’ name

Tristan Capital
Partners
Berkeley Homes
Muse Development
Ltd
Gravesham BC

Council Response

Council Action

Agreed.

Viability Study has been produced and the
policies reflect the outputs from this.

Noted.

Viability study has been produced and the
Affordable Housing Policy (M7) has been
refined accordingly

01509

The requirements in policy M7 (Affordable
Housing) reflect the results of the Viability
Study which found that 35% affordable
housing provision is viable in developments
in all parts of the Borough except Central
Dartford where 20% is a more realistic
figure.

0042

Noted

01518
01521

Kitewood

KCC
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

There needs to be reference to site sizes
that the threshold will apply to, not just
numbers of dwellings
The proposed strategy reduces the ability
to provide any meaningful amount of
affordable housing

Agreed.

Affordable Housing Policy (M7) applies to
sites over 0.5 hectares (etc) in addition to
the number of dwellings.
NA

There is no indication of whether the
targets and thresholds can deliver the
amount of affordable housing required

The strategy of focusing
development on
brownfield sites in the
urban area to promote
regeneration complies
with national policy and
is the most sustainable
approach. The
Residential Needs
Assessment and Viability
Study indicate that
affordable housing to
meet needs can be
provided.
This was set out in
evidence.

Affordable home ownership should not
focus on shared ownership but should
allow for flexibility of products including
rent to buy

Noted..

Question whether there should be a
minimum percentage of social housing

Noted

Consultation Statement

This is addressed in the Residential Needs
Assessment, however the proposed targets
and thresholds reflect the outcome of the
viability study.
Policy M7 (Affordable Housing) allows for a
flexibility of affordable housing products, in
accordance with national planning policy.
The supporting text refers to rent to buy as
one of these products.
For developments where affordable housing
provision is required, the supporting text to
policy M7 (Affordable Housing) refers to 20%

Respondents’
unique ID
0004

Respondents’ name

01531

Kitewood

0521

CPRE

01322

Rentplus

0115

Sutton at Hone &
Hawley Parish
Council

Bean Residents
Association
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Main Issues raised

New affordable social housing should be
safeguarded and retained in perpetuity
Question of meeting the affordable
housing needs of people living in the area
to the south of the A2, given the strategy,
the proposed thresholds and the lack of
allocations

Council Response

Social/ affordable rented
housing is subject to
right to acquire and right
to buy legislation.
Noted

Boundary should be whole rural area not
just south of A2

Noted

Question if the approach meets the
requirements of para 57 of the NPPF
which places the emphasis for viability
testing on the Local Plan rather than on

The Local Plan Viability
Study has been
undertaken in
compliance with national

Consultation Statement

Council Action
of the total housing being provided as social/
affordable rented tenures. This is in
accordance with the recommendation in the
Residential Needs Assessment.
NA

The Residential Needs Assessment considers
the affordable housing needs of those living
in the Borough as a whole. In terms of the
Local Plan strategy, it is not considered that
there is clear evidence of a distinct “rural”
housing market operating independently of
the rest of the Borough.
However the dwelling threshold for when
affordable housing is required is smaller for
developments south of the A2 than
elsewhere, and appropriate wholly
affordable housing is supported in policy for
all the Borough.
The key diagram identifies the urban area.
The “rural area” is the remainder of the
Borough and includes some land to the
north of the A2.
The requirements in policy M7 (Affordable
Housing) reflect the results of the viability
study which found that 35% affordable
housing provision is viable in developments

Respondents’
unique ID

Respondents’ name

0521

CPRE

01441
0042

Cooper Estates
Gravesham BC

0004

Bean Residents
Association

01506

Home Builders
Federation
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

negotiations between LPAs and
developers at the planning application
stage. The assumption is that all
development that is fully policy compliant
is viable. Viability assessment must take
into account all relevant policies, and local
and national standards. AH target should
be prescriptive and not up for

policy requirements,
taking into account all
relevant proposed
policies and standards.

in all parts of the Borough except Central
Dartford where 20% is a more realistic
figure.

Housing Type and Design Q20, Q21 & Q22
Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

The policy should set out the expected
number of M4(3) wheelchair user
dwellings to be provided within new
development.

Noted.

In relation to the provision of M4(2)
accessible and adaptable dwellings, a
standardised, national approach rather
than a local approach should be used).
Evidence is not sufficient to support
approach – it does not include number of

Noted

Policy M8 (Housing Mix) requires the
provision of a limited proportion of
wheelchair user dwellings (M4(3)) on
developments of 100 or more
dwellings. The Residential Needs
Assessment did not include sufficient
evidence to justify a policy
requirement setting out a specific
proportion of units to meet this
dwelling standard.
Policy M8 (Housing Mix) requires all
new build dwellings to meet the
M4(2) accessible and adaptable
dwelling standard unless it can be
robustly demonstrated that this is
not possible. This is in accordance

Consultation Statement

Respondents’
unique ID

Respondents’ name

Respondents’
unique ID
01315
01532

Respondents’ name

01506

Home Builders
Federation
South Darenth Farms
& Cold Stores
Tristan Capital
Parners

01427
01509
01406

EDC
Habinteg Housing
Association
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

homes that have already been adapted.
Concern that is it not practical/viable,
viability testing should be done
The wording in relation to the provision of
Category M4(2) accessible and adaptable
dwellings should be stronger to ensure
that development cannot demonstrate
constraints and therefore avoid the
application of the policy.

Noted

Self-build register should be updated

The Council’s Self-Build register
is continuously updated as
applications are received.
The Residential Needs
Assessment identifies some
needs for specialist dwellings
for older persons and nursing/
residential care home spaces.
New care homes are now
coming forward in the Borough,
and with the relatively young
demographic characteristics of
Dartford it has not been

Sites should be found for housing for older
people

Consultation Statement

Council Action
with the recommendations in the
Residential Needs Assessment and
has been shown to be viable in the
viability study.
Policy M8 (Housing Mix) requires all
new build dwellings to meet the
M4(2) accessible and adaptable
dwelling standard unless it can be
robustly demonstrated that this is
not possible. There are valid
circumstances which mean that
100% provision cannot always be
achieved, including site topography
and raising floor levels to mitigate
flood risk. These are referred to in
the supporting text.
NA.
NA.

Respondents’
unique ID

Respondents’ name

01532

Habinteg Housing
Association

01506

Home Builders
Federation

01506

Home Builders
Federation
M Scott Properties

01406

M Scott Properties
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

Respondents’
unique ID

Respondents’ name

Housing Mix Policy (M8) ensures a
good range of house sizes are
delivered
The Residential Needs Assessment
considered the sizes of dwellings
required to meet the needs of the
Borough’s population over the plan
period. It found that the greatest
need is for 3 bedroom homes, but
with significant need for 2 and 4
bedroom homes (see Figure X in the
Plan). Policy M8 (Housing Mix)
reflects this. Policy also recognises
that the different nature of
development in Central Dartford
means that smaller scale
developments will not need to make
provision for larger family sized
homes.
The Local Plan Viability study has
tested a variety of development and

0521

CPRE

01509
01514
0013
01518
01521

Tristan Capital
Partners
KCC
Darenth Parish
Council
Berkeley Homes
Muse Development
Ltd

01373
01423

Burhill Developments
Ltd

possible to confirm the
allocation further sites for the
provision of these.

Trend of multigenerational families living
together means larger but fewer houses

There are currently two care
homes under construction
within Dartford. One at The
Bridge and another at West Hill.
Noted

Policy should consider minimum number of Noted
flats of 1 bedroom to be provided in large
developments. The approach places too
much strain on town centre/Ebbsfleet
Central development to provide family
homes so policy should omit town centre
sites or allow a different mix to be
acceptable – i.e. less larger units,
Mix should be determined on a site by site
basis

Reliance on brown field sites will minimise
delivery of family homes

Consultation Statement

This is not necessarily the case,
current brownfield sites
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

are/have providing/ed lareg
volumes of family homes, inc at
Ebbbsfleet.

site types. Results indicate, after
taking into account associated costs,
delivery of the mix of housing types
required by policy M8 on brownfield
sites, will be viable and achievable.

Temporary residential uses should be
supported (meanwhile use)
Mix should not be strictly prescribed by
Council

Agreed.

design-led approach is too vague,
health and wellbeing of occupiers is
important – access to open space etc.,

Noted

Criteria approach
Should be sympathetic to character,
design criteria should be ambitious,
should favour sustainable transport
uptake, should apply to non-residential
uses too, should be site specific and allow
low-density if housing typology requires it
(elderly homes), guidance on existing
density levels for areas in the borough
would be useful for applicants

Noted

Consultation Statement

Noted

Housing Mix Policy (M8) applies to all
residential development regardless
of land type.
Supported in the Ebbsfleet chapter
where opportunity exists
The Housing Mix Policy (M8)
provides flexibility to ensure site
delivery.
New residential amenity space policy
(M10) has been introduced to ensure
that all occupants have access to
high quality amenity space.
The Council has reviewed the Design
Policy (M1). This policy addresses
density and details a design-led
process to ensure high quality
development is delivered.
The policy will be reviewed at the
development management stage on
a case by case basis.

Respondents’
unique ID

Respondents’ name

01510

Modomo

01506

Home Builders
Federation

0004

Bean Residents
Association
Private Individual
KCC Emergency
Planning
EDC
Swanscombe &
Greenhithe Town
Council
CPRE
Tristan Capital
Partners
M Scott Properties
KCC
Swanscombe LLP

01520
01501
01315
0116
0521
01509
01406
01371
0518

J Clubb Ltd
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Main Issues raised

Council Response

Council Action

The approach of not adopting minimum
densities could conflict with paragraph 123
of the NPPF which requires optimising the
use of land and applying minimum
densities in areas well served by public
transport and elsewhere.

NPPF says Minimum densities
should be “considered” if “there
is an existing or anticipated
shortage of land…” This is noot
the case in Dartford.

N.A.

Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople Q23
Main Issues raised
Council Response
There is a need for well-appointed and
sustainably located, resilient and
affordable Gypsy and Traveller sites

Noted.

Focus on the intensification and expansion
of existing sites will lead to an
overconcentration of sites in a single part
of the Borough; these should be subject to
the same criteria as the identification of
new sites

In accordance with national
planning policy, the Council
needs to find sites that are
deliverable to meet five year
needs. Most of the needs arise
from existing sites so it is logical
to consider whether these sites
can be intensified or expanded
to meet those needs.
Consideration has been given to
whether there are any suitable
sites available within the urban

Focus should be on brownfield sites and
those within EDC’s control

Consultation Statement

Council Action
Policy M12 (Gypsy, Traveller and
Travelling Showpeople
Accommodation) seeks to ensure
that a sufficient number of sites are
provided in appropriate locations to
meet needs.
Policy updated, and it is not
considered to promote an over
concentration in the growth of sites.

Policy E1 (Ebbsfleet Garden City
Strategy) states that the EDC and
council will explore opportunities for

Respondents’
unique ID
0042

Respondents’ name

Respondents’
unique ID
01501

Respondents’ name

0013

Darenth Parish
Council
Bean Parish Council

0005

0013
0005

Gravesham BC

KCC Emergency
Planning

Darenth Parish
Council
Bean Parish Council
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Main Issues raised

Sufficient sites need to be identified to
protect the Green Belt

Ebbsfleet Central would not be an
appropriate location for sites and it is
unclear which sites in Ebbsfleet Garden
City would be suitable

The study does not consider the needs of
travelling showpeople arising as a result of
the illegal occupation of Drudgeon Farm

Questions over the sites identified in terms
of their private ownership, capacity and
location south of the A2

Consultation Statement

Council Response

Council Action

area, including those within
Ebbsfleet Garden City. The
Council is liaising with the
Ebbsfleet Development
Corporation on this matter.
Noted

achieving appropriate Gypsy
Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople site provision to help
meet the needs of the Borough

Noted.. It is considered that
large scale, strategic
developments normally can
incorporate provision for
gypsies and travellers and it has
not been demonstrated this is
not possible.
Noted

The sites referred to in the
Preferred Options document
are all known gypsy, traveller

Policy M12 (Gypsy, Traveller and
Travelling Showpeople
Accommodation) sets out the
Council’s strategy for achieving a five
year supply of deliverable sites, with
the aim of promoting planned
provision with adverse impacts
minimised. .
Policy E1 (Ebbsfleet Garden City
Strategy) states that the EDC and
council will explore opportunities for
achieving appropriate Gypsy
Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople site provision to help
meet the needs of the Borough
Drudgeon Farm was occupied after
the Gypsy and Traveller
Accommodation Assessment was
undertaken. It is subject to ongoing
enforcement action and planning/
enforcement appeals.
Work is ongoing including with site
owners/ occupiers where five year
needs arise to establish whether

Respondents’
unique ID

Respondents’ name

0013

Darenth Parish
Council
Wilmington Parish
Council
Bean Parish Council
Sutton at Hone &
Hawley Parish Council

0135
0005
0115
01315

EDC

0004

Bean Residents
Association

0115

Sutton at Hone &
Hawley Parish Council
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Main Issues raised

Hillside Farm is a suitable site

How will the needs of those who do not
meet the definition be met?
Will neighbouring authorities only be
approached if insufficient sites can be
found in Dartford?

Consultation Statement

Council Response

Council Action

Respondents’
unique ID

Respondents’ name

and travelling showpeople sites.
Some have since been granted
planning permission.
Noted. Hillside Farm now has
planning permission for an
increased number of pitches
within the existing site.
The first focus is on meeting
needs of those who do meet
the definition.
Yes

there is capacity to intensify/ extend
their sites to meet their needs.
NA

01511

Private Individual

NA

0124

Thurrock Council

This will be done as soon as
sufficient clarity; options within the
Borough including within Ebbsfleet
Garden City are continuing to be
explored

0066

LB Bexley
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Conclusion

As demonstrated, this period of consultation was carried out in accordance with Regulation 18
of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012.
The table below demonstrates how the key promises from within the Statement of Community
Involvement were addressed and met.
Table 6 Conformity with Dartford’s Statement of Community Involvement

Commitment

Implemented

Set a Local Development
Scheme



Allow representations for
a 6 week period



Produce user-friendly
summaries, glossaries and
non-technical studies
where possible



Availability of the
document to be online
and in libraries



Those with expressed
interest will be notified



Evidence
Dartford’s Local Development Scheme was published in
2018 and can been found online here
The Preferred Options consultation was open from 10
January to 20 February, 2020. This complies with the 6
week period
A number of solutions were taken forward to ensure that
the consultation was legible and understandable to the
community, as discussed in section 3.2

The document was online and at the Central Library

Those with interest were emailed or sent letters as
discussed in sections 3.1
Officers presented at a number of existing forums
therefore limiting consultation fatigue and maximising
engagement, see section 3.2

Aim to attend and engage
with existing consultative
sessions



Seek to use selective
additional activities and
awareness rising



Council held drop-in events and used social media see
sections 3.2 and 3.3



Council engaged with a range of existing forums to
prevent consultation fatigue and ensure community
groups were reached see section 3.2

Seek to maximise input
from parties through
aiming to time
participation exercises
together, or working with
other organisations
Keep our contacts list of
interested people up to
date

Consultation Statement



The public are able to register themselves onto Dartford’s
planning policy database via an online form here. As can
be seen at section 2.1, the database is monitored
regularly and notifications are sent out accordingly

1|P age

Consider specific actions
to further raise the profile
of public involvement
opportunities (social
media)



Expect to use additional
methods of public
participation (exhibitions)



Ensure we inform a range
of key local residents/
businesses, statutory
consultees, voluntary
bodies, and groups
representing religious,
ethnic, nationality and
disabled interests of Local
Plan consultations
Seek participation across
all groups in Dartford
society (taking efforts to
include those that may be
‘hard to reach’)

Council used social media see section 3.2

Council held three exhibition style drop-in events see
section 3.3
Council engaged with a range of existing forums and used
social media and events to attract new audiences, see
section 3.2





Social media and drop-in events were designed to reach
new audiences. Existing forums were also consulted see
section 3.2

Conduct a Customer
Access Review to consider
implications for a range of
groups in the borough



The customer access review can be found here or within
schedule 2.

Ensure strategic crossboundary issues are
identified and addressed



See Duty to Cooperate statement and Statements of
Common Ground

Consultation Statement
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Schedule 1: Details of the consultation database
1.1 Specific Consultation Bodies Notified of Preferred Options Consultation
<JOMIPA!NY
PIINS
Historic !England
Nanional AmEmity Society
B@x f!V Council
GLA.
Coa I Authority
Natural Englanl!I
Civil .Aviation Authority
Es5F.IC County Council
Faw ham Pa r6h Co uncll
Gr,avesh am Coun ol I
Hartley Parish Council
Horton l<irlby & 5'outirl lrlarenth Par islh Council
Tanbril!lge & IMa lling CouMI!
EElGA

Sevenoaks Counc:il
l<CC
Marine Management Organisation
Ebhsfleet Development Corporation
Meoph am Parish Cou ndl
Port of London Authority
NHS
Nawlonal Grid
Office of Rall & Roal!ls
Natural Englanl!I
Bromley Council
South East Coast Ambulance NHS Trust
South East Water
Southern Water
Southern Gas !Networks
Swanley Town Cound I
Medway Councll
Transport for London
l<ent Police
IJl I< Power INetwo rks
Em,dronme nt A,g,enc:y
NHS 1CCG

Lo:n,gfield &. INew Bairn Parish Coun oi I
So111thfleet Parish Council
Stone P,aJish Council
Sutton at !Hane & Hawl@y Parish Council
Swanscom be & Gr·een hrnh@ Par·ish Ocmncil
Wil mington Parish Coull{]i I
Avison Young for National Grid
Mavar of London
T Mobi l@
M inistry of Ju stio@
Mobil@ UK
N at,ional Health Servi oe Commissioning Board

EE

Sootia Gas N i!tWOrh
Scottish Powel"
So111th@m IEl@i:trii:
Tham~W'ater
I.I I< P,ower IN@twml'.s
Vadlafon@

1

BT

Dardorlil Gravesham & Swanlev CCG,
Tille Crown !Estate
EON
Farnlnglrlam P,1rlsh Council
Highways England!
HMl Prison Servioe
Kent Fire & Rie:s,cue
RW1E1N Powe r
Be·an P,1rislrl Council
Dare 111th Parilsh Cou111dl
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1.2 General Consultation Bodies Notified of Preferred Options Consultation
COMP.ANY

ADft UK Nnrth West Kent fDartfmdl

Prhtate l ndM dual
IP'rh1ate lndMdual

Private lndMdual

Aniva Soutmem Counties
Longfiel d Academy
Bean Resid'.enls Association
Bean Parish Ommci1
Coo ncil F,m Voh1.mtary·Service
Dartford Grammar For Gins
Kenl Fire al'KI Rescue
Fie lds in Trust
National Farmers Union (NFUl
Network Rail
Soui11 Darenth & 1-t!orton Kirby Parish Council
Fsorestrv Commission
Wilmina!:on Grammar School For Bovs
Bel ay Homes Unban Renewal
Thames Gateway Scmlh
Freioht Trr ansnort Association
Graham Si pkin Plann-ng (r,epresenting various
clienls)
Haig Homes
Rochester Diocesan Society
Barton W imore fur Littlebrook Power Sfaoon
Kenl Rural Communuy·CocmciJ
J Clubb Limfted
WYG
The London Green Belt 1Coumcil
Gener-al Aviation Awareness, Council

Dall'id Lock Associal:es
The Plarmim:i B111reau
Chairman oHtle Wilmirurton Socielv
St Mary's Greenhiltie r:Jo The Ohurch Warden
The Desiqn Council
M'onta!lu Evans
Hartley Panis'h CmmciJ
Kino of Glolfl!' Assemblfv !RCCGl Dartford
Kenl Eauali tv 1Cohesioo
Darttonl Yo11111h Councill
ES PipelinH Ud
T m, c Cem&nl and Lim Lid & Swan.smmbe
Develo,pment LLP
Pirotect Kent
K nlCo n,t)t' PI - g Fields Associ tion
The Blliilisl:I W ind EnMQV Associalion
MP for Dalfl!ford
Famingham Pall'is'h Council
SwanlevTl!lwn Council
M:&o.Dham Parish Council
Fawk.'ham Parish CmmciJ
DPl!lS ConHltin,q
Sociotv for Prrnledioo of Ancient Buiklfnns,
1<,e nt Polloe

Pri1i1,1te l ndMdual
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SC.Ott Properties Ud (reipresenteid lly IDHA
Planning)
Hanson I JK
Dartford ,;;md Gr.nre,send M't.filJm Association
INa rth IK @rn Disabled Foundat ion
1M Srott Propenies Ud
1

Thames Gateway K@nt P,a:rtn@rship
!Barton Willmar@ lJLP
!Barton Willmar@ far Bericol@ Propmf~
Williams Galla&her
Chair of J;@mpl@ Hill Trust
CP1RE l<@nt Daitford and Graves ham
Holbrook Griffith IDewlopm1mts. U:d
Un ion4JPI anning for J aubb U:d
!Barton Wi lJmar@ forStorefas1r Solutions l..td
!Barton Will mar@ fm South Darenth farms U d
Barton Will mar@ fm Gibbs and Ball l d
Barton , ilJmar@ fm Ha kins (So 1Dh Dare;nth)
Ltd
Barton Wi lJmar@ for Esquire Developments ltd
IP,eg;;isus Grnup for Kit,~
d Estates
IR11Jral Planning Prac'l!lire- for W illJam Chap l in ltd
1

!Private- lndhlidual

M i llwool!I Desi gner l-lom@:s
fMConwayUd

!Private lndMdual
JIG Planning & ID@w l'opment
Su:strans

IB@II Conwell
PhlllJps !Planning S@MC@:5
Quod
Thame:s Gateway Tramlin'li: ltd
Private, lndMdual
Savll~
!Private, lndMdual
!Private, lndMdual
!Private, lndMdual

Thomby IProp@rtyl Uri
l egjlon Car Sales

!Private
!Private
!Private
!Private

lndMdual
lndMdual
lndMdual
lndMdual

!P rivate lndMdual
!P rivate lndhridual
IR «hest er Bridge Trust
Weali!il Ent,erg:rl:ses
GEO Kin~bury 1Holdfn£S Ltd

CrownCo.ast
WYG
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land Trust
Chartwav Group
Moat
CBRE
BDWHDmes
Cl arion !Housing
!Pri vate lndMdiual
Goodman
!Home Gmup
Plainview !Plan ning
Obsldl an Str,a t,~ c

Strun & Park,e r
Montagu !Evans
IHeatons
Armstrong Rigg l?lannl ng
Countrvside l?ropenie.s
Crest NleilrlOl.!!iOlil
P,ersimmon Homes
Tatlor W im,p ey
Redrow Hom .s
IEbbsfl@et R:@.!!ildent.s' As.!!ioclallion
!Private·lndMdlual
!Iceni ProJects
IDC:S Caisto:r

Quod for l~nd Setu nti es.
Qiirter Jon~

Beltway Homes
A:rriva Soulhem Counlie-s,
Temple IHIIJ i'rust

IM vate lndMdu~I
!Private, lndM dlu~I
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1.3 Notification Sent to Consultees for Preferred Options Consultation
Dear Consultee,
Dartford Local Plan Preferred Options Consultation – Regulation 18 of the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
Dartford Borough Council has started a six week public consultation on its Local Plan ‘Preferred
Options’ (Regulation 18) consultation.
Full details of the consultation, including the Plan document and the evidence, are available
online. The public consultation includes staffed drop- in events for people to find out more
information and ask questions.
Comments need to be received by midday on Friday 21 February 2020. In responding to this
consultation, please either email the attached response form (in Word format or non-scanned
PDF format) to localplan@dartford.gov.uk, or use the online response form available here.
You are being contacted as you have previously informed us of your interest in planning policy
consultations or because you are a statutory consultee under the Regulations. If you are not a
statutory consultee and do not wish to receive further communications from us or your details
need to be updated, please let us know by emailing us or completing the online contact form
available here.
Please email localplan@dartford.gov.uk or phone 01322 343213 with any questions about the
consultation process.

Kind regards,
Mark Aplin
Planning Policy Manager
Dartford Borough Council
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1.4 Response Form Attached to Notification, Preferred Options Consultation

Local Plan - Preferred Options Consultation 2020

RESPONSE FORM

For office use only

DARTFORD

~

Ref No:
~

BOROUGH COUNCIL

Stay

connecte

SIIJri

d

upt,:ie,alErts

Dartford Borough Council welcomes your comments on the Local Plan Preferred Options
Consultation. Please ensure that you complete the Your Details section below and record your
comments in the Your Response section overpage.
By providing your details to comment on this consultation - held under The Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 - you are consenting to us legitimately
retaining your contact details for the purposes of Dartford planning policy consultations. Under
Regulation 19, we have duties to inform certain consultees again when the Local Plan reaches
Publication stage.
You may exercise your right under the Data Protection Act 2018, and the Privacy and Electronic
Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003 to unsubscribe from further communication from
us by completing this electronic form or writing to us at the address below. The Planning Policy
Privacy Notice at https:/twww.dartford .qov.uk/privacy-statement tells you what to expect when we
collect personal information and who to contact if you have any concerns or questions about how
we look after your personal information.
Local Plan representations cannot be kept confidential or be made anonymously, but contact details
will not be published. All responses must be received by midday on Friday 21 February 2020.
Completed forms should be emailed to: localplan@dartford.qov.uk or sent to: Planning Policy Team,
Dartford Borough Council, Civic Centre, Home Gardens, Dartford , Kent DA1 1DR
If you have any queries about this consultation , please contact the Planning Policy Team by emailing
localplan@dartford .gov.uk or by phoning 01322 343213.
Name

Your Details

Job Title
(if applicable)
Company/organisation name
(if applicable)
Client's name (if applicable)
Postal address

Email address
Date
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Local Plan - Preferred Options Consultation 2020

RESPONSE FORM

For office use only
Ref No:

Your Response
Question 1 - Do you support the proposed Vision and Strategic Objectives? If not, how do
they need refining and why?

I Yes I
Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

Question 2 - For Main Plan Options 1, which option do you prefer, and why?

I Option 1A I

I Option 1B I

I Option 1C I

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

Question 3 - For Main Plan Options 2, which option do you prefer, and why?

I Option 2A I

I Option 2B I

I Option 2C I

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

Question 4 - For Main Plan Options 3, which option do you prefer, and why?

I Option 3A I

I Option 3B I

I Option 3C I

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including .

Question 5 - For Main Plan Options 4, which option do you prefer, and why?

I Option 4A I

I Option 4B

I Option 4C I
2
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Local Plan - Preferred Options Consultation 2020
Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

Question 6 - For Main Plan Options 5, which option do you prefer, and why?

I Option 5A I

I Option 5B I

I Option 5C I

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

Question 7 - For Main Plan Options 6, which option do you prefer, and why?

I Option 6A I

I Option 6B I

I Option 6C I

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including .

Question 8 - Do you support the approach of:
• focusing development on the two Priority Regeneration Centres of Dartford Town Centre
and Ebbsfleet Garden City
• some brownfield development at sustainable locations in the rest of the urban area (where
very well served by public transport) especially for community uses
• small scale brownfield development in the villages
• no strategic release of Green Belt land?
If not, what are the reasonable alternative options for the distribution of development and
what evidence do you have to support this?

I Support

I Object

Conditionally
Support

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

Question 9 - Is the approach of planning for the provision of 797-865 homes per year
appropriate or should an alternative upper figure be used? What evidence do you have to
support the use of an alternative upper figure?
1797-865 homes

Alternative upper
figure

3
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Local Plan - Preferred Options Consultation 2020
Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

Question 10 - Should any other major sites/broad location options (in addition to Ebbsfleet
Central and Dartford Town) be shown as suitable for mixed use development? If so, why?

I Yes I
Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This sh ould include reference to
any attachments you are including .

Question 11 - What are your views on the preferred approach to unplanned windfall housing
proposals and why?

I Support

I Object

Conditionally
Support

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below.

Question 12 - Do you have any comments on Dartford's continued involvement in exploring
the potential of the Crossrail (Elizabeth Line) extension to the Borough, and what this may
mean for broadening the public transport options and supporting further regeneration in the
Borough?

I Support

I Object

Conditionally
Support

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including .

Question 13 - What infrastructure (in addition to that set out in the current Infrastructure
Delivery Plan) is necessary to support the delivery of development in the new Local Plan and
how can land needed for this be secured? What evidence do you have to support this?
Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including .

4
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Local Plan - Preferred Options Consultation 2020
Question 14 - Do you support the preferred policy approach and key development sites for
Dartford Town Priority Regeneration Centre? If not, what are the reasonable alternative
options and what evidence do you have to support this?

I Support

I Object

Conditionally
Support

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

Question 15 - Do you support the preferred approach for retail and commercial leisure
development, including for Bluewater and Dartford Town Centre? If not, what are the
reasonable alternative options and what evidence do you have to support this?

I Support

I Object

Conditionally
Support

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including .

Question 16 - Do you support the preferred approach to business premises and employment
sites in the Borough, including the proposed strategic employment allocation and criteria for
development at the former Littlebrook Power Station? If not, what are the reasonable
alternative options at Littlebrook and elsewhere, and what evidence do you have to support
this?

I Support

I Object

Conditionally
Support

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

Question 17 - Do you support the preferred approach to protecting, enhancing and providing
new public open spaces, the provision of private space, biodiversity and landscape? If not,
what changes should be made and why?

I Support

I Object

Conditionally
Support

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

5
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Local Plan - Preferred Options Consultation 2020

Question 18 - Do you support the preferred approach to renewable energy, water
conservation and flood risk? If not, what alternative approach should be adopted and what
evidence do you have to support this?

I Support

I Object

Conditionally
Support

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including .

Question 19 - Do you support the preferred approach for thresholds, percentages and tenures
of affordable housing provision? If not, please set out an alternative option and explain your
reasons.

I Support

I Object

Conditionally
Support

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

Question 20 - Do you support the preferred approach to accessible/adaptable and wheelchair
user homes and minimum space standards in Dartford? If not, what reasonable alternative
option should be adopted and what evidence do you have to support this?

I Support

I Object

Conditionally
Support

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including .

Question 21 - Do you support Dartford's preferred approach to the mix of development on
sites? If not, what alternative option should be adopted and what evidence do you have to
support this?

I Support

I Object

Conditionally
Support

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

6
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Local Plan - Preferred Options Consultation 2020

Question 22 - What do you think Dartford's preferred approach should be to the density of
development on sites and what evidence do you have to support this?
Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

Question 23 - In terms of gypsies, travellers and travelling show-people:
• Do you support the preferred approach towards identifying deliverable sites to meet
needs over the next 5 years? If not, please set out an alternative way that this could be
carried out.
• What are your views on the potential sources of sites? Are there any alternative sources
or specific sites that we should consider as an option?
• Do you have any views on the proposed changes to the existing criteria based policy?

I Support

I Object

Conditionally
Support

Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

Question 24 - Do any of these current policies need significant updating? If so, how and why
should they be updated?
Please provide an explanation for your response in the box below. This should include reference to
any attachments you are including.

7
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1.5 Email Reminder of Preferred Options Consultation
Dear Consultee,
Reminder: Dartford Local Plan Preferred Options Consultation – Regulation 18 of the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
There is one week left to respond to the Dartford Local Plan ‘Preferred Options’ consultation. Comments
need to be received by midday on Friday 21 February 2020. To respond, please either email the attached
response form (in Word format or non-scanned PDF format) to localplan@dartford.gov.uk, or use the
online response form available here.
Apologies if you have already responded to this consultation.
Full details, including the full Plan consultation document, and short and simple topic briefings, are
available online. All evidence base documents for this stage of plan making are present online. You can
comment on any section of the Plan (whether or not a question is included) and on evidence documents.
You are being contacted as you have previously informed us of your interest in planning policy
consultations or because you are a statutory consultee under the Regulations. If you are not a statutory
consultee and do not wish to receive further communications from us or your details need to be updated,
please let us know by emailing us or completing the online contact form available here.
Please email localplan@dartford.gov.uk or phone 01322 343213 with any questions about the
consultation process.

Kind regards,

Mark Aplin
Planning Policy Manager
Dartford Borough Council
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Schedule 2: Details of the publicity and consultation methods
2.1 Advert Dartford Living Magazine, Preferred Options Consultation

•

HAVE VOUIRSAY ON

DARTFORD'S

for 2020: fitter,
healthier and happiarl

£20

Join for

Get your fim month freel

S,t art swttating and smilil'lg today
Ohr • .. ilabllt •mil ll'th J••LW'I Dilly
Jain oolinl' qLHJting SNILE w igivJ. 116 ii eall Wclilf
F..:i_
i rfield L~i5u~. Lowfi~ld S1te~ t,.

Dortforcl. OAl lJB
CU224211S~
www.fa1tf1eldl,i,•to.0<g

NEW LOCAL PLA;N

Tile Co~ I wants as many people as possible lo hase lflelr sa>f on a new

Local P lan_

T he Local Plan w ill deci de where we large! furure i nVE<stmenl in 1he borough

an:1 manage me growlll presswes on our communities. Your ,"ie\\'li will help
guide key pls rining sn,;1 infra!Jlruct ure decisio ns ,Sltil 2036.
How can I get involved?
Find en.rt rnun:.: i:lt our d1up in c:'l'l:rit::.:
• Wedn.,,.dey 29 Ja nuary 3 -7?m: Dartf<;ird Borough CO'llncil Ci'Ji e Centre
• Monda~ 3 F~l;,ruary :l-7?m: EbooOee1 ln1 em ~t ion~I S1~!ion

• Tu..,aay 4

F&lm,ary Z-5.JOpm: l1'iC o rchai-ds snopping C<intre

Alk..'f nutivcly, yuu c:cm WIJ," our Prufc rrud Optiorl.5 Lai:.;al Pfan wnsull.ation
docum?nt a~ www.dartford.gov.uklpolicyconsultation

To snare your cornmems please ema11 1oca1p1an4:nru,r1foro.sov.uk or

wri k: Lo: Plarnling Polic.;.y Tcrn11, DmUorr.l Bo1augh C.uum.:ll. Civir:; Cr.::nbc,

Home Gardens. Dartford. IJA1 11JR by 12pm on Friday 21 Fabrnar~ 202

.

11 you nao;e ~"I queneai aoout m1s consullOOlon, piease ernall

localplan@cl artfor,tgov. uk "' phone 01322 34"'213.

DA TFORD

~ORO)C,t-1 CO,JNClL
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2.2 Advert in KM Extra Gravesend and Dartford Newspaper, Preferred Options

HAVE YOUR SAY ON OUR WEBSITE KENTONUNE.CO.UK

FOR THE LATEST STORIES KENTONUNE.CO.UK

Dad's horror at
McDonald's flies

PRIORITEYES Engineer killed
alongside wife in
Iran plane crash

.-----·--. __
-____
- -_

;~:..~;;
,,.__,
.....,.,
,,.. .......,. ........,._
GoryP,,ri<yawM-II.IO

t""chlldn.>IO~.,_.,..,bon

.....

....

.. rn-"'-"<l.l»ltlord,b'•

§;;~:;
=.::~--- ---,.. ____ ..... _.....,°"
•lfonol,,...,. ..... k,rhl,.k,Q~

...=w..:.,•~-:\'::..:

Make your business #1 and
reach more potential customers

-----·
-. - -·-·

talktous@iliffemedia.co.uk
K

..__ 11,.oi_,._.,

...

~'ILIFFEMEDIA

HAVE YOUR SAY ON
DARTFORD'S NEW LOCAL PLAN

The Councll wants as many people as possible to have their say on a new Local Plan.
Toe Local Plan will decide where we target future Investment in the borough and manage the growth pressures on our
communities. Your views will ~p guide key planning and Infrastructure decisions until 2036.

Howcanlgetinvotved?
Findoutmoreatourdropinevents:
• Wednesday 29 January 3-7pm: Dartford Borough Council Civic Centre
• Monday 3 February 3-7pm: Ebbsfleet International Station

HAVE YOUR SAY ON
DARTFORD'S NEW LOCAL PLAN

The Council wants as many people as possible to have their say on a new Local Plan.
The Local Plan will decide whefe we target future investm8flt in the borough al'ld manage the growth pressures on our
communities. Your views will help guide key planning and infrastfUciure decisions until 2036.
How can I get involved?
Find out more at our drop in events:
• Wadnesday 29 January 3-7pm: Dartford Borough Council Civic Centre
• Monday 3 February 3-7pm: Ebbsfleet International Station
• Tuesday 4 February 2-S.30pm: The Orchards Shopping C&ntre
Alternatively, you can view our Preferred Options Local Plan consultation document at
- w.dllrtlord.gov.uk/policyconsultalion
To share your comments please email
llplanuo rtfc 1:l.qov.uk or write to: Planning Policy Team. Dartford Borough
Council, Civic Centre. Home Gardens. Dartford. DA1 10R by midday on Friday 21 February 2020.
II you have any queries about this consultation, please email localplanOdartford.gov.uk

• Tuesday 4 February 2•5.30pm: The Orchards Shopping Centre
Alternatively, yoo can view our Preferred Options Local Plan consultation document at
www.dartford.gov.uk/pollcyconaultatlon
To share your comments please emall lrv:alplan dartlord.gov.uk or write to: Planning Policy Team, Dartford Boroogh
Council, Civic Centre, Home Gardens, Dartlon:I, DA1 1DR by midday on Friday 21 Februaf)' 2020.

If you ha~ any queries about this consu ltatkm, please email le
or phone 01322 343213

---<M<kS

E)~•vuloh.d(

rt , dartford.gov.uk

or poooe 01322 343213.

DARTFORD
BOROUGH COUNCll

Image 1 Newspaper Adverts, 21 and 28 January 2020
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DARTFORD
A'-~'"lUGH COUNUl

2.3 Flyers, Preferred Options Consultation

HAVE YOUR SAY ON

DARTFORD'S
NEW LOCAL PLAN

The Council wants as many people as possible to have their say on a new
Local Plan

The Local Plan will decide where we target future investment in the borough

and manage the growth pressures on our commun ities_ Your views will help
guide key planning and infrastructure decisions until 2036

How can I get involved?
Find out more at our drop in events:
• Wednesday 29 Jan uary 3-7pm : Dartford Borough Council Civic Centre

• Monday 3 Febr uary 3-7pm : Ebbsfleet International Station
• TUesd.iy 4 Februar y 2-5.30p m: The Orchards Shopping Centre

i

T h is is y our chance t o te ll us w h at you t hi n k and he lp s h ape t h e
f u t ure plann ing a pproa ch for y o ur B o roug h.

What happens then?
The responses we receive to this consultation will help us to prepare our
publication (final draft) Local Plan . There wi ll be a consultation on this in mid
2020 with submission to the Secretary of State in late 2020 . We a im to have
the Plan finalised and legally in place in 202 1.

How can I get involved?
Please look at the Preferred Options consultation document or attend one of
our events. You ca n comment on questions in the consultation document, the
separate supporting evidence docume nts, or more generally on the options
facing the future of the Borough
The consultation document is available online at
www.dartford.gov.uk/policyconsultation
Hard copies are also availab le to view, free of charge at the
Dartford Borough Council Civic Centre and Dartford Library
Comments should be made in writing by mi dday o n 21 Febru .1 r y 202 0 by:
Emailing lo c alplan@ dartford .g ov.u k; or

Alternativety, you can view our Preferred Options Local Plan consultation

• Posting response forms to Planning Policy Team, Dartford Borough
Council, Civic Centre, Home Gardens, Dartford, Kent, DA1 1DR

To share your comments please email localplan@darttord.gov.u k

If you have any queries , please contact the Planning Policy team
by ema iling l ocalplan@dartford.gov.uk or phoning 01322 3432 13.

document at www.dartford.qov.uk/policyconsultation

or write to: ptanning Policy Team, Dartford Borough Council , Civic Centre,
Home Gardens, Dartford, DA1 1DR by midday on Friday 21 Feb ruary 2020.
If you have any queries about this consu ltation, please email
localpl•m@dartford.gov.uk or phone 01 322 3432 13

DARTFORD

DARTFORD

BOl!OUCH COUNCIL

BOROUGH COUNCIL

Schools , Health and other supporting Infrastructure
We know that residents are concerned to ensure that schools. GP surgeries and
other community facilities are provided alongside new housing development.
That is why it is a core principle of our current Local Plan .
A number of new primary and secondary schools have recently opened . includ ing
River Mill and Cherry O rchard Primary SChools and Stone Lodge Secondary School.
Many school extensions have also been provided in the Borough
We have worked d osely with the organisations wh ich provide these new facilities,
including the NHS and Kent county counci l, by helping to plan for future
requirements. identifying sites and providing funding assistance through our
development contributions.
We propose to keep a focus on providing new infrastructure in good time lo meet
the demands from new deve lopment. We are aJready planning a new primary school
in Stone and further schools in Ebbsffeet Garden City. New GP surgeries are being
plan ned in Dartford TO'Nfl Cent re (at Hythe Streev Kent Road site),
Stone/Greenhithe and at Ebbsfleet Garden City. In future there may be a need for
new schools to serve Dartford Town Centre, north Da rtford and the Greenh ithe area.
The new Local Plan identifies sites for the schools and health facilities we will need
to help provide certainly for their delivery. We will make best use of the
developer contributions we receive to bring rorward these facilities at the right time.
Please respond by midday o n 2 1 February 2020 us ing the o nline form on the Local
Plan Review link at www.dartford .gov.uk/po licycons urtation

Housin g
Dartford is building a sufficie nt amount of housing to provide for local needs.

Our study looked at the type of homes that are needed for lhe future population.
To provide the rig ht balance of homes that local people could afford , new

developments should deliver 20% o f homes as social or afford able rented homes
and 15% as subsidised owner-occupied homes such as shared ownership.
We are canying out further work to test if this is achievable fina ncialty.
People are living longer and with more complex health and accommcxJation needs
We propose that a ll new homes will be built to accessible! adaptable standards , with
flexibility and space_We a lso wish to encourage the provision of wheelchair user
homes within new developments
Our study also specifically identified a need for 3 a nd 4 bedroom fam ily hom es a nd
homes suitable for o lder people . We propose that some of these are provided in all
larger developments
The government demands th at we build a m inimum of 797 ho mes per year.
To prevent inappropriate sprawl, we are focusing developments on m aj or sites such
as Ebbsfleet Garden City. To put this in context, 4 13 homes were bu ilt there last year
which represents a huge part of our tota l target.

There is already much approved development. which may be built out faster than
we expect .
Please respond by midday on 21 February 2020 using the o nl ine form on the
Local Plan Review link at www.d artfo rd .gov. u k/po licyco n s ultatio n

DARTFORD
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Where growth should happen (and where it shouldn't)

Dartford Town Centre

To safeguard lhe wider community, the Local Plan proposes a renewed focus on
regeneration at Dartford Town Centre and Ebbsfleet Garden City.

Work to improve Dartford Town Centre is now well underway. The Lowfield Street
development is progressing, along w ith a micro-brewery and major enhancements
to Market Street, other restaurants, shops and homes are also coming forward.

Most development will take place in these 'Priority Regeneration Centres' where
much development has already been approved and will conti nue to be built out
over the lifetime of the new Plan. There is no Green Belt release planned for
new housing .

The Loca l Plan proposes the conti nued transformation of the town , encouraging sensitive
development, particularly wh ere this can add to the range of activities and convert
underused shops and spaces for other purposes. New residential development as part
of a wider mix of uses wi ll increase expend iture, supporting local faci lities and services

of new buildings should be sensitive and complementary to adjoining existing buildings.

In other parts of the urban area, the focus will be on consolidating improvements to
social infrastructure. Some limited development of brmvnfield sites in these areas may
be allowed where they are well served by public transport and particularly where they
support improvements to infrastructure and the local environment.

Plans will support new public spaces connected by green pedestria n routes, and linked

The Plan details proposals for three specific major 'strategic sites':

New development wil l be expected to reflect the town's unique historic character. The scale

with residential areas. This will create a high class environment wh ich is attractive and safe
for pedestrians, and which is easy to move around and enjoy. Regeneration is proJXlsed at
Hythe Street/ Kent Road (Former Co-op and Westgate car park site). The proposal is for:
•
•
•
•

• Ebbsfleet Central - mixed uses
• Dartford Town Centre (Hythe Street/Kent Road) - mixed uses

• Littlebrook Power Station - employment

Leisure uses - cinema, food and drink, hotel
Primary care health hub
Homes
Car parking

This land would be allocated for major new facilities, jobs or homes;
and development and infrastructure to improve lhe local environment.
Please respond by midday on 21 Februa ry 2020 using the online form on the
Local Plan Review link at www.dartford.gov.ukJpolicyconsultat ion

OpJX)rtunities for other brownfield redevelopment, which could enable the town centre to
adapt to the nationa lly changing High Sreet context, will be explored for the Local Plan.
For example, renewal of the Priory and/or Orchards Shopping Centre could bring a wider
range of uses resJX>nding to loca l demands, providing better walking links and a higher
quality environment.
Please respond by midday on 21 February 2020 using the online form on the Local Plan
Review link at www.dartford.gov.uk/policyconsultation
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Ebbsfleet Central
Ebbsneet Central is the area of land around Ebbsneet International Station.
This has long been agreed for large scale development and can meet a signmcant

amount of Dartford's housing targets, focusing on the gcxx:I public transport
con nections.

As the Ebbsfleet Central area grows, land uses will be reconfigured to balance the
needs of the new community, including car parking
We considered three options for the future use of the site:
Option A :

Option B:
Optio n C:

High Density Business District plus other uses, including residential

Mixed, lively Urban Heart comprising employment, health, leisure,

education, residential , restaurants/ bars and reta il, potential for a
centre of excellence for medical and education purJX)ses.
Residential-led Development

o ur preferred option is Option B. It would provide: a focal centre of activity at the
heart of the Garden City to complement Dartford and Gravesend Town Centres and
Bluewater, major new public open spaces/ parks, and a transport hub (interchange

between at Ebbsfleet International and Northfleet railway stations), Fastrack. buses.

and enhanced walking and cycling connections.

- '·
~

Swanscombe Peninsula
The Peninsula is a largety open area of low-lyi ng marsh land located between

swanscombe and the RiverThames on the eastern lloundary of the Borough .
Parts of lhe site are heavily contaminated by previous industry and there are

current employment uses centred around Manor Way and Lower Road. It is within
the Ebbsfleet Garden City area lloundary.
We are aware of proposals for a internationally imJX)rtant e ntertainment resort but

we have a responsibility in our Local Plan to consider alternative uses. The creation

of a resort at Swanscombe Peninsula would have many advantages, particularty for

jobs, skills and local leisure provision, but we must ensure that the local transport
infrastructure is protected and that any proposal benefits the wider community

Whilst we wa it for these proposals we have given consideration to other
aHematives and our preferred option is for an extensive ecolog ical park combined
with a sensitively integrated, lower density mixed use develop ment to the so uth of
the site near existing commercial uses. This would include outdoor/ leisure uses
with retention of local jobs and some development on previously developed parts of

the site.

A further alternative is to not specify potential uses but to include a criteria based
policy to deal With any proposals that may come foiward .
Please respond by midday on 21 February 2020 using the online fonn on the
Local Plan Review link: at www.dartfo rd.g ov.uklpoli cycon sultation
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2.4 Poster, Preferred Options Consultation

YOUR SAY ON

'

I

NEW LOCAL PLAN
I

The Council wants as many people as possibl:e to h:ave their say on a new
Local Plan.

The Locall Plan wil l decide where we target Mme investment in th.e borough
and manage the growth pressures on our communitiies. Your views will help
gu id'.e lkey plann ing and intra.structure decis ions until 2036.

How can I get involved?
f ine! out more at our drop in events:

• Wednesday 29 January 3-7pm: Dartford Borough Counc il Civ i:c Centre
• Monday 3 February 3-7pm: Ebbstileet International Station
• Tuesday 4 February 2-5.30pm: The Orchards Shopping1Centre
Alternatively, you can view our Preferred Options Local Plan consultation
document at www.dartford.gov .uklpolicyconsultation
To share your oomments please email localplan@dartford.gov.uk
or write to: Plann ing Pol tcy Team. Dartford Borough Counci'I, Civtc Centre,
Home Gardens, Dartford!, DA1 1DR by midday on Fir idla y 21 February 2020i.
If you have any q1.1eries about th is consultation, pl'.e ase email
localplan@dartford.gov.uk or phone 01322 343213.

DARTFORD

BOROUGH COUNCIL
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2.5 Social Media Posts, Preferred Options Consultation
We Love Dartford

~

~

2,643 Tweets

Tweets

Tweets & replies
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0

Media

Likes

Tweets

Ebbsfleet Garden City

g

3,082 Tweets

0

Tweets & replies

Media

Likes

ebbsfleetdc.org.uk/milton-place/

Food Safety Training
Thursday 6 February 2020

@

n ,

We Love Dartford @welove ... · 1O Jan
The Council wants as many people as
possible to have their say on a new
Local Plan . Your views will help guide
key planning & infrastructure decisions
until 2036. To share your comments
please visit dartford.gov.uk/
policyconsulta ... and respond by midday
Monday 21 Feb 2020 @dartfordliving

HAVE YOUR SAY ON

DARTFORD'S
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Ebbsfleet Garden City @eb ... · 1OJan v
This is your chance to have your say on
the new Dartford Borough Council local
plan
ebbsfleetdc.org.uk/your-chance-to ...

DARTFORD

BOROUGH COUNCIL
Planning Policy Bulletin
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Image 2 Dartford Borough Council Tweet 10 January
2020

Image 3 Ebbsfleet Development Corporation Tweet
10 January 2020
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We Love Dartford @welo ... • 04/02/2020 v
DBC staff are here until 5:30pm in the
Orchards Shopping Centre to answer your
questions about our new 'Local Plan' for
future development in the borough @dartf ...

Image 4 Dartford Borough Council Tweet 4 February
2020
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2.6 Bulletin from website, Preferred Options Consultation
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2.7 Glossary, Preferred Options Consultation
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2.8 Webpages, Preferred Options Consultation
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Latest News and Forthcoming Consultations

Council Service A-Z

----------

NEW: Local Plan Consultation

A

Public consultation has started on a 'Prefer red Options ' document , show ing t he current proposed approach

B

for a ne w Loca l Plan . For deta ils see Loca l Plan Review information : publ ic 'drop- in' ev ents are be ing held .

H

Comments should be rece ived by m idday 21st February 2020 .
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Dartford CIL Monitoring Report 1st April 2018 - 31st March 2019 PDF, 236.36 KB

Your contact information/ interest in our consultations

Useful Pages

It is easy to let us k no w that yo u wou ld or wou ld not like to be kept informed of Dartford Planning Pol icy

Do it Online

consu ltations and updates. Please complete th is online form . Alternat ively, another way to let us kno w you
wou ld not like us to hav e your details (you w ill no longer be contacted ) is to simply email stating so or ca ll
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Latest News and Forthcoming Consultations
NEW: Local Plan Consultation
Public consultation has started on a 'Prefer red Options ' document, show ing t he current pro posed approach
for a ne w Loca l Plan . For deta ils see Loca l Plan Review information : publ ic 'drop- in' ev ents are be ing held .
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Dartford CIL Monitoring Report 1st April 2018 - 31st March 2019 PDF, 236.36 KB

Your contact information/ interest in our consultations
It is easy to let us k no w that yo u wou ld or wou ld not like to be kept informed of Dartford Planning Pol icy
consu ltations and updates. Please complete th is online form . Alternat iv ely, another way to let us k now you

Useful Pages
Do it Online

wou ld not like us to ha ve your details (you w il l no longe r be contacted ) is to simply email stating so or ca ll
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dartford.gov.u,:Jby-category/environment-and-planning2/new-planning-homepage/planning-policy/new-local-plan

The current stage of plan - making is ca lled Prefe rred Options (also kno wn as 'Reg ula t ion 18' ), setting out
emerg ing proposals alongs ide alt ernat ive approaches t o cons ider. We then will use public inpu t and techn ical
studies to pu t together a fu ll final dralt Local Plan .

Adopted Local Plans (and New
Policies Map)

Have Your Say
Comment on the Preferred Options Consultation document

PDF, 3287 .32 KB m proposals and questions.

Why not come along to our explanatory 'drop in' event s to find out more? Please attend at one of the fo llowing
t imes :
• Wednesda y 29th Janua ry 3-?pm : Dartford Ci vic Cen t re , Home Ga rdens ( by Dartford Ra ilway Station )
• Monda y 3rd February 3- 7pm : Ebbsfleet I nternational Ra ilway Sta t ion
• Tuesda y 4th February 2- 5.30pm : The Orchards Shopping Centre, Dartford To wn Centre
Short and simple s ummaries for a number of the key rege neration , infrastructu re and env ironmental issues
are now available PDF, 839.45 KB .
A fu ll evaluation of proposa ls against env ironmenta l, soc ial and economic ind icators , the Sustainability
App raisa l G is also out fo r co nsultat ion .
Public consultation responses must be rec eived in writing by midday Friday 21st February
2020 . Please use th is response form e1 .

Further Information and Evidence
Avai lable for t he public, a 'bulletin' PDF, 861.73 KB m outlines all about the consu ltation and existing po licy
documents . A glossary PDF, 276 .67 KB ll:i of t erms is available .
~

N.wlocal Plan
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i dartford.g(w.u ,:Jby-category/environment-and- planning2/new -planning-homepage/planmng -policy/new-local-plan

Further Information and Evidence
Avai lable for t he public, a 'bu lletin' PDF, 861.73 KB
outlines all about the consu ltation and existi ng po licy
documents . A glossary PDF, 276 .67 KB llll of terms is available .
Local Plans are also influenced by national policy and local studies (evidence) . You may wish also to look at
or comment on the studies informing the Preferred Options document . We ha ve also recently produced
annua l updates of the Brownfield Land Register PDF, 321.15 KB '°" and Authority' s Mon itoring Report of
development deli very. The performance of the existing approach has been reviewed PDF, 2132.58 KB 1c:1 ,
info rm ing the new Loca l Pla n.
We ha ve also loo ked at the potential impact on various groups in t he Borough t hrough a Customer Access
Review, PDF, 244.99 KB "" .
A consultation on the big 'Strategic Issues' PDF, 4398.3 KB PD F, 3204.51 KB "' fo r t he development of the
Borough was held in June/ July 20 18. I n support of t he consu ltat ion, a ' state of play ' report was av ailable on
sustainability PDF, 4318 .37 KB. PDF, 2721 .83 KB tc:1 I ndi v idual Responses to the consultation can be found
here , and a commenta ry on the feedbac k (and sites put forward ) is now avail able in summary form PDF,
1128.67 KB ""

Please email localplan@dartford.gov.uk or cal l Dartford's Planning Po licy team on 0 1322 3432 13 wit h an y
que r ies .

Last Updated : 23rd Janua ry 2020

Consultation Statement
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I

Dartford Borough Council is working on its new Local Plan. This will set out the overall approach to development in the Borough to 2036_ including major development
locations. the amount and type of housing. Green Belt protection and the approach to jobs and shops.
It can help to ensure that local priorities remain relevant and up to date as national policy changes
It will be carrying out a public consultation on a 'Preferred Options' stage document from 10 January 2020 to 21 February 2020 including in Ebbsfleet Garden City.
The purpose of this consultation will be to:

Consider preferred option for strategic issues and sites against the alternative approaches (including Dartford Town Centre. Ebbsfleet Central and
Swanscombe Peninsula).

Consultation Statement
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2.9 Summary of verbal feedback, Preferred Options Consultation
Transport
Cycle:
What detail/commitment on cycle paths (eg Darenth River) x 2 comments
Road Network:
Road Network: Railways/highway M25 junctions: Dartford traffic and enforcement around M25/A2
junctions: What’s happening about A2 access if London resort goes ahead; road junction improvements
Too many parents driving children to school.
Traffic; Widen Burnham Road for traffic – take gardens.
Public Transport:
Train capacity; Need new railway station
Kentex tram
Working together with HS1, Network Rail etc; Capacity of HS1 an issue
Fastrack extension – bus stops need to be in the right place; junction with Darenth Road/Princes
movements fail; Fastrack route through to Bluewater, tram route, Springhead Bridge, Ebbsfleet central
proposals
Bus times don’t link to train times; more buses; can buses go south from East Hill; No buses in Burnham
Road; general quality, cost and frequency of buses
Public transport x 3 – incentivise public transport/non-car use; Incentivise – people to not own a car –
eg council tax reduction.
Health
Lack of GP surgeries; town centre health
Housing
Pro rented social housing.
People need to be able to afford new housing in the town x 2 comments
Right to buy should be cheaper for long term residents.
Ebbsfleet Central
Ebbsfleet Central – needs high quality employment/jobs; Interested in Ebbsfleet Central/High Street
facilities – what will be provided?
Town Centre
Retail challenges for the town centre; Town Centre regeneration.
Is there going to be more parking in the town centre
Believes cinema won’t happen but restaurants will occur.
What use to keep the listed old town hall?
Dartford’s improved eg Central Park.
Sites/SHLAA
Travelling show people at Bean and lack of alternative site.
Bean Triangle – why disqualified, TPOs felled.
Drudgeon Way – resolution to allow, agree unsuitable, weak Shlaa.
Swanscombe Peninsula future
London Resort x 2
Open Space
Need to improve riverside access especially Thames.
Trees (move) / keep
Open spaces for ecology.
Lack of open space/children’s play areas on Temple Hill.
General

Consultation Statement
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Interested generally in development plans for area, capacity of HS1 an issue.
General queries about Swanscombe Peninsula, Ebbsfleet Central and Dartford Town Centre.
Why not a Saturday consultation?

Consultation Statement
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2.10 Images from Events, Preferred Options Consultation

Image 5 Exhibition at Dartford Civic Centre

Image 6 Exhibition at Dartford Civic Centre

Consultation Statement
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Image 7 Exhibition at The Orchards Shopping Centre

Consultation Statement
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2.11 Customer Access Review, Preferred Options Consultation
Customer Access Review - Local Plan Preferred Options January 2020
Assessment details
As sessment area
Date of assessment
Directorate and Service
Mana11er
Officer conductina assessment

Step 1: Scoping the assessment
1

What are the aims and objectives of t he activity or
proposal?

2

Who will be affected ?

3

How doe s th e activity or propos al co ntribute to:

a) any key performance indicators?
b) Policies, values or objectives of Dartford Borough
Council?

Dartford New Local Plan - Preferred Ootions Consultation

24/12/2019

Reaeneration - Plannina Policv
Mark Aolin
Luke Dickson

.
.

The purpose of the consultation is to :
seek views on the options to address the key pl anning issues for the
Borough over the next 15 years; and
explain the Council 's preferred options for meeting the Borough's needs
over the plan period and obtain feedback on the best ways to make them
work well for its residents, employees and business.
A ll residents, employees, businesses and other organisations carrying out
activities in Dartford Borough.
Corgorate Plan 2017-2020 Strategic Obiectives
E D1 lm 12rove the g uantity and range of jobs in the Borough
ED2 Ensure jobs growth and housing delivert are balanced
The new Local Plan will positive ly and proactive ly encourage job growth in
sustainable locations and economic development in planned priority
regeneration areas. To protect local industry and employment, incl uding
across the south of the Borough, it proposed to retain the existing designated
emp loyment areas. Intensifi cation through redevelopment for economic
purposes is also proposed. The preferred approach is also to give priority to
proposals for knowledge-based creative or high technology industries , and the
provision of managerial or professiona l jobs to improve the range of
emp loyment opportunities in the Borough.

DARTFORD

BOROUGH COUNCIL
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Customer Access Review - Local Plan Preferred Options January 2020
Assessment details
ED3 Im grove the economic gertormance of the Town Centre
T he preferred approach to Dartford town centre is secure its regeneration and
harness development to improve econom ic periormance and make it an
enticing and inviting place that people want to live, work or visit.
ED4 Ensure the delivect of ti mely trans[!ort
For transport the prefe rred strategy is focus on development locations and
help take forward beneficial transport schemes such as improvements to
Fastrack and bus provision, as wel l as enhancements to key road junctions.
The aim is to minimise the need to trave l through the design and location of
development and at the same time shift movement patterns towards the use of
pub lic transport.
HW1 Increase the 0~12ortunities for ~artici~ating in s~orting cultu ral and
leisure
The preferred approach, outlined in the Local Plan document, is to support the
retention of existing open spaces, including playing pitches when needed.
Dartford wi ll co ntinue to req uire all new development to provide a specific
quantity of public open space, in accordance with exist ing req uirements, but
the preferred approach is a lso to strengthen the pol icy to ensure that the space
is usable and of good quality . ln addition, the pol icy for Dartford town centre
will address the potential for new leisure uses and cu ltural services to
complement the attractions of the town centre.
E 1 Reduce carbon emissions and im~rove air gua lity in the Borough
T he Loca l Plan document sets out preferred approaches wh ich enco mpass
measures to address carbon emissions and improve air quality. A range of
measures to minimise ca rbon emissions and address climate change are
outlined, including: locating new development in tandem with transport
infrastructure to minimise the need to travel, seekino improvements to public
JanuafY 2020

Consultation Statement
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Customer Access Review - Local Plan Preferred Options January 2020
Assessment details
transport, requiring energy efficient deve lopme nt design, supporting the
provision of low carbon energy supply, and encourag ing the use of electric
vehicles. Ai r quality is pnma rily addressed through an approach to transport
which focuses on minimising car travel an d co ngestion and promoting more
sustaina ble modes of travel. In addition , the prefer red approach is ensure that
new development is located and desig ned in such a way as to minim ise
exposu re to poor a ir quality.
ET2 Ensure that develoR:ment in Da rtford is sustainable with high standa rds of

design layout and water/energy efficiency.

In the Local Plan Preferred Options, it is proposed to maintain the requireme nt
that development must meet strict water efficiency standards and be designed,
located and constructed to minimise the need regulate internal tempe ratures
and to reduce energy consumption .
ET4 Ensure a high quality street scene
Key objecti ves, set out in the preferred options documen t, are to promote
attractive neighbo urhoods with a real sense of place that reflect the area's
heritage and also to promote high quality bui lt design.
HS1 Work towards meeting the housing needs of the Borough.
T he preferred approach is to meet the Borough's current local housing needs
within the Borough through the use of previously developed land. Suffi cient
suitable and developable housing land has been identified to achieve that aim.
The document also sets out preferred approaches for meeting affordable
housing needs, needs far specialist hous ing, and the needs for Gypsy and
T ravel ler accommodation .
The preferred approaches should contribute positively to the following

indicators in the Coroorate Plan 2017-20:

Jar-iuary202
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Customer Access Review - Local Plan Preferred Options January 2020
Assessment details

4

Which aspects of the activity or proposal are dictated by
legislation /regulation and where do we have discretion in
how they are delivered?

.
.
...

EH 10 The average results from all ai r quality mon itoring station s in the
Borough
HP l-19 Number of affordable homes comp leted
812 District w ide unemployment rate
813 Town Centre footfall
Pl-27 / N umber of new homes built annually

Section 19{18) - {1 E) of the Planning and Comgulso!Y Pu rchase Act 2004
sets out that each local plann ing authority must identify their strateg ic priorities
and have po licies to address these in their development plan documents
(taken as a whole).
Under regulation 10A of The Town and Count!Y Planning (Local Planning)
(Eng land} Regulations 2012 (as amended} local planning authorities must
review local plans at least once every 5 years from their adoption date to
ensure that policies remain re levant and effect ively address the needs of the
local community. Most plans are likely to requ ire updating in whole or in part at
least every 5 years. Reviews should be proportionate to the issues in hand.
The development plan for an area is made up of the combination of strategic
policies (which address the priorities for an area) and non-strategic pol icies
(which deal with more detailed matters). Paragraphs 17 to 19 of the National
P lanning Pol icy Framework describe the plan-making framework which allows
flexibili ty in the way policies for the deve lopment and use of lan d are produced .
Section 19 of the Planning and Comr2u lso[Y Purchase Act 2004 sets out
specific matters to which the local planning authority must have regard when
preparing a local plan. Regulat ions 8 and 9 of the Town and Country Plann ing
(Local Planning} (Eng land} Regulations 2012 prescribe the general form and
content of local plans and adopted policies maps, wh ile regulation 10 states
what add itional matters local planning author ities must have regard to when
drafting their local plans.
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Assessment details
T he duty to cooperate was introduced by the Localism Act 2011, and is set out
in section 33A of the Planning and Comg,ulso!),' Purchase Act 2004 . It places a
legal duty on local planning authorit ies and county councils in England , and
prescribed public bodies to engage constructively, actively and on an ongoing
basis to maximise the effectiveness of local plan in the context of strateg ic
cross boundary matters. Certain other public bodies are also subject to the
duty to cooperate . These are prescribed in the Town and Cou ntry Planning
(Local Planning) (Eng land) Reg ulations 2012 as amended . T hese
organisations are required to cooperate with local p lann ing authorities and
county counci ls in Eng land, and the other prescribed bodies. All parties shou ld
approach the duty in a proportionate way, tai loring cooperation according to
where they can maximise th e effect iveness of plans.
Section 19 of the Planning and Com~ulso[Y Purchase Act 2004 requ ires a
local planning authority to ca rry out a sustainabi lity appraisal of each of the
proposa ls in a plan during its preparation. This shoul d demonstrate how the
plan has addressed relevant economic, social and environmental objectives.
Sign ificant adverse impacts on these object ives should be avoided and,
wherever possible, alternative options wh ich reduce or eliminate such impacts
should be pursued . Where significant adverse impacts are unavoidable,
suitable mitigation measures should be proposed (or, where this is not
possi ble, compe nsatory measures shou ld be considered} [NPPF para. 32].
The National Plann ing Polic:i Framework !NPPF} sets out government's
planning policies for Eng land and how these are expected to be applied. Local
P lans are produced with in the parameters of and in accordance with tests of
soundness set by national po licy , above through the NPPF. Plans mu st
address local issues, whilst being consistent with national policy.
The NPPF sets out a requ irement for plans to be shaped by early,
proportionate and effective engagement between plan-makers and
communit ies, loca l organisa tion s, businesses, infrastructure providers and
operators and statutory consultees. In addition, their preparation needs to be
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underpinne d by relevant and up-to- date evidence. This shou ld be adequate
and proportionate, focused tightly on supporting and justifying the policies
concerned [NPPF pa ra. 16].
In re lation to equality and d iversity, national planning policy requires the size,
type and tenure of housing needed for different groups in the commun ity to be
assessed and reflected in planning policies (i nclud ing , but not limited to, tho se
who req uire affordable housing , families with children, older peop le, students,
people with disabilities , service fami lies, travelle rs, people who rent their
homes and people wishing to commission or build their own homes) [NPPF
para. 61 ].
T he requirements for th is specific stage of the process of public consu ltation
on the Local Plan are spec if ied in Regu lation 18 of the Town and Country
P lanning (Local Planning} (Eng land! Regulations 2012. Under the regulation
the local pla nning autho rity is required to notify specific consu ltation bodies
(stat utory consultees such as the Environment Agency, Heritage Eng land,
Natural England etc ) that the authority consider may have an interest in the
plan and invite them to make a representation on it. The local planning
authority must also notify and invite any general consultat ion bodies it
considers appropriate to make representations, such as:
voluntary groups;
bodies that represe nt the interests of different racial, ethnic or national
groups in the area;
bodies which represent the interests of different religious groups in the
area
bodies which represents the interests of d isabled persons in the area

..
.
.

In preparing th e local plan, the local planning authority must take into account
representations made to them.
Steo 2: Information collection
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Assessment details
Note: Equality and Divers ity information for Dartford can be found at http://www.kent.gov.uk/about-the-council/information-and-data/Facts-and-figures-about-Kent/equalityand-diversitv-data

5

What do you know about the groups of people who will
be affected ? i.e. demograph ic informat ion in re lation to the

Information has been drawn from various sources such as the Census and
other studies/research which show demographic information on popu lation
change, housing , income, ethnicity, and employment.

reassignment)

Housing Needs Evidence
The Council comm issioned Residential Needs and Gypsy and Traveller
Accommodation Assessments which have been completed and inform the
approach in the Local Plan doc ument.

protected characteristic groups (age, disabil it y, pregnancy and
maternity, religion or belief, race, sex, sexual orientation, gender

The Dartford and Ebbsfleet Residential Needs Assessment used data from
va rious sources to assess the needs for different types of housing. T his
includes the needs of older people, those with disabilities, families with
children and younger peop le.
The Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment used a range of
methods to assess needs, including interviews w ith res idents of occupied
pitches and plots.

~
The Residential Needs Assessment study finds that the housing projections

suggest that there will be an increase in the nu mber of househo lds headed by
someone over 65 from 10,185 in 2019 to 15,606 in 2036 , an increase of
53.2%. The projections also indicate that the proportion of older persons
living alone in Dartford w ill increase from 44.7% in 2019 to 47.3% in 2036.

The Assessment concludes that, given the dramati c growth in the older
population and the high leve ls of disability and health problems amongst older
people, there is likely to be an increase requ irement for specialist housing
options. The study concludes that there is a req uirement for additional
specialist units for older peop le.
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Disabled
The 201 1 Census information show that, in 2011, some 15.1% of the resident
population in Dartford had a long-term health problem or disability. Further
analysis shows some 44.9% of all res idents w ith a long-term hea lth problem
or disability in Dartford had a condit ion that limited day-to-day activities a lot ,
with 55.1% ha ving a cond ition that lim ited activities a little. Data from the
Department of Work and Pensions ind icates th at as at Ap ril 2019 there were
2,499 people in Dartford in receipt of Persona l Independence Payments

(PIP), which equated to 2.2% of the population in the Borough.

The Residential Needs Assessment finds that the number of those aged 65 or
over with a limiting long-term ill ness that limits them a lot is expected to
increase by 50 .0% between 2019 and 2036 in Dartford. T his compares to an
increase of 78.4% in the n umber of people aged 18-64 in Dartford w ith
impaired mobility, a rise of 22.5% in the number of people aged 18-64 in
Dartford with a common mental health disorder , an increase of 65.8% in the
n umber of people aged 65 or over with dementia and an increase of 33.1% in
the nu mb er of people in Dartford with a moderate or severe learning
disabi lity.
T he Assessment identifies that the number of those aged 65 or ove r that are
unable to manage at least one mobility activity on their own is expected to
increase by 57 .6% between 2019 and 2036, compared to an inc rease of
55.2% in the number of people aged 65 and over who need he lp with at least
one domestic task, an increase of 15.8% in the number of people aged 65
and over who need help w ith at least one self-ca re activity and an increase of
26.2°/o in the number of people aged 18-64 wit h a serious personal ca re
disabi lity. These changes better reflect the projected change in the
demographics of the popu lation (an age ing population) rather than a notab le
change in the overall health of peop le.
Data sources imply that a notab le u pl ift wi ll be required to the number of

homes that current ly meet the accessible and adaptable dwellinq M4{2)
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Assessment details
standard criteria . T he study found that there will also be a requirement for
M4(3) category homes -wheelchair user dwellings.

6

What consultation has taken place with affected groups?
Please describe wh o was con sulted and t he key findings

T he Loca l Pla n Preferred Options document will be subject to statutory public
consu ltation. Al l those on the Counci l's consultation list will be given the
opportunity to comment on the document. Th is includes groups representing
gypsies , disabled people, older people and relig ious groups. The Council will
also advise the Dartford Elders' Forum an d the Da rtford Youth Council of the
consu ltation.

7

Are there any gaps in information? If so, what additional
res earch and /or consultation is needed to ensure that

No .

affected ~roups needs and views are taken into account?

Step 3: Assessing the equality impact

Consider whether the activity or proposal has or will have any positive or negative equality impacts on the protected

8

characteristic groups in relation lo the following aims of the General Equality Duty:
a) tackling un lawful discrimination
b) promoting equality of opportunity
c) promoting good relations
POSITIVE IMPACTS

a

Age

b

Disability
Gender (including reassignment)

C

Providing fo r the fu ture

accommodation needs of an

aaeina population.

Enabling provision to meet needs

fo r accessible/adaptable and

wheelchair user accommodation.

N/A

NEGATIVE IMPACTS

NO IMPACT UNKNOWN

None





None





N/A

181
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d

Race

Providing fo r the fu ture

None



N/A



accommodation needs of



e

Religion/Belief

gypsies. travellers and travelling
showpeople.
N/A

f

Sexual Orientation

N/A

N/A

g

Pregnancy/Maternity

N/A

N/A

9

If ' no impact' or ' unknown' was

Th e proposals contained in the Local Plan Preferred Options document are not related, at
this stage, in any meaning and tangibly direct sense to the protected characteri stics of

10

selected, please explain

If Dartford Borough Council works
with partners to deliver the activity or

proposal, please describe any
circumstances that could give r ise to
positive or negative equality impacts
between different groups

11

181

181
181




gender, rel igion/belief, sexual orientation, and pregnancy/materni ty .

Many of the policy proposals would apply to developments within Ebbsfieet Garden City area
where decisions on planning applications are taken by the Ebbsfleet Development
Corporati on rather than Dartford Borough Council. However, th e EDC's decisions on

planning applications need to be in accordance with policies in the Dartford Borough Council
Local Plan and no circumstances are envisaged that would give rise to negative equality
impacts belween differenl groups.

Anv other comments

Step 4: Action plan
12. Based on the information in Steps 1 to 3, please list the actions that will be taken to address:
a) any gaps in information and consultation
b) how any negative impacts on equality w ill be mitigated or eradicated
a) If additional information and/or consultation is required or the impact is still unclear, what actions will you put in place to
gather the informat ion you need ?
Jar"1uary202
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Step 4: Action plan
Information needs

Action

Intended outcome

Date for
completion
N/A
N/A
I N/A
N/A
b) If any negative impacts on equal ity were found , what actions will you put in place to

How this will be
Responsible officer
monitored
N/A
N/A
mitigate or eradicate these impacts?

Identifi ed impacts
(and who is
affected)
N/A

Action

Intended outcome

Date for
completion

How th is will be
monitored

Responsible officer

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Step 5: Decision making and future monitoring
13

Which decision making process does this Customer
Access Review need to go through? i.e. who does th is
need to be approved by?

The fi nal draft (publica tion) Plan will be subject to full council
approval. This will be repeated before coming into force (following
Planning Inspectorate rev iew).

14

How will you continue to monitor the impact of the
activity or proposal on the equality groups?

The Authority Monitoring Report measures the provision of Gypsy and
Traveller accom modation, accessible/adaptable and wheelchair
housing .

15

When will you review this Customer Access Review?

The Customer Access Review will be reviewed at the next stage of
the Local Plan production process (Regulation 19 of the Town and
Country Planning (Local Planning) (England ) Regulations 2012) fo r
which a draft plan con taining policies will be produced .
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